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PREFACE

This report on the Ukrainian nuclear industry was
authored by Ukrainian experts on the iniave of,
and with the cooperaon of, Bellona.
Aer the dissoluon of the Soviet Union, the
enormous atomic industry of the USSR was divided
among new and suddenly formed states. Therefore
the nuclear industry of Ukraine possesses a large,
and at the same me burdensome legacy, which
it achieved aer 1991 and the dissoluon of the
Soviet Union. Ukraine found itself among a handful
of states wherein nuclear power provided more
than 50% of the energy. At the same me the sector,
which administered the atomic industry and that
remained on Ukraine’s territory, cannot at current
fully sasfy atomic energy demand. This primarily
owes to a lack of uranium mining capacity and
producon of necessary metals, as well as a weak
infrastructure for the safe handling of spent nuclear
fuel and radioacve waste. Ukraine’s burdensome
legacy was redoubled by the Chernobyl catastrophe.
Bellona, being a praccal non-government
organizaon, connually seeks soluons directed
toward prevenng nuclear and radiaon threats.
Bellona devotes special aenon to the safe
operaon of nuclear power plants and to quesons
of safe radioacve waste and spent nuclear fuel
handling. Bellona believes that from the perspecve
of environmental safety, praccally all facets of the
nuclear industry – from nuclear power plants to
repositories for spent nuclear fuel and radioacve
waste to uranium producon to reprocessing and
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condioning facilies, and so on – represent a
potenal threat to people and the environment.
Therefore, in supporng the work of internaonal
and naonal programs, Bellona wishes to be sure
that the government of Ukraine and internaonal
organizaons contribung funding to nuclear
projects are not only assuring and extending the
existence of the country’s nuclear industry in its
current state, but are actually working to prevent
nuclear and radioacve threats.
Considering
contemporary
reality
and
understanding that nuclear energy in Ukraine will
at least for the next several decades remain the
country’s main source of energy, Bellona believes
that naonal and internaonal programs must exert
maximum eﬀort to assure the safety of the Ukrainian
nuclear sector.
The goal of the current report is to more fully
understand the condion of the nuclear sector in
Ukraine, to provide informaon to internaonal
organizaons and programs such that they are
able to decide where to most urgently apply eﬀorts
toward assuring the safety of the Ukrainian nuclear
sector.
Bellona believes that this report will become
required reading for policians, specialists and nonproﬁts in both Ukraine and the West. Bellona hopes
that the interested pares will see the contents of
this report as a source of expert informaon, which
will assist them in ﬁnding the best decision on the
queson of safety.

Bellona with respect and understanding curated
the opinions of these Ukrainian experts who
parcipated in the wring of this report, and wishes
to express its deepest gratude for their work.
Georgy Lisishenko -- is a member of the Naonal
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine with a specialty in
nuclear energy, laureate of state Prize in Science and
Technology of Ukraine (2012), a current member
of the Academy of Mining Sciences (2015) - Doctor
of Technical Sciences, Chairman of the Instute
of Environmental Geochemistry of the Naonal
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. He is the author the
chapters - "The history of nuclear energy in Ukraine
and its role today and in the future", "Nuclear power
plants of Ukraine", "The present and future of the
Chernobyl zone."
Mikola Shteyberg – is the Deputy Minister
of the Ministry of Fuel and Energy of Ukraine for
the management of the nuclear power complex
of Ukraine (2002-2006), First Vice-President of
NNEGC Energoatom (2000), Chairman of the State
Commiee for Nuclear and Radiaon Safety of
Ukraine (SCNRB) in 1991-1995. He is the author of
the chapters - "Management of nuclear energy and
industry of Ukraine", "About the system of nuclear
regulaon in Ukraine."
Dmitro Chumak – is a scienﬁc consultant with
the Odessa Center for Nonproliferaon. He prepared
the chapter entled "The Economics of Nuclear
Power in Ukraine

Andrian Prokip (with Dmitro Chumak) – is a
scienﬁc consultant with the Odessa Center for
Nonproliferaon and a Candidate of Economic
Sciences, and an expert of the Ukrainian Instute of
the Future. He prepared the secons "Internaonal
cooperaon of Ukraine in the ﬁeld of atomic energy",
"Nuclear power engineering in the energy strategy
of Ukraine (for the period up to 2035)"
Soﬁa Shtuyak - is an aorney-at-Law, a Leading
Legal Adviser with the organizaon "Ecology-LawMan." She wrote the chapter - "Ukrainian and
internaonal legislaon in implementaon of
projects in the ﬁeld of nuclear energy in Ukraine"
Igor Maskalevich – is a journalist and a columnist
for "Zerkalo Nedeli". He wrote the chapter "Uranium
Producon"
Boris Vasylkivskyi – is the head of the non-proﬁt
ecological law organizaon "EkoPravo-Kyiv". He
wrote the chapter - "Atomic energy and ecological
movement in Ukraine."
Bellona also also wishes to express its gratude
to the Ministry of Foreign Aﬀairs of Norway, the
Norwegian Radiaon Safety Agency and the Embassy
of the Kingdom of Norway in Ukraine for supporng
our work.
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South Ukraine NPP
Autor: Valadimir, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=27774592

1. HISTORY OF NUCLEAR ENERGY SECTOR
IN UKRAINE AND ITS ROLE TODAY
AND IN THE FUTURE
For its enre existence, the nuclear power
sector in Ukraine has been closely linked with the
military-industrial complex of the Soviet Union (the
USSR) and the Russian Federaon (the RF), whose
sphere of acvity included the nuclear industry
with all components of the nuclear fuel cycle
infrastructure (NFC).

History of the uranium project
Military and energy projects of the Soviet Union
required a signiﬁcant amount of uranium raw
materials. In the last years of the Second World
War, the leadership of the USSR decided to use the
radiometric method to study all possible sources
of uranium. These were the radiometric geological
exploraons that contributed to discovery of a few
uranium deposits within the territory of Ukraine [5].
In 1945, the ﬁrst large uranium deposit discovered in
Ukraine was called "Pervomaiske" and remained in
operaon unl 1968. In 1946, the Zhovtorichenske
deposit of uranium (also with signiﬁcant reserves)
was discovered, the commercial operaon of which
was carried out in 1950-1995.
It is these discoveries of uranium deposits
within the territory of Ukraine that contributed to
the establishment of enterprises of the inial stage
of the nuclear fuel cycle in Ukraine.
Ukrainian deposits of uranium are concentrated
in Dnipropetrovsk and Kirovograd regions. Since
1945 unl now, uranium has been extracted in 11
deposits, which today have diﬀerent status. The four
oldest (Pervomaiske, Zhovtorichenske, Devladovo
and Bratske) were exhausted in the 1940-1970s;
three more (Safronivske, Severinske and Kvitneve)
are either preserved or not developed due to lack
of funds. Michurinske, Vatunske, Tsentralne and
Novokosantynivske uranium deposits are being
extensively developed near Kirovograd [5].
The processing of uranium-containing raw
materials on the territory of Ukraine started in
late 1940's in the context of special secrecy. The
then producon processes were imperfect and

were carried out without respecng the basic
requirements of environmental safety [6].
Originally, two companies processed uranium
ores:
• Producon
Associaon
"Prydniprovsky
Chemical Plant" (JSC "PHZ"), located in Dneprodzerzhinsk, Dnipropetrovsk region (1949–1991).
• State Enterprise "Eastern Mining and Processing Plant" (SE "VostGOK"), located in Zhov Vody,
Dnipropetrovsk region (period of operaon: 1951 –
to the present day).
Currently, the processing and primary
enrichment of uranium ore is carried out only by SE
"VostGOK", the only Ukrainian company providing
natural uranium extracon and producon of its
oxide concentrate. It is subordinate to the Ministry
of Energy and Coal Industry of Ukraine. Today SE
"VostGOK" is one of the 28 uranium-mining centers
in the world, among which it is in the top ten, and it
is also the largest in Europe.
As you know, the nuclear fuel cycle (NFC)
in Ukraine is incomplete, and in this regard,
to a considerable extent, the development of
nuclear power industry in the exisng format of
its funconing depends on Russia. At present,
Ukraine independently implements only the
ﬁrst stage of the NFC, the extracon of uranium
ore and the producon of uranium concentrate
from it, providing only 30% of the needs of
the Ukrainian nuclear power plants, i.e. about
800-900 tons of uranium concentrate from the
required 2.5 thousand tons [7, 8]. All uranium
concentrate made in Ukraine was recently sent
to Russia for processing. Unl 2016, Ukraine
enriched its uranium concentrate on the facilies
of the Internaonal Uranium Enrichment Center
(Angarsk, Irkutsk Region, Russia).

History of the construction
and commissioning of nuclear reactors
The Order of the Council of Ministers of the
USSR dated June 29 of 1966 approved the plan for
9

commissioning the nuclear power plants in the
period from 1966 to 1977. It was planned to build a
total power capacity of 11900 MW, with the RBMK
reactors having a capacity of 8,000 MW. One of the
planned nuclear power plants was to compensate for
the electricity shortage in the Central Energy District
of the USSR, the largest in the United Energy System
(UES) of the South. This ﬁrst NPP within the territory
of Ukraine became the Chornobyl NPP. According
to the Resoluon of the Central Commiee of the
CPSU and the Council of Ministers of the USSR dated
February 2, 1967, it was sited near the village of
Kopachi in Kiev region [9].
Construcon of the ﬁrst unit of the Chernobyl
Nuclear Power Plant with a LWGR type nuclear
reactor, in which graphite is the neutron reﬂector,
the Russian equivalent of RBMK-1000 (1000 MW),
started in 1972; and it was put into commercial
operaon on September 26, 1977. Therefore, it
is 1977 that oﬃcially is considered the year of
the birth of Ukrainian nuclear power industry.
The growing demand for electricity, the desire to
replace thermal and hydroelectric power plants
with more powerful nuclear power plants, helped
to speed up their construcon. At the me of the
man-made disaster on the 4th unit of the Chernobyl
NPP (April 1986) there were 10 power units in
operaon in Ukraine, 8 of them had the capacity
of 1000 MW.
In the me since the start of the ﬁrst nuclear power
unit, ﬁve nuclear power plants were built in Ukraine,
which have 19 power units with a total capacity of
17,880 MW put into operaon. (Fig. 1.1). Meanwhile,
it should be noted that all installed nuclear reactors
in Ukraine were designed and manufactured in the
USSR and the Russian Federaon.
Four RBMK-1000 type reactors were installed
at the Chernobyl NPP only. The PWR type reactors
with a water-water cooling system were installed
on the other four NPP sites, in which convenonal
water passing through the core serves as a neutron
moderator and coolant. The Russian equivalents of
the PWR reactor are called VVER-440 and VVER1000. It is worth nong that in world pracce,
the most widely used were light-water type PWR
reactors (about 90%).
When discussing the development of nuclear
power sector in Ukraine, it is impossible to avoid
the fact that in the mid-80s of the last century
the Energy Program of the USSR was adopted,
according to which it was planned to place 43
atomic reactors of Russian producon in Ukraine.
During this period, many sciensts of the Academy
of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR convincingly
substanated the unrealisc nature of such
planning on the placement of such a sizeable
number of nuclear power units. According to their
projected esmates, considering the resource
potenal required to ensure the safe operaon
of the NPPs, it was determined that not more
10

than 23 reactors of the VVER-1000 type could be
located on the territory of the republic. The main
factor, liming the placement of these NPPs with
exisng electricity generaon technology, is the
water resources in Ukraine. Esmates showed that
with a number of nuclear reactors of more than
23, the qualitave indicators of water resources
will deteriorate signiﬁcantly, which will lead to
catastrophic consequences for the populaon
of Ukraine [10]. However, design surveys and
construcon work on the construcon of addional
units of the NPPs, as directed by Moscow, connued
unl 1986 (the Crimean NPP, Odesa nuclear heat
and power plant, etc.).
Summary data on the current state of the
nuclear power industry in Ukraine are given in
Table 1.1. and on Fig. 1.2.
According to stascal data on the increase
of power generang capacies, it is possible to
disnguish three basic periods in the history of the
development of nuclear power industry in Ukraine,
which can be clearly seen in the diagram of Fig. 1.2.:
1. 1977-1991 – a very fast increase in capacity
of the NPPs, an average of about 9% per year.
2. 1992-2010 – a period of praccal suspension
of the commissioning of new facilies and the full
stop of operaon of all units of the Chernobyl NPP.
3. 2011-2017 – a period of the status check of
NPP units that have worked the design lifeme and
extension of their operaon beyond the design
lifeme over 10-15 years; preparatory work for the
decommissioning of NPP units.
At present, 15 nuclear power units with a
total capacity of 13 888 MW are operang at
the Ukrainian NPPs. Ukraine is on the 7th place
in the world by this indicator [11]. All types of
NPPs occupy only 25% of the total structure of
electric generaon capacies of Ukraine (Fig. 1.3).
However, in recent years, they produce up to 55%
of all electricity in the country, and in some periods
up to 70% (Fig. 1.4).
At the present stage, negave processes are
occurring in the fuel and energy sector of the
country and dangerous trends are observed that
threaten the energy and environmental safety of
the country. This is due to the following factors:
1. For many years, much of Ukraine's energy
sector has depended on Russia, which supplied
natural gas, petroleum products, and fuel for power
plants (thermal plants and NPPs). This dependence
on imports turned gas, oil, nuclear fuel, and then
coal into a lever of pressure on Ukraine from the
side of the neighboring state. The loss of facilies
of the fuel and energy sector and promising areas
in 2014-2017 for the development of hydrocarbon
resources has largely weakened the level of energy
security of the country.
2. Most of the units of domesc NPPs are reaching their design operaonal limit and require
implemenon of life extension procedures. The
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Fig.1.1. Location map of nuclear power plants in Ukraine
Table 1.1. General data on reactor units of Ukrainian NPPs (as of 01.01.2017)
Name of the NPP
1

Number of the NPP unit,
type of reactor / its series
2

Installed power
capacity mln. kW

Start of
construcon

Date of connecon
to the electrical
network

Scheduled year of
decommissioning

Date to which
the unit life has
been extended

3

4

5

6

7

Zaporozhe (ZNPP)

№ 1 – VVER-1000/V-320
№ 2 – VVER-1000/V-320
№ 3 – VVER-1000/V-320
№ 4 – VVER-1000/V-320
№ 5 – VVER-1000/V-320
№ 6 – VVER-1000/V-320

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

04.1980
04.1981
04.1982
01.1984
07.1985
06.1986

10-Dec-84
02-Jul-85
10-Dec-86
18-Dec-87
14-Aug-89
19-Oct-95(1)

23-Dec-15
19-Feb-16
05-Mar-17
04-Apr-18
27-May-20
21-Oct-26

23-Dec-26
19-Feb-25

South Ukraine
(SUNPP)

№ 1 – VVER-1000/V-302
№ 2 – VVER-1000/V-338
№ 3 – VVER-1000/V-320

1000
1000
1000

03.1977
10.1079
02.1985

31-Dec-82
06-Jan-85
20-Sep-89

02-Dec-13
12-Jun-15
10-Feb-20

02-Dec-23
31-Dec-25

Rivne (RNPP)

№ 1 – VVER-440/V-213
№ 2 – VVER-440/V-213
№ 3 – VVER-1000/V-320
№ 4 – VVER-1000/V-320

440
440
1000
1000

08.1976
10.1977
02.1981
?

22-Dec-80
22-Dec-81
21-Dec-86
10-Oct-04

22-Dec-10
22-Dec-11
11-Dec-17
07-Jun-2036

22-Dec-2030
22-Dec-2031

Khmelnitsky
(KhNPP)

№ 1 – VVER-1000/V-320
№ 2 – VVER-1000/V-320

1000
1000

11.1981
1983

22-Dec-87
07-Sep-05

13-Dec-18
07-Sep-2035-

Chernobyl
(ChNPP)

№ 1 – RBMK-1000
№ 2 – RBMK-1000
№ 3 – RBMK-1000
№ 4 – RBMK-1000

1000
1000
1000
1000

06.1972
02.1973
05.1977
09.1977

26-Sep-77
21-Dec-78
03-Dec-81
10-Nov-83

1996 (2)
1991 (3)
2000 (4)
1986 (5)

Notes:
1.

ZNPP Unit 6 began commercial operaon on April 2, 1997.
ChNPP Unit 1 stopped on November 30, 1996, decommissioning mode.
3.
ChNPP Unit 2 stopped on 11-Oct-91, decommissioning mode.
4.
ChNPP Unit 3 stopped for phasing out on December 15, 2000. (Resoluon of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine No. 598 dated March 29, 2000).
5.
ChNPP Unit 4 was destroyed because of the accident on April 26, 1986. By November 1986, an insulang structure, called "Sarcophagus", was built over
the destroyed Unit 4, and later- the Shelter Object (Fig. ; On November 29, 2016, the construcon of another protecve shell over the Shelter Object was
completed- a conﬁnement named the Arch
2.
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designation of a characteristic period in the history of development of Ukrainian NPPs and its number.

Fig.1.2. Time course of functioning of power generating capacities of NPPs in Ukraine.
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Fig. 1.3. Structure of power generating capacities of Ukraine in
2016, in% [11]

economic and polical crisis in which Ukraine has
found itself in 2014 – 2017 does not allow to intensify work on commissioning new nuclear powerplant units. and constrains the implementaon
of plans for the development of the nuclear industry at planned levels (for example, only 16% of the
"Program of radioacve waste management" was
implemented in recent years).
3. The construcon and commissioning of new
NPP units is constrained by the protest acons of the
public, who, aer the Chernobyl and Fukushima accidents, are frightened by the "peaceful atom".
4. Slowly, replacement of electrical power facilies such as storage hydroelectric power staons
(SHPS) is introduced, which are necessary for the
stable operaon of NPP units.
5. The issue is of handling the the SNF returned
from Russia, originang at Ukrainian nuclear power
12

2015

Fig. 1.4. Structure of electricity production in Ukraine in
2015-2016, billion kWh. [11]

plants with VVER-440 reactors and sent for processing in the RF, has yet to be solved. The complexity of disposal of spent nuclear fuel and highlevel waste (HLW) is sll a disadvantage. Absence
a proper Ukrainian storage facility leads to about $
200 million annual loss, which Ukraine has to pay
for services from the Russian company Rosatom for
the transport and processing of spent fuel.
6. Since 2015, Ukraine's power system has moved
from market relaons to manual control of the country's energy capacies, which is unacceptable.
7. The resoluon of the issues of the nuclear
industry is aggravated by the absence of a separate state structure in Ukraine, which would take
care speciﬁcally to resolve these issues (today, the
nuclear industry is subordinated to the Ministry of
Energy and Coal Industry of Ukraine, which takes
care of all energy industries)

bln kW/y

These processes have already led to an
imbalance in the economy and signiﬁcantly impede
the country's energy development.

300
250
200

Steps to improve the condition
of Ukrainian nuclear energy sector
Based on the informaon-analycal digest
reports "ENERGOINFORM-INFORMENERGO" on
the state of the fuel and energy system of Ukraine
in 2014-2017, some steps are described below,
which are taken by the state to improve the state
of nuclear power:
• In order to reduce dependence on Russia
Ukraine signed a contract with Wesnghouse Electric Company on December 30, 2014, for the supply
of nuclear fuel, which iniated the diversiﬁcaon
of sources of nuclear fuel supply, thus becoming
a step towards reducing the risks of full dependence on the Russian monopolist. (In addion to
the South Ukrainian NPP, by the end of 2017, aer
upgrading the in-core monitoring systems, the fuel
from Wesnghouse will be loaded into the cores of
Power Units 1, 3, and 4 of the Zaporozhe NPP).
• It is planned to gradually increase the capacity
of exisng VVER-1000 type reactors up to 110% of
the nominal level at the expense of upgrading the reactor turbines by the domesc turbine manufacturer
for the NPPs, HPS and PSPP, i.e. "Turboatom" PJSC.
• A contract has been signed with URENCO for
the supply of enriched uranium that will be used
to produce nuclear fuel for the Ukrainian NPPs at
Wesnghouse facility in Sweden.
• An agreement was signed with the Korean
company "Korea Hydro & Nuclear", which provides
for cooperaon on the issues of compleon of
Power Units 3 and 4 of the Khmelnitsky NPP and
the implementaon of the "Ukraine-EU Energy
Bridge" Project;
• An agreement was concluded with Holtec
Internaonal and an agreement was reached with
the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission to invest in
the construcon of the Centralized Spent Nuclear
Fuel Storage Facility (CSNFSF), the cost of which increased to more than $ 1.4 billion, and it cannot be
built solely on state budget funds.
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Fig.1.5. Optimistic scenario of the forecast of electricity production
in Ukraine from different Energy sources by 2050.

Prospective plans are determined
in the Energy Strategy of Ukraine
for the Period up to 2035
The Strategy № 605-p, approved by the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine on September
18, 2017, outlines the strategic guidelines for the
development of the fuel and energy complex of
Ukraine for the period up to 2035. The Strategy
states that nuclear power will maintain its dominant
posion in the energy balance of Ukraine in any
transformaon both in the generaon system and
in the structure of ﬁnal consumpon, and it will
remain the basis of the load curve and the main
source of electricity producon with no carbon
emissions.
The opmisc forecast of energy development
in Ukraine up to 2050, which shows the desny of
nuclear power generaon, is based on materials
from the Instute of Economics and Forecasng
of the Naonal Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
(Fig.1.5) [13].
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2. NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS OF UKRAINE
2.1. Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant
The ﬁrst Ukrainian nuclear power plant –
Chernobyl NPP (ChNPP) – is located in Ukraine at
a distance of 2 km from the town of Pripyat (built
simultaneously with the plant primarily for its
workers), 18 kilometers from the town of Chernobyl,
16 kilometers from the Belarusian border and
110 kilometers from the city of Kyiv. The name is
associated with the town of Chernobyl, the district
center of the area at the me the NPP was built.
Four nuclear reactors of RBMK-1000 type (highpower channel-type reactor) with an electrical
power of 1000 MW each (thermal power of 3200
MW) were constructed and commissioned at the
plant over several years (1978 -1984) (Table 1.1).
Two similar reactors were constructed but never
completed: unit 5 (1981–1988) and unit 6 (1983–
1988). ChNPP produced electricity from 1977 to
2000. Unl 1991, ChNPP was subordinated to the
USSR Ministry of Energy and Electriﬁcaon (USSR
Ministry of Energy). It became the third plant in the
USSR with RBMK-1000 reactors aer the Leningrad
and Kursk NPPs, which were commissioned in 1973
and 1976, respecvely. ChNPP produced about one
tenth of Ukraine's electricity. As of the beginning of
1986, ChNPP was the most powerful nuclear power
plant in European part of the USSR [1].
On 9 September 1982, an accident that involved
damage of a fuel assembly and caused rupture
of fuel channel No. 62-44 occurred at the ﬁnal
construcon stage of ChNPP unit 4 during trial
startup of the reactor at 700 MW power (thermal)
at rated coolant parameters. The rupture deformed
the core graphite layer and a signiﬁcant amount of
radioacve materials was released to the reactor

space from the damaged fuel assembly. Severe
accident consequences were caused by failure of
the emergency protecon system and long-term
(for 20 min) retenon of the reactor at 700 MW
power aer rupture of the channel. The radioacve
release contaminated a substanal territory
around the ChNPP industrial site. Migaon of
the accident consequences required about three
months of repair acvies. Channel No. 62-44 and
the core area adjacent to the destroyed channel
were permanently withdrawn from operaon [4].
According to oﬃcial data, the accident did not
have a signiﬁcant impact on the environment.
Increased levels of radioacve contaminaon
of the environment were short-term. According
to unoﬃcial sources, such as experts who were
engaged in radio-ecological monitoring of soils, it
is known that radioacve traces was observed in
the surface soil layer outside the plant industrial
site in subsequent years aer the ChNPP accident
of 1982.
At 1:23 am on 26 April 1986, a ﬁre and explosion
occurred at ChNPP unit 4. The reactor was put
into the design power mode three months earlier
than planned, during an experiment performed
to analyze the potenal use of turbine generator
inera to produce some amount of electricity in the
event of a future reactor emergency shutdown, and
this test destroyed the unit 4 reactor (Fig. 2.1). This
accident became the largest man-made disaster
in the world, which caused global radioacve
contaminaon of numerous territories.
Noﬁcaon about the Chernobyl accident ﬁrst
appeared in Soviet mass media aer almost three
days, on the evening of 28 April, in TV program
"Vremya". In fact, this brief noﬁcaon was made

Research of archival documents of the State Security Commiee (KGB) of Ukraine relang to the
Chernobyl disaster led to the conclusion that ChNPP was constructed with permanent violaons. In
parcular, documents of poor quality were used for construcon because it was carried out with great
haste in order to complete the ﬁrst power unit by the next congress of the Soviet Union Communist Party.
Moreover, some construcon documents were stolen [2]. Emergencies occurred at ChNPP immediately
aer its commissioning in 1979; they were somemes accompanied by serious releases of radiaon.
According to O. Bazhan, researcher of the KGB documents relang to ChNPP: "During the construcon,
about 9 accidents and 68 equipment failures occurred at ChNPP. Besides the accident in 1986, an
accident that caused signiﬁcant exposure of plant personnel to radiaon occurred in 1982" [3].
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Рис. 2.1. Fig. 2.1. Damaged Unit 4 of Chernobyl NPP

(source: www.wikipedia.org)

Classiﬁed

REFERENCE
According to I.N. Vishnevsky, Director of the Nuclear Research Instute (NRI),
Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian Soviet Republic, during measurements
of radiological parameters in the regular zone (30-km radius around Kyiv) on 27
April 1986, which is monitored by NRI in accordance with a permanent economic
agreement program, the NRI check staon revealed a car (D 43-82 KH license number,
VAZ model, driver Ivanitsky) on the outskirts of the village of Khotov in the Kyiv
region. Inspecon showed that the level of radiaon on the car surface exceeded the
background by approximately 5000 mes. According to driver Ivanitsky, he and the
passengers le Pripyat at 6 am on 27 April 1986 in the direcon of Khotov for a rest in
the forest zone. The car with the passengers has been transferred to the NRI territory,
where it is being decontaminated and the administraon decides on potenal
hospitalizaon of these persons in a medical instuon in Kyiv.

Invesgave Oﬃcer, Division 2, Department 6, KGB of Ukrainian Soviet
Republic
Captain V. K. Kholod
27.04.1986
Reg. 3763

Fig. 2.2. Report to KGB of Ukraine dated 27 April 1986 on detection
of a car with a very high level of radioactive contamination on the
outskirts of Kyiv
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under pressure from the internaonal community,
which demanded explanaons from the USSR
about the increased levels of radiaon in other
countries. Workers of the Forsmark NPP in Sweden,
north of Stockholm, were the ﬁrst to raise alert. The
Swedish NPP’s safety system began to issue alarm
signals about radioacve contaminaon. When
it became clear that the contaminaon was not
connected with the plant itself, it was suggested
that there had been an accident at ChNPP taking
into account of the wind direcon. Aempts to
ﬁnd out about the situaon through diplomac
channels ended in nothing. Only when the Swedes
threatened to ﬁle an oﬃcial request to the IAEA,
the USSR was forced to issue noﬁcaon of the
accident. The noﬁcaon included six sentences:
"From the USSR Council of Ministers. An accident
occurred at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. One
of the nuclear reactors was damaged. Measures
have been taken to migate the accident. The
aﬀected persons are provided with assistance.
A government commission has been set up" [5].
There were no warnings about the threat to the
health and life of the populaon.
However, on 27 April 1986, the ﬁrst signs of
very high levels of radioacve contaminaon in
the ChNPP accident area were revealed in the Kyiv
region. This is evident from the report (marked
as classiﬁed) prepared by Director of the Nuclear
Research Instute, Naonal Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine (Kyiv), I.N. Vishnevsky, for the KGB of
Ukraine with informaon on the detecon of
a car whose radiaon exposure exceeded the
background by 5000 mes (Fig. 2.2) [6].
On the 6th of May 1986, IAEA Director General,
Hans Blix, arrived in Kyiv to evaluate the Chernobyl
accident, which prompted the Press Center of the
USSR Ministry of Foreign Aﬀairs to highlight this
visit and provide brief informaon on the accident
that took place at the plant.
It was only 15th of May that USSR leader,
General Secretary of the Central Commiee of the
Soviet Union Communist Party, Mikhail Gorbachev,
appeared on central television and oﬃcially
acknowledged the Chernobyl accident as a tragedy
for the Soviet state. However, objecve informaon
on the magnitude of the Chernobyl accident and its
consequences was concealed for rather a long me
as was requested by an instrucon sent to various
authories of USSR KGB, whose copy is shown in
Fig. 2.5 [7]. Open discussion of the ChNPP accident
causes and consequences became possible only in
post-Soviet press.
Aer the accident, a radioacve cloud formed
over the European part of the USSR, covering not
only modern Ukraine, Belarus and Russia located
near ChNPP, but also a greater part of Europe,
as well as the eastern part of the United States.
Approximately 60% of radioacve substances were
deposited on the territory of Belarus. However,

according to another report on the Chernobyl
accident (TORCH report), which was made public
in 2006, half of the volale parcles landed outside
Ukraine, Belarus, and Russia [8]. By 3 May 1986,
the populaon of Pripyat, Chernobyl, and all other
selements within the radius of 30 km around the
plant were completely evacuated. About 200,000
people were evacuated from the areas with high
levels of radioacve contaminaon [9-11].
In the ﬁrst year aer the accident, almost 8.5
million people were exposed to radiaon, about
160,000 km2 of Ukrainian, Belarusian and Russian
territories were contaminated, including 52,000 km2
of agricultural lands. The reactor connued to emit
radiaon for three further weeks unl it was covered
with a mixture of sand, lead, clay and boron.
Fig. 2.5 shows a map of soil contaminaon with
137
Cs on the territory of Europe, and Fig. 2.6 is a
map of zones with diﬀerent levels of contaminaon
on the territories of the Republics of Belarus and
Ukraine and the Russian Federaon.
At the me of the explosion, there were about
190 tons of nuclear fuel in the reactor. The reactor
cladding was destroyed, and more than 60 tons
of uncontrolled radioacve substances were
spewed into the air as there was no containment.
According to revised esmates, the total acvity of
radionuclides released into the environment from
the unit 4 core from 26 April to 10 May 1986 was
about 50 MCi, being about 4% of the total acvity
of the reactor fuel, including: 42 MCi (1500·1015 Bq)
of 131І and 3.3 MCi (127·1015 Bk) of 134Сs and 137Cs
[11]. The acvity of radioacve releases into the
air aer the Chernobyl accident was 40 mes
higher than in the explosion of an atomic bomb in
Hiroshima [13, 14].
Since the Chernobyl NPP was a water-cooled
graphite-moderated reactor, it was graphite that
determined the ﬂammability of the enre system.
According to esmaons, about 800 tons of
graphite remained in the reactor aer the accident,
which then began to burn [14]. The ﬁre lasted 10
days and took the lives of 31 people, and another
299 people were hospitalized with diagnoses of
radiaon sickness of varying severity [15]. Aer
a series of emergency measures, the graphite
ﬁnally ceased to burn only on 10 May. The reactor
connued to emit radiaon for three further weeks
unl it was covered with a mixture of sand, lead,
clay and boron [14].
The major scope of accident migaon acvies
was carried out in 1986-1987, the number of
people involved in their implementaon amounted
to 240,000. The total number of people involved
in accident migaon in all years was more than
800,000. Many of them received high doses of
radiaon [9, 10, 15].
Aer the disaster, the plant did not work for
about six months. During this me, the territory
was decontaminated and a sarcophagus (Shelter)
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Fig. 2.4. Levels of radioactive air contamination in Kyiv in the first days
at the Chernobyl accident:
– green line for 131I; – red line for 137Cs; – blue line for 134Сs
(archive of the Nuclear Research Institute, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine)

LIST
of data to be kept secret relang to the accident at Chernobyl NPP (ChNPP) unit 4
1. Data revealing the true causes of the accident at ChNPP unit 4.
Classiﬁed
2. Full data on the level of destrucon and the magnitude of damage to equipment
and systems of the aﬀected unit and NPP.
For oﬃcial use only
3. Data on the amount and composion of the mixture released during the accident.
Classiﬁed
4. Summary data on radiological parameters characterizing contaminaon in NPP
rooms and 30-km zone.
Classiﬁed
5. Data on results from measurements of radiological parameters and isotopic
composion of soil, water, etc.
For oﬃcial use only/The same data for the whole country, republic, region./
Classiﬁed
6. Data on radiological parameters by contaminated zones placed on topographic maps.
Classiﬁed
7. Summary data on the scope of decontaminaon eﬀorts to migate accident
consequences and dispose radiologically hazardous components.
Classiﬁed

Fig. 2.5. Copy of the instruction on non-disclosure of data relating
to the Chernobyl accident
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Fig. 2.5. Contamination of European territory with Cs-137 in the Chernobyl accident

was built over unit 4. Its construcon took
400,000 m3 of concrete mixture and 7000 tons of
steel structures; the construcon period lasted
206 days. 90,000 workers parcipated in the
construcon acvies. The creaon of a protecve
shell over the destroyed reactor – Shelter – was a
major step towards the migaon of the nuclear
and environmental threat to the world caused by
the Chernobyl nuclear accident [10, 15].

2.1.1. Chernobyl NPP units 1, 2 and 3
after the accident
The issues related to resumpon of operaon
for the ﬁrst three power units of the Chernobyl
NPP and implementaon of associated acvies
were the most important in terms of migang the
accident consequences and were solved in parallel
with enclosure of the fourth unit.
Aer the accident, the ﬁrst two units remained
in normal operang condion. They were shut
down at 1:13 am and 2:13 am, respecvely, on 27
April 1986. The third power unit, technologically
connected with the fourth unit, was shut down at
3:00 am on 26 April 1986. All the stopped power
units were normally cooled down.
On 2 May 86, according to Order No. 244, ChNPP
units 1, 2 and 3 were transferred to temporary
shutdown mode with graphite temperature
maintained at 100 °С. They were served in 12-hour
shis consisng of 45 people.
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Aer cooldown, the reactors of the three
units were transferred to a deep subcrical state.
To remove residual heat, all fuel channels and
channels for mulple forced circulaon remained
ﬁlled with water. The residual heat was removed
by natural circulaon. Water temperature in the
core was maintained at a level of 20-80 °С, graphite
temperature was 30-90 °С.
Decontaminaon acvies at the ﬁrst two units
were completed in the end of September 1986.
Decontaminaon acvies at the third power unit
led to further improvement of the radiological
situaon at the exisng power units. The planned
acvies signiﬁcantly decreased the dose rate in
the unit 3 turbine hall to 7-50 mR/h by the end of
July 1987.
Aer compleon of the Shelter facility and a
series of decontaminaon acvies on the plant’s
territory, the radiological situaon at units 1 and 2
ﬁnally stabilized and was brought to the established
standards.
Regarding ChNPP unit 3, according to Order
No. 360 dated 15 June 1986 in compliance with
the Direcve Schedule of Acvies for Migaon
of Accident Consequences, approved by Deputy
Head of the USSR Council of Ministers, Yu. D.
Maslyukov, workshop working commissions were
set up with involvement of experts from design and
engineering organizaons, who prepared expert
conclusions about further operaon of Chernobyl
NPP unit 3. Unlike ChNPP units 1 and 2, a great
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Federation

Chernobyl NPP

Closed zones
Above 40 curie per square
kilometer (Ci/km2) of Cs-137
Permanent monitoring
15-40 Ci/km2 of Cs-137
Periodic monitoring
5-15 Ci/km2 of Cs-137

Ukraine

Unnamed zone
1-5 Ci/km2 of Cs-137
100 kilometers
100 miles

Fig. 2.5. Contamination of the Republics of Belarus and Ukraine and the Russian Federation with Cs-137 in the Chernobyl
accident [9]

scope of remediaon acvies was carried out at
ChNPP unit 3.
Aer compleon of all emergency and
remediaon acvies, ChNPP units 1, 2 and 3 were
commissioned into post-accident operaon:
• unit 1 was commissioned on 1 October 1986;
• unit 2 was commissioned on 5 November
1986;
• unit 3 was commissioned on 4 December 1987.
Then there were events that demonstrated
how indecisive the government of the USSR and
Ukrainian Soviet Republic were in resolving the
future of the Chernobyl NPP; the main queson to
be answered was "to connue or terminate ChNPP
operaon?"
On 5 December 2000, the unit 3 reactor was
shut down because of a failure in the protecon
system.
The ChNPP shutdown ceremony took place on
15 December 2000, when the enre plant stopped
electricity producon at 13:17.

2.1.2. ChNPP after shutdown of all power units
On 15 December 2000, a completely new phase
began for the ChNPP team – decommissioning of
the stopped power units, which is an important
stage in the enre life cycle of any nuclear power
plant. To accomplish this task, the Chernobyl
NPP was removed from subordinaon of the
Energoatom Company by a Governmental
resoluon and transformed into a state-owned
specialized enterprise. Energoatom established
Atomremontservis as its subordinated enterprise
based on the ChNPP repair and maintenance service.
730 people currently work at Atomremontservis,
more than 300 of which are former workers of
the Chernobyl NPP. The Energoatom emergency
training center, based with the ChNPP emergency
management department, is also mainly staﬀed by
former ChNPP employees.
To ensure social protecon of ChNPP employees
in connecon with plant closure, the Cabinet of
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Ministers of Ukraine issued Resoluon No. 1748
dated 29 November 2000 [32] that provided
legal grounds for plant closure and, at the same
me, promoted social guarantees to former plant
employees and Slavutych residents concerning the
retenon of their jobs and support from the state.

2.2. Rivne Nuclear Power Plant
Rivne NPP (RNPP) is the ﬁrst Ukrainian nuclear
power plant with a water-cooled water-moderated
power reactor of VVER-440 type (model V-213). It is
located near Varash (Kuznetsovsk unl 2016), which
is a town of regional importance in the Rivne region
of Ukraine. RNPP is located in western Polissya, near
the Styr River (Fig. 1.1). From a geological point
of view, the town of Varash together with RNPP
was built in complicated engineering-geological
condions – on unstable soils characterized by
karst underwashing processes, periodically forming
soil holes on the earth’s surface. This factor poses
a permanent potenal danger to the infrastructure
of RNPP and its satellite town Varash and requires
systemac geological monitoring.
RNPP is a separated subdivision of the Naonal
Nuclear Energy Generang Company Energoatom
(Energoatom) of the Ministry of Energy and Coal of
Ukraine (Fig. 2.7).
The plant began its history in 1971 with the
design of the Western Ukrainian NPP, which was
later renamed Rivne NPP. The plant construcon
started in 1973. The ﬁrst two power units with
VVER-440 reactors were commissioned in 19801981, and unit 3 (VVER-1000) was commissioned
in 1986.
The construcon of RNPP unit 4 began in 1984,
and it was planned to be commissioned in 1991.
However, the plant construcon stopped in 1990
because the Verkhovna Rada (Parliament) of
Ukraine put a moratorium on the construcon of
nuclear facilies on its territory.

Fig. 2.7. Rivne NPP
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The construcon of RNPP unit 4 was resumed
in 1993 aer the moratorium was lied. Unit 4
was inspected, and both an upgrading program
and a compleon project for this power unit were
prepared. Public hearings were also conducted on
this issue. The reactor of RNPP unit 4 was started on
10 October 2004 and introduced into commercial
operaon in 2006. The reactor of the new RNPP
unit is of VVER-1000 type.
The summary data for all RNPP units are
provided in Table 1.1. The total power of all RNPP
units is 2835 MW. In the recent years, RNPP
produces about 11-12 billion kW•h of electricity,
which constutes 16 % of energy producon at
nuclear power plants.
On 10 December 2010, the Board of the State
Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate of Ukraine
approved the decision to extend the life of
RNPP units 1 and 2 for 20 years at its meeng in
Kuznetsovsk. It became a signiﬁcant event not only
for nuclear power, but also for the enre state.
The design-basis life of RNPP unit 3 expires in
December 2017. Measures to extend the life of this
power unit are being implemented at the plant.
In 2012, Rivne NPP conﬁrmed compliance of
the RNPP integrated management system with the
requirements of internaonal standards on quality
(ISO 9001:2000) and environmental protecon
(ISO 14001:2004).

2.2.1. From RNPP history
During the construcon and operaon of
RNPP units, there were severak issues. They were
associated with failures of karst and underwashing
soils that periodically occur on the industrial site of
this plant.
From the report on discussion of surveys on
the Rivne NPP territory [3 ].
"... The results of surveys carried out by experts of
the department for hydrogeological problems of the
Instute of Geological Sciences under the Academy
of Sciences of the Ukrainian Soviet Republic on the
topic "Large-scale mapping of potenally unstable
tectonic zones and areas of modern acvaon of
geodynamic processes within the territory of Rivne
NPP and Kuznetsovsk" were reported at the meeng
of the scienﬁc and technical council of the Kyiv
Instute Atomteploelektroproekt in March 1983".
In this report, the sciensts substanated in detail
and referred to actual geological material, showing
that the foundaons of Rivne NPP structures and
part of the houses in the satellite town were located
on unstable soils within the zone of technologyrelated acvaon of the chalk karst associated with
the development of ﬂooding on the NPP industrial
site aer commissioning of the ﬁrst two plant units.
One of the conclusions of this report was to prohibit
the construcon of a cooling pond that was planned
at that me for the plant needs. Its construcon

could lead to even more acve karst processes,
which would have catastrophic consequences
for the plant. However, instead of construcve
consideraon of the hazardous situaon described
in the report, its authors were accused of breaking
the governmental order ... A few weeks aer the
report, a crane truck fell into a karst hole on the site
where the foundaon for RNPP unit 3 was under
construcon. This extraordinary situaon had its
eﬀect, and led to a scandal. The issue was even
brought before the Central Commiee of the Soviet
Unit Communist Party. As a result, acvies were
carried out to stabilize the foundaons for unit 1
and 2 of the Rivne NPP and fundamentally change
the design of the foundaons for units 3 and 4. A
cooling pond was not constructed. It should be
noted that acve karst processes in the area of
Rivne NPP and Kuznetsovsk sll connue".

Fig. 2.8. Present view of the South Ukraine NPP located on the left
bank of the Tashlyk reservoir (photo by G. Lysychenko).

2.3. South Ukraine NPP
The South Ukraine NPP (SUNPP) is located
in the northern part of the Mykolaiiv region of
Ukraine, in the steppe area, on the le bank of the
Pivdennyi Bug River (P. Bug), 2 km (to the east) of
Yuzhnoukraiinsk (Fig. 1.1). The plant is located on
the le bank of the Tashlyk reservoir (TP) formed
on the inﬂow of the P. Bug River (Fig. 2.8.).
SUNPP is a leading energy company of Ukraine
and a separate subdivision of the Energoatom
Company of the Ministry of Energy and Coal
Industry of Ukraine.
SUNPP is included as the basic part in the
infrastructure of the South-Ukrainian Power
Complex (SUPC), the only company in Ukraine
with integrated use of basic nuclear and followmode hydroaccumulave capacies, as well as
water resources of the P. Bug River. Today, the
SUPC includes SUNPP, Oleksandrivka Hydroelectric
Power Plant (OHPP) and Tashlyk Pumped-Storage
Power Plant (TPSPP) (Fig.2.9).
Construcon started in the spring of 1975.
The project envisaged a power capacity of 4000
MW, powerful hydroelectric complex TPSPP with
a power of 1800 MW, Kosantynivka HPP-PSPP
(430 MW) and OHPP (11.5 MW) with a cascade
of reservoirs: Tashlyk in the Tashlyk valley (volume
of 86 million cubic meters), Kosantynivka (442
million cubic meters) and Oleksandrivka (114
million cubic meters) along the P. Bug River.
However, history had other plans* [34]:
• under pressure of the public, designers refused to construct the Kosantynivka HPP-PSPP
and the same-name reservoir;
• construcon of OHPP lasted for 14 years (19851999). It was commissioned in April 1999 with a total
installed capacity of its two hydraulic units of 11.5
MW; from 2003, the Oleksandrivka reservoir was

Fig. 2.9. South-Ukrainian Power Complex: 1 – SUNPP;
2 – Tashlyk reservoir; 3 – Tashlyk PSPP; 4 – Oleksandrivka HPP;
5 – Oleksandrivka reservoir; 6 – Prybuzke reservoir. Limit of "pinching
out" of damming of the Oleksandrivka reservoir under different levels
of its filling; figures - value of the normally dammed level (NDL) of
reservoir filling

ﬁlled to a level of 14.7 m; from April 2010, the Oleksandrivka reservoir was ﬁlled up to a level of 16 m
(that allowed using it as a water storage for the ﬁrst
me, and addional 10 million cubic meters of water
collected during spring ﬂoods are used to maintain
the necessary health and environmental costs over a
certain period of me in the lower reaches of P. Bug
and prevent worsening of hydroeconomic situaon
in the adjacent selements);
• ТPSPP became an uncompleted construcon
object (1981: construcon started, 1991-2001:
construcon was suspended, 7 June 2002: project
of TPSPP construcon compleon was approved by
a Cabinet Order, which determined commissioning
of a startup complex with two reversible hydraulic units with a total power of 320 MW using the
Oleksandrivka reservoir with a water level of 14.7
m; in December 2006, TPSPP hydraulic unit 1 was
accepted for commercial operaon; as of 31 August 2007, TPSPP hydraulic unit 2 was accepted for
commercial operaon; on 21 November 2007 the
Cabinet approved the project and the tle of TPSPP
construcon compleon unl 2011: builders started construcon of TPSPP Stage 2 within TPSPP hy21

draulic unit 3. On 3 November, 2011, mounng of a
generator/motor of TPSPP hydraulic unit 3 started;
due to insuﬃcient funding construcon is sll underway);
• SUNPP consists of three power units: unit 1
was commissioned on 31 December 1982, unit 2
on 6 January 1985, and unit 3 on 20 September
1989 (construcon of power unit 4 was suspended
by USSR Cabinet Ordinance of 6 August 1989).
SUNPP units 1 and 2 belong to VVER-1000 small
series, in which reactor buildings located separately
are connected by a common turbine hall.
The reactor building of units 1 and 2 are 76
m leakght structures of cylindrical form with
a spherical dome, constructed on a concrete
foundaon. The containment is made of prestressed reinforced concrete.
Unit 3 was constructed as a VVER-1000-series
project and is a monoblock unit. The main building
of the power unit includes a reactor building
consisng of a leakght case, around which other
producon premises are constructed. These are
divided into "strict access area" and "normally
occupied area". They are adjacent to the turbine
hall, addional building of electrotechnical devices,
deaerator building, special building, etc.
In August 2005, for the ﬁrst me in Ukraine
SUNPP-3 core was loaded with 6 Wesnghouse
(USA) fuel assemblies (FA) along with Russian
assemblies. Fuel assemblies were provided
under the Ukrainian-American agreement on the
implementaon of the nuclear fuel qualiﬁcaon
project for domesc NPPs.
In March 2006, SUNPP successfully passed
the cerﬁcaon audit of the quality management
system for compliance with ISO 9001 internaonal
standard. SUNPP became a pilot enterprise of the
Energoatom Company on the cerﬁcaon of the
quality management system.
On 5 February 2010, the ﬁnal inspecon of
six Wesnghouse test FA (FA-W) was completed,
which proved that "... this fuel assembly showed
good results during four years of operaon and may
be used as a basis in designing fuel for Ukrainian
NPPs, in parcular for VVER-1000 reactors".
On 28 November 2013, SNRIU Board decision
extended SUNPP-1 lifeme for the next 10 years
(unl 2 December 2023).
On 7 December 2015, based on the state
nuclear and radiaon safety review of the Periodic
Safety Review Report and a comprehensive
inspecon of SUNPP-2 the SNRIU Board stated
that unit 2 complies with the safety requirements
and recognized jusﬁed its safe operaon unl 31
December 2025.
The necessary prevenve maintenance at
SUNPP-3, as well as a comprehensive inspecon of
its preparedness for lifeme extension is performed
in 2016-2017.
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The Power Complex at P. Bug annually produces
17-20 billion kWh of electric power, which accounts
for approximately 10% of the total electric power
producon in the country and about 20% of its
generaon at Ukrainian NPPs. The electric power
produced by SUNPP, OHPP and Tashlyk HPSPP is
enough to ensure normal living condions of the
Mykolaiiv, Odessa and Kherson regions, partly
of the Kirovohgrad region and the Autonomous
Republic of Crimea, a region with 5 million people.

2.4. Zaporizhzhya NPP
The Zaporizhzhya NPP (ZNPP) is located in the
steppe area on the shore of the Kakhovka reservoir
in the Zaporizhzhya region of Ukraine near
Enerhodar, 150 km from Zaporizhzhya (Fig. 2.10). It
is the largest plant in Europe and third in the world.
It consists of 6 nuclear power units, each with a
capacity of 1 million kW.
The decision to construct ZNPP was adopted
in 1978. In 1981, step-by-step construcon of the
plant units started. During the period 1984-1987,
four units 1*, 2, 3 and 4 were commissioned.
Unit 1 was constructed in less than four years,
its startup was appointed by the end of 1984.
However, on 27 January 1984, a ﬁre occurred at
unit 1. The unit's startup was postponed for almost
a year, but the fact that the delay was caused by
migaon of ﬁre consequences was concealed
from the public, the media did not receive any
informaon. It became possible only six years later,
when the period of restructuring and publicity
(presetroika and glasnost) started* [35 ].

2.4.1. From the history of ZNPP-1 construction
…A ﬁre at unit 1 took place during preparaon for
startup. On 27 January 1984, in a 50 m cable vault
there was a self-ignion of one of the relay units,
which caused a ﬁre lasng for 18 hours. As it turned
out, the ﬁre was caused by the use of polyvinylchloride
insulaon at the NPP, which ignited, melted and
when breaking oﬀ, set ﬁre to cable bundles at
lower levels. The vault internals were completely
burned out: more than 4 thousand control units, 41
electric motors, and 700 km of diﬀerent cables were
destroyed. Aer this, at all NPP units constructed in
the USSR, new insulang materials were used, which
do not ignite during ﬁre.
In 1989, unit 5 was commissioned. Then only
in 1995, aer the abolion of the moratorium on
nuclear facility construcon in Ukraine, unit 6 was
commissioned.
Annually the NPP generates about 40 billion
kWh of electric power, which constutes a ﬁh of
the annual generaon of electricity in the country
and a half of the producon at Ukrainian NPPs.

2.3.2. Storage of spent nuclear fuel
A dry spent fuel storage facility (DSFSF) was
constructed [36, 37] at the Zaporizhzhya NPP,
the ﬁrst among Ukrainian VVER-1000 NPPs. Its
technology is based on storage of spent fuel
assemblies in venlated concrete containers located
at site within the nuclear power plant (Fig. 2.12).
DSFSF design capacity at ZNPP is 380 containers,
which provides storage of spent fuel assemblies for
the next 50 years. They will be retrieved from the
reactors during the NPP’s lifeme.
Historical informaon on DSFSF construcon
at the Zaporizhzhya NPP is provided in the insert.
In 1992, at the Zaporizhzhya NPP, one started
looking for opons for spent nuclear fuel disposal.
According to experts' forecasts, due to a lack of free
places in spent fuel pools by the beginning of 1998,
it would be necessary to shut down ZNPP units
and thus, leave a quarter of the public of Ukraine
without electricity.
Under agreement with the State Nuclear
Commiee of Ukraine, the Zaporizhzhya NPP
announced an internaonal compeon for the
best design of the temporary spent fuel storage
facility and aer a detailed analysis, a design
based on the technology of dry venlated container
storage (companies Sierra Nuclear Corporaon
and Duke Engineering and Services (DE&S)) was
selected.
DE&S technology was recognized as the most
environmentally safe, praccal, eﬃcient, cost
eﬀecve and that which most fully met speciﬁcs at
the ZNPP, namely:
• DЕ&S design is licensed in oversight bodies of
the United States and is already implemented on
two U.S. NPPs;
• this design takes into account the possibility
of manufacturing DSFSF components from domesc materials.
This type of storage facility was approved by the
decision of the State Nuclear Commiee of Ukraine
on 12 January 1995.
In order to reduce dependence on Russia, on
30 December 2014, Ukraine signed a contract with
Wesnghouse Electric Company for nuclear fuel
supplies, which iniated diversiﬁcaon of nuclear
fuel supply sources, and thus became a step
towards reducing the risks of full dependence on a
Russian monopoly. In addion to SUNPP, which will
be completely transferred to Wesnghouse fuel
by the end of 2017 aer modernizaon of reactor
internal control systems, it is planned to start
loading the speciﬁed fuel into the cores on ZNPP
units 1, 3, 4 [38, 41 ].

Fig. 2.10. Zaporizhzhya NPP. Photo from the opposite, "Nikopol" bank
of the Dnipro
(Posted and taken by: Ralf1969, CC BY-SA 3.0, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=7343361)

Fig. 2.11. General view of Khmelnitsky NPP
https://zn.ua/ECONOMICS/glava-minenergouglya-soobschil-odogovorennostyah-po-dostroyke-dvuh-blokov-hmelnickoy-aes-218304_.html

2.4. Khmelnitsky NPP
Khmelnitsky NPP (KhNPP) is located in the
northern part of the Khmelnitsky region, 140 km
from the regional center, near Neshyn. The area
in which KhNPP is located belongs to level 5 seismic
zone. At present, 2 VVER-1000 nuclear reactors
(connected in 1987 and 2004 respecvely) with a
total power of 2000 MW are in operaon at the NPP
(Fig. 2.11). The main purpose of the plant is to cover
the lack of electric power in the Western region of
Ukraine.
In April 1975, decision No. 8 of the USSR Ministry
of Energy was approved on the construcon of a
nuclear power plant, which contributed to the
development of nuclear energy. A site for the
construcon of KhNPP was selected in the area of
Neshyn village, Khmelnitsky region. This NPP was
originally called Western Ukraine No. 2, but later
the name was changed to the Khmelnitsky NPP.
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On the 28th of November 1979, the Ministry
of Energy of the USSR, by protocol No. 150/PS,
approved the KhNPP technical designs with a
proposed power capacity of 4000 MW. The NPP
was designed for 4 power units.
In 1980, the construcon of a cooling reservoir
with a total area of a water table of 22 square
kilometers was iniated. KhNPP-1 was constructed
from 1981 to 1987 and commissioned on 22
December 1987.
On the 25th of July 1996, an emergency release
of radioacve steam occurred in a containment
room, which was caused by damage of a secon of
pressurizer valve piping [39]. This accident was rated
at level 3 by INES: "Release of radioacve products
in NPP room". During this accident, the release of
radioacve substances into the environment did not
occur. One employee of the NPP died [40].
During this period, sites were also prepared for
three units. Construcon of unit 2 started in 1983,
startup was planned in late 1991.
In 1990, the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine
declared a moratorium on the construcon of
new nuclear power plants, during which KhNPP
mounted main process units and trained personnel
for work at unit 2.
The reactors of new Kh-2/R-4 belong to another
series of power reactors (VVER-1000), similar
reactors are installed at 60% of NPPs in the world.
Radioacve releases into the atmosphere are
strictly controlled with this design.
The construcon of KhNPP-2 was resumed in
1993, but due to lack of ﬁnancing, construcon
acvies were slow and the unit was completed
only in 2005. The State Acceptance Commission
signed a cerﬁcate on the 7th of September 2005
on pu ng KhNPP-2 into commercial operaon.
This startup took place on the 9th of September
2005. Even before KhNPP-2 startup "Modernizaon
Program for Kh-2/R-4" (with the validity term of
2004-2009) was developed.
On the 24th of May 2009, IAEA personnel arrived
to KhNPP from the Division of Nuclear Installaon
Safety in Vienna accompanied by an expert from
France and a representave of the European
Commission. A team of experts from the OSART
post-mission conducted a thorough analysis of
the measures implemented by the Khmelnitsky
NPP and stated that Khmelnitsky NPP meets the
internaonal safety standards.
In September 2012, the Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine adopted the Law of Ukraine "On Sing,
Design and Construcon of Units 3 and 4 of the
Khmelnitsky Nuclear Power Plant", which envisaged
approval of KhNPP-3, 4 construcon. The project
cost is esmated at 40 billion UAH, of which 80%
was planned to be ﬁnanced as credit of the Russian
Federaon, and 20% through an increase of the
electric power tariﬀ. However, this plan was not
implemented.
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2.5. Stress Tests
Events at the Fukushima-1 NPP have aracted
worldwide aenon to the issues of man-made
accidents and environmental safety of nuclear
power plants. Most nuclear countries have decided
to revise their nuclear programs and safety
measures at nuclear installaons for the cases of
natural disasters and other extreme situaons. On
24 June 2011, EU member states together with
neighboring countries adopted the Declaraon on
the Comprehensive Risk and Safety Assessment of
Nuclear Power Plants (Stress Tests) and relevant
measures in Brussels. The stress test objecve is a
comprehensive one: reassessment of NPP-reserves
and NPP-reacon to various extreme situaons,
NPP safety improvements, and deﬁning the most
eﬃcient procedures in case of emergencies.
Taking into account the consequences of the
severe accident with nuclear fuel damage at
Fukushima-1 NPP, the SNRIU iniated a targeted
extraordinary assessment of the safety state and
further safety improvement of Ukrainian NPPs,
including Chernobyl NPP (stress tests).
On 17 March 2011, the Statement on the
SNRIU Intenons in Connecon with the Events
at Fukushima-Daiichi NPP established the need
to learn lessons from the accident and approve
a decision on the implementaon of addional
measures for Ukrainian NPP safety improvement
under condions of design-basis and beyond
design-basis accidents in the short term. In addion
to revising the regulatory and legal framework of
nuclear and radiaon safety.
The issues of Ukrainian NPP safety improvement
taking into account the accident at Fukushima-1
NPP were discussed during the meeng of the
Naonal Security and Defense Council of Ukraine
on 08 April 2011. During the meeng, there was a
decision made on "the need to conduct an in-depth
extraordinary safety reassessment of Ukrainian
NPPs, including check of their seismic resistance"
(brought into acon by Decree of the President of
Ukraine No. 585/2011 dated 12 May 2011).
The SNRIU has developed:
• Acon Plan for Special Targeted Safety Assessment and Further Safety Improvement of Ukrainian
NPP Units Considering Events at Fukushima-1 NPP
(approved on 19 May 2011);
• Acon Plan for Special Targeted Safety Assessment and Further Safety Improvement of
ChNPP Units 1-3 and ISF-1 Considering Events at
Fukushima-1 NPP (approved on 05 July 2011).
The stated plans envisaged the implementaon
of short-term and long-term measures. One of the
measures of the above menoned Acon Plans
was to conduct targeted extraordinary safety
assessment of nuclear installaons located on NPP
sites (stress tests).

The Acon Plans also envisaged:
- targeted check of emergency preparedness;
- review and extension (according to stress test
results) of the Comprehensive (Integrated) Safety
Improvement Program for Ukrainian NPPs;
- update the Safety Improvement Plan for
ChNPP Spent Fuel Storage Facility (ISF-1);
- analyze and improve the regulatory and legal
framework of nuclear and radiaon safety, improve
safety requirements for operang and new power
units.
"Recommendaons to the Structure and
Contents of the Report of the Targeted Safety
Reassessment of Nuclear Installaons Located
on NPP Site Considering Lessons Learned from
Fukushima-1 NPP Accident" were developed
and introduced to ﬁnalize reporng materials
on the results of the speciﬁed acvies. These
recommendaons were prepared based on
the methodology for conducng stress tests at
European NPPs (13 May 2011, Declaraon of
ENSREG, Annex 1 "EU "Stress-test" speciﬁcaons"),
which was approved by the European Nuclear
Safety Regulators Group (ENSREG) and European
Commission.
In June 2011, Ukraine joined the iniave of
the European Commission and ENSREG to conduct
stress tests at NPPs in EU member states and
neighboring countries, (Declaraon on Stress Tests
dated 24 June 2011).
According to results of the targeted
extraordinary safety assessment of operang NPPs,
there were addional safety measures developed
for implementaon at NPPs in subsequent years.
On 30 December 2011, the SNRIU submied the
Naonal Report of Ukraine of the Results of Stress
Tests for Ukrainian NPPs [45, 46] to the European
Commission.
The speciﬁed report was prepared based on the
results of stress tests conducted by the operang
organizaons for operang NPPs, ChNPP unit 1-3
and ISF-1 according to ENSREG requirements for
the structure and contents of the naonal reports –
"Post-Fukushima "stress tests" of European nuclear
power plants – contents and format of Naonal
Reports".
Within stress tests, the operang organizaons
(Energoatom and the Chernobyl NPP) analyzed in
details the following:
• extreme natural impacts (earthquake, ﬂooding, ﬁre, tornadoes, extremely high / low temperature, extreme precipitaons, strong wind, event
combinaons);
• total blackout and/or loss of ulmate heat sink;
• severe accident management issues;
• for operang NPPs (ZNPP, KhNPP and SUNPP),
stress tests were conducted regarding nuclear fuel
located in: core, spent fuel pool, fresh fuel units,
dry spent fuel storage facilies (ZNPP);

• stress tests at ChNPP were held with regard
to spent fuel located in spent fuel pools of units 1-2
and ISF-1; spent fuel pool of ChNPP-3 was also analyzed, since it can be used for storage of spent fuel
(as a redundant one).
According to the results of conducted analyses,
conclusions followed on resistance of nuclear
installaons to extreme events and measures were
proposed on their safety improvement.
Stress-test results were considered on 2425 November 2011 during the open meeng
of the SNRIU Board with the parcipaon
of the representaves of the mass media,
public organizaons, Cabinet of Ministers of
Ukraine, depues of the Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine, ministries and agencies, regional state
administraons and regional councils, in addion
to representaves of the nuclear regulatory
authories of the Russian Federaon, Slovakia,
Germany and Bulgaria.
Following the stress test results, the following
was deﬁned:
• sequence of events that occurred at Fukushima-1 NPP is barely possible for Ukrainian NPPs;
• measures taken during last 10-15 years on
safety improvement of NPP power units signiﬁcantly reduced the possibility of core damage and
release of radioacve substances;
• no new crical external natural hazards or
combinaons of hazards were revealed in addion
to those considered during NPP design and analyzed in detail in NPP Safety Analysis Reports.
According to stress test results, conclusions of
the state review of nuclear and radiaon safety,
and results of EC peer review, recommendaons
were made on the areas of safety improvements
and corresponding changes to the Comprehensive
(Integrated) Safety Improvement Program
were introduced. The updated Comprehensive
(Integrated) Safety Improvement Program was
approved by Resoluon of the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine No. 1270 dated 07 December 2011.
The speciﬁed Comprehensive Program clearly
deﬁnes challenges with the implementaon of
measures as a result of the stress tests. To illustrate,
a list of some of them can be found below:
Measures on improvement of NPP resistance
to seismic hazards
• the system of connuous seismic monitoring
was implemented only for SUNPP site. Due to this,
there is an uncertainty with seismic levels of KhNPP, RNPP and ZNPP sites. The situaon is the most
crical for the ZNPP site, since seismic studies for it
were not fulﬁlled to the required extent. According
to diﬀerent sources, ZNPP seismicity can vary from
7 to 8 magnitudes (from 0.1g to 0.2g). Seismic assessment of structures, systems and components
shall be performed for SSE > 0.1g and shall envisage
required compensang measures;
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• qualiﬁcaon of equipment and seismic assessment of piping, structures, buildings and construcons for established levels of seismic impact
(0.1g – KhNPP, RNPP; 0.12g – SUNPP; >0.1g – ZNPP)
were not completed for any power unit; seismic resistance margin was not assessed.
Measures to ensure heat removal from core
and spent fuel pool in condions of total blackout
and loss of ulmate heat sink
• the vast majority of measures are at the concept stage. Speciﬁc project decisions and computer
and analycal jusﬁcaons have not been developed;
• there is no phased schedule of implementaon of measures that makes it impossible to ensure eﬃcient control from the SNRIU;
• despite the measures taken to deﬁne a uniﬁed technical policy, there is sll inconsistency between certain NPPs with similar installaons. There
are sll general unresolved issues: ensuring subcriticality of spent fuel pool in case of feeding by nonborated water, conﬁrm integrity of equipment,
piping and structures that shall be used to perform
safety funcons in case of extreme hazards.
Measures on severe accident management
• absent jusﬁed technical concept on the implementaon of the system for steam-gas mixture
pressure reducon in the containment;
• absent technical means for instrumental
monitoring of unit parameters during an accident
and implementaon of accident management
strategies;
• there has not been performed computer and
analycal assessment of eﬃciency and possibilies
for the implementaon of technical decisions to
keep the melt within reactor and containment;
• unavailable validaon of computer models
used to jusfy organizaonal and technical measures on severe accident measures.
The full text of the Naonal Report of Ukraine
on the Results of Stress Tests for Ukrainian NPPs
can be found on the SNRIU website: hp://www.
snrc.gov.ua/nuclear/uk/publish/article/171599
[46].
On the 17th of January 2012, a public discussion
of results of stress tests conducted at NPPs of
the European Union, Switzerland and Ukraine
was held in Brussels (Belgium) – "Peer Reviews of
Stress Tests aer Fukushima" [47]. The European
Commission’s Directorate General for Energy (DG
ENER) and the European Nuclear Safety Regulators
Group (ENSREG) presented the results of stress
tests conducted at NPPs of the European Union,
Switzerland and Ukraine for consideraon of the
public and the media.
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2.7. On events at Ukrainian NPPs
under operation
Despite NPP safety measures introduced
aer the ChNPP accident in 1986 and the
implementaon of the Comprehensive Program for
Upgrading and Safety Improvement of Ukrainian
NPPs (2002-2005), the number of emergencies
at plants remained quite high. In connecon with
this, the Concept for Improving Safety of Operang
Nuclear Power Plants has been developed (20062010) and then approved by Resoluon of the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine No. 515-r dated 13
December 2005.
On the 7th of December 2010, joint Order No.
517/172 of the Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry
of Ukraine and SNRIU launched the implementaon
of the Comprehensive (Integrated) Safety Improvement Program envisaged for the period to 2017.
Within this program, a comprehensive safety
assessment was performed in 2011 and praccal
implementaon of 28 measures of this program
has been approved. The events at Fukushima-1
NPP and the results of stress tests contributed to
the emergence of new data on NPP safety issues
and the rapid implementaon of addional NPP
safety measures that were implemented within
the already updated Comprehensive (Integrated)
Safety Improvement Program (2011-2017)
approved by Resoluon of the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine No. 1270 dated 7th of December 2011.
One of the key means of ensuring NPP operaon
safety and its further improvement is to consider
operaonal experience that includes accounng
and analysis of NPP operaonal events. This can in
turn a methodological basis for the implementaon
of correcve measures and eliminaon of revealed
causes and the prevenon of event recurrence. NPP
operaonal events are one of the most important
indicators of the operaonal safety level. According
to the SNRIU [48], Fig. 2.12 presents diagrams on
the total number of events at operang Ukrainian
NPPs (without ChNPP) from 2000 to 2016, and
Fig. 2.13 presents the distribuon of the number of
these events by operang NPP sites for the period
from 2000 to 2016.
Fig. 2.14 presents the distribuon of the number
of events at operang Ukrainian NPPs that occurred
in 2000-2016, which were classiﬁed according to the
Internaonal Nuclear Event Scale (INES). The Figure
indicates that there were no events in recent years
that had an impact on safety.
Fig. 2.15 presents the contribuon of each group
of root causes to the total number of events in 20002016. Tradionally, the largest contribuon is made
by causes related to equipment failures (86%).
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Fig. 2.12. Number of events at operating Ukrainian NPPs in 2010-2016
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2.7. NPP Decommissioning
The lifecycle of any nuclear installaon consists
of the design, construcon, operaon and
decommissioning stages. When the design life
expires, the nuclear facility shall be transferred into a
safe nuclear state and decommissioned.
According to the internaonal pracce and IAEA
recommendaons, three decommissioning strategies
for a certain power unit are possible:
• immediate dismantling;
• deferred dismantling;
• entombment concept (burial).
Operaon may be terminated for other reasons:
economic, operaonal or technological, or as a result
of an accident.
The decommissioning process should be
performed in accordance with the decommissioning
project approved by the regulatory authority. Such
a decommissioning project shall include a radiaon
protecon program, a radioacve waste management
program, a quality assurance program, an acon plan
for the case of radiaon accident and an acon plan
on physical protecon of an installaon.
License for decommissioning of the installaon
envisages the receipt of separate permits on the
implementaon of each decommissioning stage.
According to rough esmates, the total cost of
decommissioning and dismantling of one nuclear
power unit may vary from 20% to 30% of the costs
required for the construcon of a new power unit.
Naonal peculiaries have a signiﬁcant impact on the
costs. They include the scope of required acvies
and method of radioacve waste management.
The total costs largely depend on the amount of
radioacve waste, processing methods, etc. [50].
It has been 16 years since the last operang
ChNPP unit 3 has been shut down according to
the Memorandum of Understanding between the
Government of Ukraine and Governments of G-7
and the Commission of the European Community on
Chernobyl NPP Closure of the 15th of December 2000.
Aer the ﬁnal shutdown of unit 3, ChNPP became
the ﬁrst naonal nuclear power plant to start the
decommissioning process. The following nuclear
installaons and facilies for radioacve waste and
spent fuel management located on ChNPP site are
subject to decommissioning:
• ChNPP units 1, 2 and 3;
• wet spent fuel storage facility (ISF-1) commissioned in 1986 with unidenﬁed operaon period
in the design documents;
• interim storage facilies for liquid and solid
radioacve waste.
Other general purpose facilies are also subject to
decommissioning: auxiliary buildings, electrotechnical
and hydrotechnical structures, cooling pond.
Unit 4 damaged by the beyond design-basis
accident is also located on ChNPP site (the Shelter
with the New Safe Conﬁnement above it, which is an
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arch constructed over the damaged ChNPP reactor).
This facility is a nuclear hazardous facility and interim
storage facility for unstructured radioacve waste.
Measures implemented at the Shelter are
qualiﬁed as its transformaon to the environmentally
safe system. The acvies at this facility are regulated
by an individual license for the right of Shelter
operaon (License EO No. 000033) [49].
On 22 March 2002, the State Nuclear Regulatory
Commiee provided the ChNPP with the license to
perform acvies at the lifecycle stage "Chernobyl
NPP decommissioning". The validity of the license
was established "ll compleon of acvies on
decommissioning of ChNPP nuclear installaons".
License EO 000040 for ChNPP decommissioning
is the ﬁrst license in Ukraine, which provides the
operang organizaon with the right to perform a set
of acons and operaons related to decommissioning
of nuclear installaons, including acvies envisaged
by the stage of terminaon of nuclear installaon
operaon. The license establishes requirements
for the operang organizaon to obtain (within this
very license) individual wrien permits of the SNRIU
for each subsequent stage of decommissioning and
for the conduct of certain acvies or operaons
related to the design, construcon, commissioning
and operaon of radioacve waste management
facilies, and implementaon of a set of measures
on the removal of spent and fresh nuclear fuel, liquid
and solid radioacve waste accumulated during the
ChNPP’s operaon period from exisng facilies.
Therefore, the SNRIU regulated the status of
nuclear installaons located on the site, and the
issued license became a kind of a guarantee that the
ChNPP units will never be operated in the future.
By 2009, the Comprehensive Program of the
Chernobyl NPP Decommissioning approved by
Cabinet Resoluon No. 1747 on 29 November
2000 was the main document of the state level
that deﬁned the content of the decommissioning
acvies for ChNPP units and transformaon of
the Shelter into the environmentally safe system.
According to the said program and condions
of license EO No. 000040, ISF-1 was planned
for decommissioning aer removal of all spent
nuclear facility from it to the dry spent fuel storage
facility (ISF-2), which had to be constructed unl
2004. However, it was sll under construcon
as of October 2017, and the compleon of the
construcon is sll far away.
Taking into account that 8-9 years will be needed
for the transfer of spent fuel to ISF-2, it is necessary to
ensure safe operaon of ISF-1 during at least 15 years.
Considering the abovemenoned, during the SNRIU
Board meeng (No. 13 dated 28 September 2006),
a decision was made on the removal of condions
on ISF-1 operaon from license EO No. 000040 –
"Chernobyl NPP decommissioning" and provision of
ChNPP with an individual license for a lifecycle stage
"ISF-1 nuclear installaon operaon".

The following documents were developed,
approved and put into force during the period of
2006-2009:
• Program of acvies on the establishment
and jusﬁcaon of the terms and condions of
ISF-1 further operaon, which deﬁnes (according
to the comprehensive assessment) the terms and
condions of ISF-1 further operaon (considering
possible modernizaon).
• ChNPP decommissioning program;
• Radiaon, health and safety criteria for the
end state in ChNPP decommissioning.
These documents contain a detailed descripon
of the planned acvies of decommissioning ll its
compleon (up to 2064) and deﬁne numeric values
for radioacve contaminaon of ChNPP site aer
decommissioning compleon.
Acvies are underway on the development
of the "Project on Temporary Shutdown and Final
Closure of ChNPP Units". This project will be the
main document for obtaining a permit for the start of
ChNPP decommissioning at the ﬁrst stage. The project
contains a large set of documents. These consist of
nine separate projects related to the closure of units
1, 2, 3, and a set of safety jusﬁcaon documents.
The program consists of step-by-step implementaon
according to which the acvies within the temporary
shutdown and ﬁnal closure will be performed. The
program is a detailed plan of acvies for the period
from 2013 to 2022.
The Program of Scienﬁc and Technical Support of
ChNPP Decommissioning and Shelter Transformaon
into an Environmentally Safe System is under
development. Eﬀorts were completed on the revision
of the Integrated Program of ChNPP Radioacve
Waste Management.

According to the General Safety Provisions for
Nuclear Power Plants (NP 306.2.141-2008), the
operang organizaon shall adapt the informaon
support system for the decommissioning process
to new condions before the start of acvies and
operaons on the decommissioning of the nuclear
power plant (power unit).
The following databases were created and put
into force at ChNPP:
• INFODEC database on the comprehensive engineering and radiaon survey;
• Radioacve waste inventory database;
• Shelter integrated database.
Eﬀorts are underway to create and put the
following databases into force:
• Uniﬁed system for decommissioning informaon support;
• Center for visualizaon of Chernobyl NPP-decommissioning.
With regard to issues on the decommissioning of
operang NPPs the Energoatom Company, the main
operang organizaon (operator) of nuclear facilies,
is now at the preparaon stage for decommissioning.
According to the Law of Ukraine "On Arrangement
of Nuclear Safety Issues" No. 1868-IV dated 24 June
2004, the Energoatom Company (starng from 2005)
accumulate costs to ﬁnance measures related to
the terminaon of operaon and decommissioning
of nuclear installaons (ﬁnancial reserve) through
allocaon of funds to a special account.
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General view of the South-Ukrainian Power Complex:
Tashlyk PSPP – in front, South Ukraine NPP - behind

3. MANAGEMENT OF THE NUCLEAR POWER
INDUSTRY AND SECTOR OF UKRAINE
УManagement of the Nuclear Power Industry
and Sector of Ukraine is organized according to the
following paern: the highest execuve body (the
Cabinet of Ministers), the branch ministry, business
enes.
This system has undergone signiﬁcant changes
since 1991.
By the me of the collapse of the USSR
there were 5 NPPs on the territory of Ukraine
(Chernobyl, Rivne, South-Ukrainian, Zaporozhe
and Khmelnitsky) under the auspices of the
Ministry of Atomic Energy of the USSR, as well
as enterprises of the fuel complex (the Eastern
Ore Mining and Processing Enterprise and the
Pridneprovsky Chemical Plant), which were under
jurisdicon of the Ministry of Medium Machine
Building of the USSR. In Ukraine, construcon
and installaon organizaons and factories of the
construcon industry were a part of the Ministry
of Energy and Electriﬁcaon. By the me the USSR
collapsed, several large design instutes and design
organizaons of the energy sector, located in Kiev,
Kharkov, Lvov, Dnipro (Dnepropetrovsk) and in
Zhov Vody were under the jurisdicon of various
ministries.
Because of organizaonal changes, all the
NPPs, the Eastern Ore Mining and Processing
Enterprise and the Pridneprovsky Chemical Plant
were included into the Ministry of Energy and
Electriﬁcaon of Ukraine. Several instuons were
also subordinated to the ministry. The construcon
and installaon organizaons were parally
privazed or ceased to exist. The last signiﬁcant
load on builders and installers fell in 2002 – 2004
during the compleon and commissioning of power
units at the Khmelnitsky and Rivne NPP. Aer that,
due to the lack of work, the "nuclear" construcon
and assembly system, unique in its capabilies, was
actually destroyed.
In the early 1990s, aer the collapse of the
USSR, uranium producon within in a huge system
of the Pridneprovsky Chemical Plant (PCP) was
suspended, and the plant was divided into several
enterprises, some of which were privazed, while
some were delegated to the Ministry of Energy.
The PCP itself (as a legal enty) was liquidated.

The government le the newly created enterprises
on the site of the former PCP without support in
a diﬃcult transion period, which resulted in
the loss of most the of unique industries, e.g.
zirconium ones. In fact, half of the site is today an
unregulated storage of radioacve and chemical
waste from uranium producon with an enre
range of speciﬁc problems related to public health
and environmental protecon.
Uranium producon in Ukraine today is
preserved at the Eastern Ore Mining and
Processing Enterprise, but it is diﬃcult to discuss
any development of it. With more than enough
reserves of uranium ores, the Eastern OM&PE
produces uranium raw materials equaling to no
more than one third of the needs of Ukrainian
NPPs. There are no proper ﬁnancial resources
necessary for the development of uranium
producon in the country, and the status of a
state-owned enterprise does not allow the Eastern
OM&PE to independently aract the resources
necessary for its development. To create its own
fuel producon, the concern "Nuclear Fuel" was
created, which now includes the Eastern OM&PE.
Many years of bureaucrac transformaon in
the uranium sector, lack of suﬃcient funding
and personnel issues, despite the considerable
number of adopted development programs,
"froze" the Eastern OM&PE at the level of the
late 80's of the last century. Moreover, the
destrucon of producon capacies connues. As
a good example, acid producon was praccally
destroyed, without which it is diﬃcult to consider
long-term prospects. It is not worthwhile
discussing the creaon of nuclear fuel producon
in Ukraine today because such producon has
no obvious economic viability, especially when
the zirconium producon is destroyed and the
prospects for its restoraon have not been seen
yet.
The design instutes are parally privazed.
Some design instutes and design organizaons
disintegrated or were liquidated. The situaon has
become much more complicated in recent years,
since es with Russia have been torn, and there
are no custom orders for designing large facilies.
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The absence of large-scale design work, obviously,
leads to a reducon in the potenal of these
organizaons.
At present, the Ministry of Energy and Coal
Energy of Ukraine operates the Department
of Nuclear Energy and the Atomic-Industrial
Complex, which is headed by NNEGC
"Energoatom", which includes the Rivne, SouthUkrainian, Zaporozhe and Khmelnitsky NPPs (as
separate subdivisions) and other subdivisions.
NNEGC "Energoatom" is the operator of all NPPs
in Ukraine. The Department is also responsible
for the Nuclear Fuel Concern with the Eastern
OM&PE incorporated in its structure, the "Smoly"
(i.e. "resins") Plant, the Instute of Industrial
Technology and the Hafnium Producon
Workshop (a preserved part of the zirconium
producon of the former PCC). In addion, the
Department manages the enterprises of physical
protecon ("38-VTCH"), the company "Barrier",
which is responsible for the maintenance and
decontaminaon of the territory of the former
PCC, as well as the Scienﬁc and Technical Center
SSECCERS (State Scienﬁc and Engineering Center
for Control and Emergency Response Systems).
The staﬀ of the department is 20 people.
Global changes in the system of public
administraon are expected. A new structure of
ministries is being introduced, oriented towards the
European system. The new structure of the ministry
will have several directorates, whose names today
make it diﬃcult to understand which of them
will perform what funcons within the nuclear
park. But the main thing is sll the issue of skilled
personnel in the system of public administraon,
the funcons of managing structures and resources
that they can dispose of.
For over 20 years discussions have been held
on the intenons of corporazaon of enterprises
of the nuclear sphere of Ukraine. According to
another plan, it is expected that the corporazaon
of NNEGC "Energoatom" will begin in the next
1.5-2 years. It is hard to say how this acvity will
aﬀect the industry management paern. There are
currently no documents on this issue. Moreover,
there are no visible signs of corporazaon of other
enterprises of the nuclear sphere, in parcular,
those that are much smaller in scale than NNEGC
"Energoatom". There is no talk about privazaon
at all. Therefore, the prospects for the development
of the nuclear sphere are not clear. Experts believe
that without corporazaon and privazaon it
will be praccally impossible to ﬁnd the necessary
means to renovate and develop the nuclear sphere
of Ukraine.
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The development of the nuclear sphere is
signiﬁcantly hampered by the tariﬀ policy of the
government.
The system for regulang electricity tariﬀs is
the main instrument that deﬁnes the state's policy
in the power industry, including nuclear power,
with the absence of a real electricity market
in the country. The tariﬀ policy demonstrates
discriminaon against nuclear power sector as a
strategic policy of the state. This is absolutely and
incredibly disproporonate (the tariﬀ for electricity
generated by the Ukrainian NPPs is 2.5-3 mes
lower than the tariﬀ for electricity generaon by
the classical thermal power plants) if compared
with internaonal experience, which clearly
indicates that this policy has been implemented for
the beneﬁt of the "classical thermal power" sector
of Ukraine, which is basically privazed. The nuclear
sphere has none of its own means for renovaon,
development and safety improvement.
The current tariﬀs for electricity generated by
NPPs do not cover many expenses provided for by
the laws of Ukraine. Actually, all the acvies on
provision of NPP safety and prolongaon of the life
of the power units are carried out at the expense of
loans. NNEGC "Energoatom" is actually depleted,
which creates signiﬁcant risks for its future.
The numerous measures that have been in
place for more than a decade to construct the two
new units at the Khmelnitsky NPP are more likely to
be a simulaon rather than substanated acvies.
It is worth nong that electricity consumpon in
Ukraine is less than 2/3 of that which was consumed
in1990 and, based on the pace of economic
development, the demand for electricity will not
soon reach the rates of the late Soviet Republic.
The plant rao of Ukrainian NPPs today is almost
20% less than that achieved in the pracce of the
world nuclear power industry. The increase of the
plant rao to the world indicators is equivalent to
the commissioning of 2000 MW of new capacity.
Experts believe that to consider the
management structure and prospects of the
nuclear sphere of Ukraine beyond its connecon
with the fuel and energy sector of the country is a
dead-end. The updated strategy of fuel and energy
sector development unl 2035 does not provide
and speciﬁc praccal content and is likely to be
considered today only as a statement of intent.

Rivne NPP
www.energoatom.kiev.ua
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Khmelnitsky NPP
Autor: VargaA, GFDL, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=3606273

4. UKRAINIAN AND INTERNATIONAL LEGISLATION
IN IMPLEMENTATION OF NUCLEAR ENERGY
PROJECTS IN UKRAINE
"The energy strategy of Ukraine for the period up
to 2035 Safety, Energy Eﬃciency, Compeveness"
(hereinaer – the Strategy) approved on August
18, 2017 by Order № 605-p1 deﬁned the strategic
guidelines for the development of the fuel and
energy complex of Ukraine for the period up unl
2035. Nuclear power connues to play a key role in
implemenng the Strategy. This is because Ukraine
connues to consider nuclear power as one of the
most cost-eﬀecve low-carbon energy sources.
According to the Strategy, further development
of the nuclear energy sector for the period unl
2035 is projected on the basis that the share of
nuclear generaon in the total volume of electricity
producon will increase. And this means that
implementaon of projects in the ﬁeld of nuclear
energy is sll relevant.

4.1. National legislation
on nuclear energy
When analyzing legislaon in the ﬁeld of
nuclear energy, it should be emphasized that it
is divided into horizontal legislaon in the ﬁeld
of environmental safety and monitoring, urban
planning and special nuclear legislaon. Keeping
the balance between nature protecon interests
that are socially signiﬁcant2 and the interests of an
individual nuclear facility or establishment, along
with providing people with electricity and heat,
which is nevertheless aimed at earning proﬁt, is a
key issue in the implementaon of nuclear projects.
The study and prevenon of potenal risks of such
projects is a requirement of internaonal laws.

4.1.1. Horizontal environmental legislation
Arcle 16 of the constuonal law of Ukraine3
determines that ensuring the ecological safety and
maintenance of ecological balance on the territory
of Ukraine, overcoming the consequences of the
Chernobyl catastrophe (a disaster of a planetary
scale), and preservaon of the gene pool of the
Ukrainian people is responsibility of the state.
The Constuon of Ukraine in its Arcle 92
states that only the laws of Ukraine determine the
bases of social protecon, health care, ecological
safety, as well as the use of natural resources,
organizaon and operaon of energy systems.
The Law of Ukraine "On Environmental
Protecon"4 Arcle 50 speciﬁes that ecological
safety is a condion of the environment in which
the prevenon of deterioraon of the ecological
situaon and the emergence of danger to human
health is ensured.
In accordance with Arcle 51 of this Law, general
requirements are set for design, placement,
construcon and commissioning of new as well as
reconstrucon of exisng enterprises, structures
and other facilies, improvement of exisng and
introducon of new technological processes and
equipment; including ensuring the ecological
safety of the populaon during the operaon of
these facilies, eﬃcient use of natural resources,
observance of norms of harmful inﬂuences on
the environment are also ensured. Meanwhile,
this should include the capture, disposal and
deacvaon of harmful substances and waste or
their complete eliminaon, and fulﬁllment of other
requirements for the protecon of the environment
and human health.

1

hp://mpe.kmu.gov.ua/minugol/control/uk/doccatalog/list?currDir=50358
hp://www.vkksu.gov.ua/vkksu_announcer/vkksu_announcer_2017_1.pdf Applicaon of the norms of the Constuon of Ukraine in judicial
protecon of property rights of the Ukrainian people. Liudmila Kozlovska, Page 8
3
hp://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/254%D0%BA/96-%D0%B2%D1%80/conv/print1494074786673867
4
hp://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1264-12
2
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It is prohibited to commission enterprises,
buildings and other facilies that do not fully ensure
compliance with all environmental requirements
and implementaon of the measures provided
for in the projects for construcon and renovaon
(expansion and technical re-equipment).
Of course, legislators also took care to ensure
the prevenon of accidents by considering the
possibility of such accidents occurring at the design
stage, so as to maximize the ways to avoid such
cases.
In addion, Arcle 66 of this law contains the
norms, concerning which the central execuve
body implemenng state industrial safety policy
(the State Service of Ukraine for Labor5), and
the central execuve body, which implements
the state policy in the ﬁeld of security of nuclear
energy use (the State Nuclear Regulatory
Inspectorate of Ukraine 6), together with the
central execuve authority, which implements
the state policy on state supervision (monitoring)
in the ﬁeld of environmental protecon, eﬃcient
use, reproducon and protecon of natural
resources (the State Environmental Inspectorate
of Ukraine7) are obliged to regularly check the
status of environmentally hazardous facilies as
well as implemenng appropriate measures and
requirements for their safe operaon. In fact,
this norm laid the basis for the supervision of
environmentally harmful acvies.
On May 23, 2017, the Parliament of Ukraine
adopted the Law "On the environmental impact
assessment"8. This Law establishes the legal
and organizaonal principles of environmental
impact assessment, aimed at prevenng
environmental damage, ensuring environmental
safety, environmental protecon, eﬃcient use
and recovery of natural resources while making
decisions on carrying out economic acvies that
may have signiﬁcant environmental impacts, while
considering the state, public and private interests.
According to Arcle 3 of the law, environmental
impact assessment is mandatory in the decisionmaking process on planned acvies for nuclear
power plants and nuclear reactors. This includes
the construcon, phasing out (decommissioning)
of such power plants or reactors (except for
research facilies for the producon and
conversion of nuclear fuel and raw materials to
get secondary nuclear fuel, materials that are
ﬁssile and renewable, the capacity of which does
not exceed 1 kilowa of constant thermal load), as
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

well as installaons for producon or enrichment
of nuclear fuel, installaons for processing spent
nuclear fuel and high level waste, facilies for
radioacve waste disposal, storage (over 10 years)
or processing of spent fuel or radioacve waste
outside the place of their generaon.
In
addion,
strategic
environmental
assessments should be applied to the strategies,
plans, schemes, urban planning documentaon,
naonal programs, state target-oriented programs
and other programs and program documents,
including changes to them, which are developed
and / or subject to approval by the public authority,
local government and which relate to the facilies
and acvies, for which the laws provide for
procedures for environmental impact assessment,
as deﬁned by the Law of Ukraine "On Strategic
Environmental Assessment"9, which was adopted in
its ﬁrst reading on May 23, 2017, and the Protocol
on Strategic Environmental Assessment to the
Convenon on Environmental Impact Assessment
in a Transboundary Context, which was raﬁed by
Law № 562-VIII dated July 1, 201510.
Strategic environmental assessment is applied
to nuclear power plants and other nuclear reactors
(except for research facilies for the producon
and reprocessing of materials that are ﬁssile and
renewable, the maximum capacity of which does
not exceed 1 kilowa of constant thermal load), the
installaons designed exclusively for the producon
or enrichment of nuclear fuel, regeneraon
of irradiated nuclear fuel or for the collecon,
removal and processing of radioacve waste, also,
the installaons for producon or enrichment of
nuclear fuel, for processing of irradiated nuclear
fuel, for the ﬁnal disposal of irradiated nuclear
fuel, exclusively for the ﬁnal disposal of radioacve
waste, exclusively for storage (planned for more
than 10 years) of irradiated nuclear fuel in other
places outside the territory of an industrial facility,
or for processing and storage of radioacve waste.
Consequently, horizontal legislaon regulates
the risk assessment of planned acvies in the
nuclear energy sector and forms the basis for the
safety of such acvies.

4.1.2. Special nuclear legislation
The law of Ukraine "On ulizaon of nuclear power and radiaon safety"11 along with declariaons
on the priority of human and environmental safety
and the rights and obligaons of cizens in the ﬁeld

hp://zakon5.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/96-2015-%D0%BF
hp://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/363-2014-%D0%BF
hp://zakon3.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/275-2017-%D0%BF
hp://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2059-19
hp://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2060-19
hp://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/995_b99/paran2#n2
hp://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/39/95-%D0%B2%D1%80/conv/print1494074786673867
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of nuclear energy, regulates acvies related to the
use of nuclear installaons and sources of ionizing
radiaon and establishes the legal framework for
the internaonal obligaons of Ukraine regarding
the use of nuclear energy.
This Law applies to all acvies in the ﬁeld of
nuclear energy use, including placement, design,
construcon, commissioning, operaon and decommissioning of nuclear installaons, sources of
ionizing radiaon; carrying out work and providing services that inﬂuence safety during the use of
nuclear energy, management of nuclear materials and sources of ionizing radiaon, among other
things in the exploraon and extracon of minerals
containing these materials and substances, carrying out scienﬁc researches using nuclear facilies,
sources of ionizing radiaon, nuclear materials,
management in the ﬁeld of nuclear energy use,
state regulaon of safety during the use of nuclear energy, physical protecon of nuclear facilies,
nuclear materials, facilies intended for radioacve
waste management, other sources of ionizing radiaon, state registraon of nuclear materials and
sources of ionizing radiaon, state control over the
radiaon situaon on the territory of Ukraine, staﬀ
training for acvies related to the use of nuclear
energy, internaonal cooperaon and provision
of compliance with Ukraine's internaonal obligaons in the ﬁeld of nuclear energy use.
It establishes a procedure for making decisions
on the placement of nuclear facilies and facilies for the management of radioacve waste. The
state authories and local self-government bodies,
as well as separate legal and natural persons have
the right to make proposals about placement of nuclear facilies and facilies for the management of
radioacve waste. Proposals are submied to the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine.
In accordance with the Law of Ukraine "On Regulaon of Urban Development" (Arcle 31), the design documentaon for the construcon of nuclear
facilies should be subject to state expert review
and to the environmental impact assessment procedure. Starng from December 18th, 2017, such a
procedure will be implemented in accordance with
the Law of Ukraine "On Environmental Impact Assessment".
Law of Ukraine "On the Procedure of Adopting Decisions on the Placement, Design, Construcon of Nuclear Installaons and Facilies
for Radioacve Waste Management of Naonal
Importance"establishes the general legal principles
of decision-making on the placement, design, construcon of nuclear facilies and facilies for the
management of radioacve waste of naonal importance.
According to Arcle 92 of the Constuon of
Ukraine, Arcle 2 of the Law states that the decision on the placement, design, construcon of nuclear installaons and facilies intended for radio-

acve waste management of naonal importance
shall be adopted by the Parliament of Ukraine by
adopng a relevant law, upon recommendaon of
the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine and concurred
with local execuve authories and local self-government bodies.
The following is added to a dra law on placement, design and construcon of a nuclear installaon or facility intended for the treatment
of radioacve waste of naonal signiﬁcance: the
feasibility study for the creaon of such a nuclear installaon or facility intended for radioacve
waste management and selecon of a proposed
site for their placement; the conclusion of the
state environmental expert review, the results of
an advisory referendum regarding the locaon of
a nuclear installaon or facility intended for radioacve waste management if it was conducted in
administrave-territorial units, or a decision of the
central execuve authority, whose competence is
the issue of the legal regime of the territory that
was exposed to radioacve contaminaon as a result of the Chernobyl catastrophe, once they are
located in the Exclusion Zone and Area of Absolute
(Mandatory) Reselement, report on measures to
inform neighboring states on possible impact in a
transboundary context in accordance with the law;
other documents, if provided by law.
Considering the Protocol on Strategic Environmental Assessment raﬁed by Ukraine and the
Dra Law "On Strategic Environmental Assessment", the adopon by the Parliament of a law on
placement, design, construcon of a nuclear installaon or a facility intended for of radioacve waste
management falls under the category "Plans and
Programs" and is subject to mandatory "Strategic
Environmental Assessment", which provides for an
assessment of the probable environmental consequences, in parcular those related to the health
of the populaon, which combines the deﬁnion
of the scope of the environmental report and its
preparaon, provision of public parcipaon and
consultaons, as well as consideraon by the plan
or program of the provisions of the environmental
report and the results of public parcipaon and
consultaon.
It is also not possible to decide on extending
the lifeme of exisng nuclear facilies and facilies intended for radioacve waste management
of naonal importance, as well as deciding on an
expansion of exisng nuclear installaons and facilies without strategic environmental assessment,
since its adopon implies changes in previous strategic assessments. For example, if calculaons were
made for 30 years of any NPP unit operaon, then
they would usually be substanally diﬀerent aer 30
years, so it would not be appropriate to apply them
automacally without a new environmental impact
assessment, since under such condions environmental safety and health could not be guaranteed.
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Among other important laws in the ﬁeld of nuclear energy there are such laws as:
• Law of Ukraine "On licensing acvity in the
ﬁeld of ulizaon of nuclear power",
• Law of Ukraine "On management of radioacve waste",
• Law of Ukraine "On protecon of humans
from impact of ionizing radiaon",
• Law of Ukraine "On physical protecon of
nuclear installaons, nuclear materials, radioacve
waste, other ionizing radiaon sources",
• Law of Ukraine "On civil liability for nuclear
damage and its ﬁnancial provision",
• Law of Ukraine "On managing the issues related to the provision of nuclear safety".

4.2. International Legislation
As to internaonal law, one should separately
menon the Associaon Agreement12, which
envisages cooperaon in the ﬁeld of nuclear
energy speciﬁcally through the implementaon of
the three direcves:
• № 96/29/Euratom, which sets the basic safety standards to protect the health of workers and
the populaon from ionizing radiaon,
• № 2006/117/Euratom on supervision and
control over the transportaon of radioacve
waste and spent nuclear fuel,
• № 2003/122/Euratom on control of high-level radioacve sources, which are put to long storage and abandoned.
In June 2017, Euratom raﬁed the Associaon
Agreement between Ukraine and the EU, which
means the implementaon of joint projects in
nuclear energy, including scienﬁc ones.
In addion to the already menoned
internaonal instruments, Ukraine has raﬁed
1. Convenon on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context13.
2. Convenon on Access to Informaon, Public
Parcipaon.
As to decision-making and access to jusce in
environmental maers, the following mullateral
internaonal convenons should be menoned:
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

hp://zakon3.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/984_011/print1476806288804539
hp://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/995_272
hp://zakon5.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/995_023/page
hp://zakon3.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/995_024
hp://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/995_335
hp://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/995_006
hp://zakon5.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/951_002
hp://zakon5.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/994_758
hp://zakon5.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/996_004
hp://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/985_018
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1. Convenon on Nuclear Safety14.
2. Convenon on the Physical Protecon of Nuclear Material and Nuclear Facilies15.
3. Joint Convenon on Safety of Management of
Spent Nuclear Fuel and Safety of Management of
Radioacve Waste16.
4. Vienna Convenon on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage17.
5. Convenon on Early Warning of a Nuclear Accident.
6. Convenon on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency.
7. The Treaty on the Non-Proliferaon of Nuclear Weapons of July 1, 1968.
The following agreements with internaonal
organizaons should be menoned separately:
1. Agreement between Ukraine and the Internaonal Atomic Energy Agency on the applicaon of
safeguards regarding the Treaty on the Non-Proliferaon of Nuclear Weapons.
2. Addional Protocol to the Agreement between Ukraine and the Internaonal Atomic Energy
Agency on the applicaon of safeguards regarding the Treaty on the Non-Proliferaon of Nuclear
Weapons18.
3. Memorandum of Understanding between
Ukraine and the Commission of the European Communies on the implementaon of technical assistance programs in the ﬁeld of nuclear safety19.
4. Framework Agreement between Ukraine and
the European Bank for Reconstrucon and Development concerning the acvies of the Chernobyl
Shelter Fund in Ukraine20.
5. Grant Agreement (Chernobyl NPP Nuclear
Safety Project) between the European Bank for
Reconstrucon and Development (as Grant Manager on the Nuclear Safety Account), the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine and the State Nuclear Regulatory Commiee of Ukraine (as the Beneﬁciary)21.
In addion, there are also internaonal
agreements on the transportaon of nuclear
materials, bilateral intergovernmental agreements,
bilateral
inter-agency
agreements,
and
arrangements.

South Ukraine NPP
www.sunpp.mk.ua
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Khmelnitsky NPP
Author Сергій С., CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=15199022

5. NUCLEAR INDUSTRY IN UKRAINIAN ENERGY
STRATEGY (UNTIL 2035)
Since its independence, Ukraine has lacked
a strategic vision for the future of its nuclear
industry. This owes to a certain extent to collecve
memories of the Chernobyl disaster. The disaster
occasioned a declaraon in 1990 of a moratorium
on building nuclear power plants in the country.
This even suspended construcon on plants that
were already in the process of being built, such
as units 3 and 4 at the Khmelnytsаka NPP, and the
Crimean NPP. The disaster has become a burden on
all new iniaves for developments in the nuclear
industry, and society has been more opposed to
development, so new iniaves have a hard me
ﬁnding support.
As a consequence of this lack of vision,
important decisions are oen postponed, which
impacts negavely on both the current status
and future prospects of the industry in Ukraine.
The recently adopted Ukrainian energy strategy,
"Security, Energy Eﬃciency and Compeveness"
is no excepon. While the strategy declared the
importance of nuclear energy for Ukraine’s future,
it fails to provide a list of benchmarks for further
nuclear energy development.
For instance, the strategy deﬁnes nuclear
energy as an important and eﬃcient way to
decarbonize the power sector and the economy
in general (p. 16 in the Energy Strategy (unl
2035)), and it spulates increasing the share of
nuclear power in generang electricity (p. 16). The
a tude of Ukraine to developing nuclear power
is described in the Strategy as "permanent". The
Strategy lays out plans for nuclear power to cover
29,3 % of Ukraine’s primary energy supply by
2020 (comparing to 25,5 % in 2015), 32,2 % of the
supply by 2025, 29,7 % by 2030 and 25% by 2035.
Total volumes of electricity generated by NPPs will
increase according to the plans outlined in the
Strategy. Despite this, the Strategy fails to provide
a wide range of indicators and benchmarks, and
those that are detailed are not fully deﬁned.
At the same me, the Strategy spulates further
development of two other strategic documents,
which will deﬁne the future of Ukrainian nuclear
industry more accurately, and correspondingly,
probably will provide a beer vision of its future

development. Aside from that, in order to support
the Strategy’s implementaon, three acon plans
must be developed (for 3 periods: unl 2020, 20202025 and unl 2035). Those, obviously, will provide
more detailed indicators and benchmarks for further
development of the Ukrainian nuclear industry. In
this way, the Strategy does not currently provide
answers to all quesons regarding the future of
the Ukrainian nuclear industry and its role in future
of Ukrainian energy. It is likely that answers will be
provided in other state plans and documents.
During the ﬁrst stage of implementaon (unl
2020), considering the probable lack of electricity
generang capacies, the Strategy deﬁnes the
feasibility of expanding the term of operaon
of exisng NPP units at the rate of 6 GWt (p. 25).
The period unl 2020 will see the development of
decisions and plans regarding the substuon of
capacies that should be taken out of service aer
2025 (p. 26) and decisions about new technologies
that can be used in nuclear power aer 2030 (p.
27). At the same me, informaon about decisions
regarding capacies that would be taken out of
operaon aer 2025 is less clear. During this stage,
according to the Strategy, a Long-term Program
for Nuclear Power Sector Development would be
adopted (p. 27).
During this stage, projects on increasing the
level of rated capacity usage at NPPs units would be
carried out (p. 26). However, what is unclear is the
threshold value and desired levels of the increase
with respect to current record levels. For instance,
during the ﬁrst quarter of 2017 the level of rated
capacity usage was 79,6 % - the highest in the last
decade.
Up to 2020, issues of supplying NPPs with nuclear
fuel have to be resolved. Among the main tasks at
this stage are (p. 47-48): further diversifying of fuel
supplies; developing precondions for increasing
capacies for uranium extracon in Ukraine;
exploring the feasibility of establishing nuclear fuel
producing capacies in Ukraine; stocking uranium
concentrate in Ukraine. By the end of 2020, it is
expected that the share of a single nuclear fuel
supplier will not exceed 70 %, and won’t exceed
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60 % aer 2020.
During this stage a repository for spent nuclear
fuel and radioacve waste is expected to be built
(p. 29), and the State Concept for Nuclear Waste
Treatment will be developed (p. 48)
During the second stage of implementaon
(unl 2025) the main tasks for the nuclear power
sector, according to the Strategy, are: deﬁning the
target dates for expanding the terms of operaon
for exisng NPP’s; pu ng into operaon 1 GWt of
new capacity; designing and construcng new units
according to the above menoned State Program
for Nuclear Power Sector Development (p. 51).
During the third stage of implementaon the
Strategy (unl 2035) no speciﬁc steps for nuclear
power sector development are planned (except for
those under development in accord with the steps
planned during the ﬁrst two stages).
Thus, the Strategy deﬁnes future development
of Ukrainian nuclear power sector in only a
general way, and does not provide any speciﬁc and
detailed decisions. The Strategy deﬁnes plans for
development and adopon of other programs and
projects for future of the nuclear industry. From
this point, it should be menoned that the previous
edion of the strategy (discussed in the beginning
of 2017 but not adopted) spelled plans for nuclear
power sector development in more detail. In that
edion, for instance, the following issues were
deﬁned:
• target dates for extending projected operaon terms of reactors at the Khmelnytska and Zaporizka NPPs;
• target usage levels of the rated capacity for
NPP units;
• start of capital and investment formaon to
ﬁnish construcon of third and fourth units of Khmelytska NPP;
• capacity development for electricity grids in
order to "unlockм the closed energy ﬂux loop of
NPPs;
• begin developing possibilies to construct
electricity bridge from Khmelytska NPP to Poland
to connect ENTSO-E; incomes received from trading electricity by this route were supposed to be
put to use ﬁnancing the construcon of the 3rd
unit of Khmelytska NPP.
From the point of view of deﬁning benchmarks
for developing the Ukrainian nuclear industry,
the previous, not-yet adopted edion of the
energy strategy was more detailed than the
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current, recently adopted strategy. The exisng
strategy postpones speciﬁc decision unl new
programs are adopted. But such postponements
of decisions unl new programs are adopted
and the corresponding delays could bring about
postponement of important steps in developing
the nuclear industry and covering energy needs
in the future. However, Ukraine’s experience of
following adopted programs and strategies and
deﬁning important milestones and benchmarks
doesn’t ensure implementaon of those programs
in future. For instance, neither the previous Energy
Strategy unl 2030 (which was in force unl the
current one was adopted in 2017), nor the Naonal
Renewables’ Development Plan unl 2020 were
fully implemented.
Ukraine’s current system of strategic planning
for nuclear industry development (including
the adopted energy strategy) does not provide
decisions to important problems in the current
state of the nuclear industry. Among these, for
instance are:
• approaches to change tariﬀ determinaon in
order to increase proﬁtability of the nuclear energy;
• Sll undetermined are sources for ﬁnancing further steps in nuclear industry development,
listed in the Strategy (ﬁrstly, extending the term of
reactor operaon and construcon of new units).

Summary
Despite of the importance of the nuclear
industry to Ukrainian energy, the recently adopted
energy strategy unl 2035 – "Security, energy
eﬃciency, compeveness" – does not deﬁne
a wide range of indicators and benchmarks
for nuclear energy development in the future.
According to the Strategy, nuclear power will as
before play an important role in Ukrainian energy
and the share of electricity generated by NPPs is set
to increase. At the same me, the strategy does not
provide speciﬁc soluons to current problems and
uncertaines, such as the development of nuclear
energy generang capacies, building capacies to
produce nuclear fuel, and reprocessing and storing
spent nuclear fuel. According to the Strategy these
and most other problems would be solved aer
adopng other programs in the future. Therefore,
the current energy strategy promotes postponing
solving important issues that would deﬁne further
development of Ukrainian nuclear industry.

Zaporizka NPP
www.energoatom.kiev.ua
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6. URANIUM PRODUCTION
6.1. History and Structure
of Uranium Production

From 2000 to 2017, the level of provision with
own concentrate increased by only 8%: from 32%
to 40%. Today, about 1000 tons of uranium oxide
are produced, an annual increase is only about
200 tons, while about 2480 tons of uranium oxide
are needed to maintain current generaon of
electricity at NPPs (85 billion kWh).
This situaon is mainly caused by the acute
shortage of resources for development, as well as
low quality of uranium reserves available on the
territory of Ukraine.
According to the IAEA esmates, as of 1 January
2015, in the price category below 130 $/kg,
explored uranium reserves in Ukraine are esmated
as about 117.7 thousand tons, conﬁrmed: 84.8
thousand tons. Only a half of these reserves has
a cost below 80 $/kg. At the same me, the most
of these reserves are located in undeveloped
deposits.

The share of power generaon at NPPs within
the Ukrainian power system stably exceeds 50%.
Ukraine holds one of the ﬁrst places in Europe for
uranium reserves. In addion, there is a resource of
zirconium ores on the territory of Ukraine and the
producon of the zirconium cycle is established.
All these factors repeatedly caused the desire to
develop in Ukraine its own nuclear fuel cycle. In
the early 1990s, a completely closed fuel cycle was
even considered. There were other opons, for
example regarding transion to Canadian CANDU
reactors, which could use natural uranium.
However, during almost a quarter of a century of
program existence (the ﬁrst ones were developed
in 1995) today, we see very modest outputs.
Ukraine could not solve even the simplest process
task: providing the nuclear industry with uranium
oxide.
Mining and processing
production
Mining of
uranium ore

Processing
of natural
uranium

830 t of uranium per year

Mining
of zirconium
ore

Production
of zirconium
concentrate

Uranium

Separation production
Enrichment
of UF4 , by U235

UF4 production

2400 t of uranium
per year

Production
of zirconium
alloy

Production
of UO2 powder

Production
of pellets

1.5 mln. of SWU per year

Production
of pipe
material

SNF storage
facility

Production established in Ukraine

Nuclear fuel production
Fuel rods
and FA

375 t of uranium per year

Production
of zirconium
rolled products

Production
of zirconium
components of FA

150 t of zirconium
per year

Production
of stainless
components of FA

Spent fuel
pools

SNF

Ukrainian
NPPs

Power –
90 billion kW/h

Services of foreign countries

Fig. 6.1. Current structure of nuclear-fuel cycle

FA – fuel assemblies
SNF – spent nuclear fuel
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Table 6.1. Structure of uranium reserves in Ukraine by mining cost
Costs of Uranium extracon
per 1 kg

thousand tons

in % of reserves

Below 80 $

59,6

26%

80-130 $

58,1

27%

130-260 $
Total (below 260 $)

5500
3000

105

47%

222.7

100%

4002
7158
4575
Michurinske

50000
48475

Tsentralne
(Eastern area)
Vatutinske
Tsentralne
(Western area)
Novokostiantynivske
Severynivske
Safonivske

93000

Kvitneve

Fig. 6.2. Fig. 6.2. Key uranium deposits in Ukraine

Uranium deposits under working out:
1 Vatutinske
2 Michurinske
3 Tsentralne (Eastern zone)
Uranium deposits with the potential
to be exhausted:
4 Tsentralne (Western zone)
5 Novokostiantynivske
6 Lisne
7 Dokuchaievske
8 Severynske
9 Pidhaitsivske
10 Safonivske
11 Mykhailivske
12 Surske
13 Sadove
14 Novohurievske
15 Malyshevske deposit
of zirconium-rutile-ilmenite ores

Fig. 6.3. Raw material base of the industry

Note:
According to internaonal classiﬁcaon (IAEA), uranium is divided into three categories by its cost:
Low: cheap natural uranium ((<40 $/kg)
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6.2. Characteristic of deposits
Uranium mining in the country is conducted
by state enterprise Eastern Mining and Processing
Plant (MPP) (Zhov Vody, Dnipropetrovsk region),
which is a part of the state concern Nuclear Fuel
Company. This is the only enterprise in Ukraine for
uranium ore mining and processing.
Now, Ukraine has three mines (Inhulska,
Smolinska and Novokosantynivska mines), which
develop four deposits (the Inhulska mine covers
two of them simultaneously).
Hydrometallurgical plant of the Eastern MPP
in Zhov Vody is engaged in ore processing into
uranium oxide, which is then transferred to Russia
for enrichment and manufacturing fuel assemblies
for Ukrainian NPPs.
The main tasks of the Nuclear Fuel Company
established in 2008 was to increase uranium output,
establish a nuclear fuel plant and manufacture
zirconium. Today, among three tasks only uranium
mining (97% of the company turnover) and a small
producon of hafnium (about 12 tons per year) are
implemented.
According to the State Service of Geology and
Subsoil of Ukraine, there are 46 uranium deposits
in Ukraine including 22 with industry level reserves.
The cadaster of industrial uranium deposits in
Ukraine idenﬁed 53 sites with deposited uranium
ores with diﬀerent degree of survey and esmate.
Uranium lies mainly in the granite layers of the
Ukrainian crystalline shield. According to the
geological condions, 36 sites for the formaon of
uranium ores have the potenal for exploraon of
deposits in a tradional underground way, 13 sites:
using a technology of in-situ leaching, and four
sites are already worked out.
Ore reserves are considered at depths from 50
to 1300 meters. The mines of the Eastern Mining
and Processing Plant are operated ﬁlling voids with
a solid mixture, which prevents soil failure. Almost
all industrial (and most of promising) deposits
are concentrated on a compact area (80*20 km)
within the Kirovograd region with a developed
infrastructure.
According to the classiﬁcaon, processed ore
mainly belongs to poor ore and only its part belongs
to raw ore. Uranium content in the ore ranges from
0.08 to 0.14% (Table 6.2). This is lower by mes
than that of competors on the world market of
uranium.
The cost of Ukrainian uranium at present ranges
at a level of $ 130 per kg, which is almost three
mes higher than current spot quotaons.
Low medium і High medium: not expensive uranium
(40-80 $/kg)
High: expensive uranium (80-130 $/kg)
Very high: very expensive uranium (130-260 $/kg)

The strategy for uranium producon in
Ukraine is that the availability of own uranium
raw materials provides beer predictability of fuel
prices and independence of external suppliers. In
addion, current prices for uranium in Ukraine are
considered understated and everyone is waing for

Table 6.2. Uranium content of deposits of the Eastern Mining and Processing
Plant (2016)
Deposit
Michurinske
Tsentralne (Eastern area)
Vatunske

6.3. Economy and Potential

Novokosantynivske

Mine

Uranium
content in
ore kg/t

%

Inhulska

0.81

0.081

Inhulska

0,87

0.087

Smolinska

1.09

0.109

Novokostantynivska

Serednie at the Eastern MPP

The electric power of Ukrainian NPPs is now
the cheapest in the world. With current tariﬀ of
about 2 cents per kilowa-hour, the electric power
of Ukrainian NPPs is three to four mes cheaper
than in other countries. However, such a low cost
does not allow accumulang resources for the
development of uranium producon nor for its safe
decommissioning with subsequent bringing the
sites to a safe condion.
In fact, replacement cost decreases and issues
are transferred to future generaons. This raises a
pessimisc scenario: lifeme of NPPs will be expired
(most likely considering long-term operaon)
and they will be closed. For uranium miners this
means that local consumers of uranium will not be
presented in the 2050s.
Currently, Ukraine purchases lacking uranium
dioxide (about 1.5 thousand tons per year) from
Russian, European and Kazakh suppliers. According
to the calculaons of the Ministry of Energy and Coal
Industry of Ukraine, to produce 90 billion kilowahours of electricity, it is necessary to produce 2480
tons of uranium dioxide, from which 375 tons of
energy uranium will be produced in future.
A new concept of the State Target Economic
Program for the Development of the Nuclear
Industry Complex up to 2020 presents the
informaon that "... the costs to purchase nuclear
fuel is about 40% of the cost of electric power
produced by NPPs ...".
The cost of uranium and services on the
producon of fresh nuclear fuel to meet the
needs of Ukrainian NPPs (including zirconium
components) is about 350 million USD per year (or
more than 50% of the cost of nuclear fuel). At the
same me, most of costs are the costs for uranium
conversion, which is not performed in Ukraine.
The prices in 2011 are presented as indicated
in Fig. 6.4. There are no special changes in the
esmaon for today.
In 2008, rather ambious program "Nuclear
Fuel of Ukraine" was adopted with plans to increase
mining to 1880 tons, to construct a nuclear fuel
plant and produce 270 tons of zirconium rolled
products. Its esmated cost was 13.5 billion UAH
(2.4 billion USD). The third part of the money (4.3
billion UAH) had to come from the state budget.
In fact, the implementaon of this program (also
as previous of 1995) did not start, since it was
ﬁnanced only by 5.5%.

1.38

0.138

0.96

0.096

17 %
37 %

FA production services
Natural uranium
Uranium conversion
services on

43 %

Uranium enrichment
services

3%

Fig. 6.4. Components of nuclear fuel cost

Table 6.3. Comparison of the funding plans
of program 2008 and concept 2016
2008
Source of funding

billion
UAH

2016
%

billion
UAH

%

Budget

4.335

32

0.303

3.3

Other sources

9.215

68

8.820

96.7

Total

13.550

100

9.118

100

In the new version of the State Target Economic
Program for Development of the Nuclear Industry
Complex, direct funding from the budgets is almost
totally absent. The funding has decreased in size
from 32% to 3.3%, and now only includes scienﬁc
support.
Indirect subsidizaon is maintained through
the state Energoatom Company, who is operang
NPPs. However, according to a contract signed for
2008-2018, purchases were made for extracted
uranium concentrate at prices that provide a proﬁt
for the producer, which is much higher than current
market prices. Nevertheless, the plan for the
output of 630 assemblies per year is sll indicated,
i.e. the plan for full NPP supply with own fuel.
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Pivnichna Mine
Vent. Mine

RE-4 Mine
R-5 Mine
Zakladnyi Pit

VSP. Mine

Zakladnyi Pit
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m
m
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m
m
m
m
m

m
m
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m
m

Exhausted reserves
Non-exhausted reserves
m

Fig. 6.5. Diagram of the Michurinske and Tsentralne deposits of the Inhulska mine

The reality of these plans is doubul. Zirconium
producon even under availability of money will
have to be restored starng from an extremely
low level. Moreover, possible diﬃcules may be
even with raw materials. Despite large reserves,
the main supplier of zirconium products Vilnohirsk
MPP (Malyshevske deposit of the Dnipropetrovsk
region) is currently almost exhausted available
reserves, and new sites are owned by private
companies.

6.4.Characteristic of mines
The resource potenal of the Eastern MPP
is located in the Kirovohrad region. It covers
Michurinske and Tsentralne (its Eastern areas)
deposits developed by the Inhulska mine,
Smolinska mine of the Vatunske deposit and
the slowly completed Novokosantynivska mine
(Novokosantynivske deposit).
MPP task is to support current producon
volume in old deposits at the level of 650-670 tons
and commission a startup complex (500 thousand
tons per year at the Novokosantynivska mine).
It is planned to construct a new sulfuric acid
producon installaon at the hydrometallurgical
plant (Zhov Vody, Dnipropetrovsk region). The old
installaon is extremely deteriorated and excessively
powerful (approximately twice as much), and today
it is operated not under opmal mode.
The uniqueness of the Ukrainian mining is that
signiﬁcant part of ore is mined directly under the
regional center Kropyvnytskyi (former Kirovohrad)
with a populaon of 230 thousand people. There
is the Inhulska mine, which during a half a century
formed on the outskirts of the city an underground
labyrinth at a depth from 160 to 650 meters. The
mine has ﬁve vercal shas and an underground
tunnel with a length of almost 6 km along the
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Inhul River used to connect both Michurinske and
Tsentralne uranium deposits. The penetraon
in the mine is implemented using a method of
underground explosions. The technology of in-situ
block leaching is also used to process poor ore. The
diagram of the block leaching site of the Inhulska
mine (see Fig. 6.5). The Inhulska and Smolinska
mines have already spent the bulk of reserves.
Each of them produced over 28 million tons of
ore during the whole period. The reserves of the
Inhulska mine will be enough for at least 2030.
In the vicinity there is large deposit Tsentralne
(western), which is not developed yet. However, its
reserves go to the city center, which naturally does
not cause enthusiasm of local residents.
There are much more issues regarding the
Smolinska mine located 80 km to the west (see
Fig. 6.6). Currently it is on the point of closure. This
mine was a key one for the MPP for a long period
providing up to 60% of uranium, since uranium
content in the Vatunske deposit was quite high.
However, very intensive deposit development
accelerated the exhauson of available reserves.
The last ore horizon (640 m) put into operaon
seven years ago only slowed down mining decrease
at this mine. Company capacity has recently
decreased from 650 thousand tons of ore to less
than 300 thousand. In order to reduce the cost
and maintain concentrate output the Smolinska
mine processed accumulated waste piles (about 6
million tons). Today, this processing is completed.
A heap leaching landﬁll put into operaon (in
two stages) allows implemenng poor (0.05%) ore.
This allows addional extracon of more than 30
tons of uranium concentrate from poor ore per
year. However, in general, mining decreases.
Prior to the Fukushima events, in the period
of high prices, the opon of developing the lower
horizons of the deposit (820-730 m) and tunnel
driving for opening small neighboring Pivdenne

Ventyliatsiina Mine

Zakladnyi Pit

Hl. Mine

Vsp. Mine

Upper cascade

m
m
m
m
m

Lower
cascade

m
m
m
m
m

Worked out reserves
Not worked out reserves

Fig. 6.6. Diagram of the Vatutinske deposit (Smolinska mine)

deposit was considered. However, reducon of
uranium prices made these plans unproﬁtable.
In 2016, a decision was made by state
corporaon Nuclear Fuel to prepare documents to
jusfy the inexpediency of the further funconing
of the Smolinska mine. This spring a formal
statement was made that the residual resource
of the Vatunske deposit of uranium ore (under
working out by this mine) did not exceed 1.4 tons of
uranium. According to the corporaon, exhauson
of this deposit is expected within 3-5 years and a
dra feasibility study for its decommissioning is
under development.
This is a severe blow to Smolino village where
the mine is a city-making enterprise. The story on
decommissioning of the Zhov Vody mines, which
previously were included to the Eastern Mining and
Processing Plant also did not add much opmism.
They are ﬂooded, one of them (Nova) went under
water having iron ore reserves of almost a billion tons.
The main hopes are related to the development
of the neighboring Novokosantynivska mine. In
fact, in recent years, its compleon is ﬁnanced by
the plant but extremely irregularly.
In 2016, total investment of the Eastern MPP
to support exisng mines and to further develop
Novokosantynivske deposit amounted to only 116
million UAH ($ 4.5 million). At the same me, the
minimum cost esmates to put the startup complex
of the Novokosantynivska mine into operaon
with an output of 500 thousand tons of ore per
year are esmated at over one billion hryvnias.
Reaching design capacity of 1500 tons of ore
per year by the mine (with subsequent increase to
2500 thousand tons of ore) will require invesng in
this project up to 6 billion hryvnias.
The Novokosantynivske deposit is complex
represented by 178 separate deposits and forms
three ore zones scaered from each other on the
territory of 3 km2. Balance uranium reserves are

Table 6.4. Structure of ore mining of the Eastern MPP
in the first half of 2017
Ore mining,
thous. tons

Mine

Share
of mines

Inhulska

146.9

46%

Smolinska

57.4

18%

Novokosantynivska

113.0

36%

Total of Eastern MPP

317.3

100%

Table 6.5. 6.5 Overview of deposits of the Eastern MPP
Scheduled
period of
ore mining

Planned method
to work out
reserves

Capacity, tons
per year, by
natural uranium
concentrate

2015-2021

Mining + heap
leaching

300

2015-2026

Block leaching
from 2016

180

Tsentralne (Eastern
area)

2015-2026

Mining

280

Novokosantynivske

2015-2035

Mining

2500

Tsentralne (Western
area)

2026-2035

Mining

1200

2028-2035

Mining + heap
leaching

450

2018-2027

In-situ borehole
leaching

150 (300)

2019-2027

Mining

550

Deposit

Vatunske
Michurinske

Lisne
Safonivske
Kvitneve
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Fig. 6.7. Structure of extraction of uranium by means of well underground leaching. 1 - pumping well; 2 - suction wells; 3 - sorption
installation; 4 - desorption installation; 5 - addition of reagents; 6 is a precipitate in the form of uranium oxide

approved in the amount of 67.5 million tons of ore
and 93.6 thousand tons of uranium (with average
uranium content in ore 0.139%). The miners
themselves give more conservave esmates.
According to them, "occurrence of ore bodies
in the Novokosantynivske deposit is extremely
complex" and his previous geological survey was
not enrely accurate.
Currently acvies are underway in the ﬁrst
ore zone, where ﬁve groups of deposits are
concentrated. The design depth of the ﬁrst stage
mining of reserves is 700 m. The mining acvies
are conducted on the ﬂoor of 240-300 meters. To
the surface, excavated rock mass is raised by two
trunks. Lack of funding does not allow developing
a deeper horizon (480 meters). The second and
third ore zones are at the design stage. This year,
ore mining at this mine even exceeded mining of
Vatunske deposit for the ﬁrst me.

6.5. Redundant Capacities
For the period aer 2025, Severynske (along
with Pidgaitsevska site) and Tsentralne (Western
area) deposits are considered as a mining reserve.
Total uranium reserves of these deposits are about
98 thousand tons. Deposits are proposed to be
worked out by mining.
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6.6. Acidic Production
According to the Eastern MPP, 98% of uranium
reserves are located in solid rock. The sandstone
type is only 2% of reserves.
Unl recently, the management of the Eastern
MPP esmated reserves in the neighboring
Mykolaiiv region of the sandstone Safonivske
uranium deposit as "insigniﬁcant" (3 thousand
tons), with a mining potenal of 100-150 tons per
year. Today, MPP already understands that such
volume is not so few. Sandstone deposits may be
worked out by a much cheaper method of in-situ
leaching (this is approximately 40-42% cheaper).
To get uranium by leaching, it is necessary
to drill a network of boreholes. Through them
uranium deposits are pumped with sulfuric acid, it
is mixed with its salts. This soluon is pumped onto
the surface. To reach the required concentraon
of uranium salts the soluon is repeatedly passed
through sorpon columns.
Thus, the structure of uranium mining by in-situ
leaching is as follows (see Fig. 6.7): 1 – pumping
out borehole; 2 – pumping in borehole; 3- sorpon
installaon; 4 - desorpon installaon; 5 - addion
of reagents; 6 – seling in the form of uranium
oxide.
There was an experience of such mining in
the country (Eastern MPP worked out Bratske

Table 6.6. History of uranium mining by acid in-situ borehole leaching
Deposit

Period

Mined uranium, t

First mined uranium,
year

Current state of deposit

Devladivske (PV-1)

1961-1984

1634

1965

worked out

Bratske (PV-2)

1966-1989

1070

1970

worked out

Novohurivske (PV-3)

1978-1980

2

1979

survey, research acvies

Parzanske (PV-4)

1983-1984

-

-

survey, research acvies

Mykhailivske (PV-5)

1975-1987

-

-

survey, research acvies

Safonivske (PV-6)

1981-1987

40

1982

survey, research acvies

2007-2009
Sadove

1968-1971

(1.1 thousand tons of uranium were mined) and
Devladivske deposits (1.6 thousand tons) using this
method.
However, the experience is ambiguous.
Uranium was relavely inexpensive (although the
Soviet military program did not pay much aenon
to the producon cost), but at the same me there
were leakages of radioacve ﬂuids on the surface.
In addion, slowly driing lenses of radioacve
soluon were formed underground. Several
hundred boreholes were drilled to control them.
The history of uranium mining by the acid in-situ
borehole leaching is presented below in Table 6.6.

Summary
In general, the uranium industry of Ukraine is in
a diﬃcult situaon. It lost a period of high uranium
prices for development. The predicon for their
rise aer 2020 seem not realisc.
In the world, renewable energy sector develops
intensively reducing the interest in nuclear
power plants. In addion, there are a number of
suspended projects of mining low cost uranium,
which may quickly increase producon.

No informaon in the source document
-

-

survey

Current price situaon in the world regarding
uranium along with a sharp shortage of resources
excludes the implementaon of expensive largescale projects.
At the same me, development of less ambious
but more remunerave projects are not excluded.
This is mainly development of deposits by in-situ
leaching. Thus, development of Safonivske deposit
is esmated at 35-37 million USD.
In the medium term, the possibility of
processing associated metals is not excluded, for
example recovery of scandium project in the Zhov
Vody region.
In the near future, the main eﬀorts, in addion
to the Novokosantynivska mine will be aimed
at implemenng the projects of in-situ borehole
leaching and acid processing of ores of operang
mines. The need to maintain strict control over
compliance with the environmental legislaon, for
example depth of deposits in sandstones, which is
relavely close to the surface.
Further closure of one of mines requires an
analysis of social consequences and resources for
their decommissioning.
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7. ABOUT NUCLEAR REGULATORY
SYSTEM IN UKRAINE
7.1. Stages in creation of the nuclear
regulator of Ukraine
The State Commiee of the Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic for Supervision of Safe Conduct
of Work in Nuclear Energy was formally created by
Decree of the Cabinet of Ministers of the Ukrainian
SSR No. 12 on May 24, 1991. In fact, the work of the
commiee began only in the autumn, in the context
of the process of disintegraon of the USSR.
In accordance with the requirements of Law of
Ukraine №1540-ХІІ dated September 10, 1991, "On
enterprises, instuons and organizaons of the
Soviet Union subordinaon located on the territory
of Ukraine", there began acvies on transferring
the enterprises, instuons and organizaons
of federal Soviet Union subordinaon to the
authories of Ukraine. By Order of the State Nuclear
Supervision Commiee of Ukraine No. 1/A dated
November 1, 1991, the South-Western District and
Department for the improvement and development
of the Scienﬁc and Technical Center for Security
in Nuclear Power Engineering were transferred as
legal enes from the structure of the USSR State
Commiee for Nuclear Inspecon to the State
Nuclear Supervision Commiee of Ukraine.
The ﬁrst organizaon chart of the State
Nuclear Supervision Commiee was approved
on December 12, 1991. A working group was set
up to develop a dra Law of Ukraine "On the Use
of Atomic Energy" by Order of the State Nuclear
Supervision Commiee of Ukraine No. 5 dated
January 23, 1992.
By Resoluon of the Cabinet of Ministers of
Ukraine No. 52 dated February 3, 1992, "On the
Establishment of the State Commiee of Ukraine
for Nuclear and Radiaon Safety" the State
Nuclear Supervision Commiee of Ukraine was
transformed into the State Commiee of Ukraine
for Nuclear and Radiaon Safety (hereaer – the
Regulator). The Provision on the State Commiee
of Ukraine for Nuclear and Radiaon Safety was
approved by Resoluon of the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine No. 416 dated July 21, 1992. The State
Commiee has seen transformaons inside
itself. The following was created: the General

State Inspecon for Supervision of Nuclear and
Radiaon Safety, the State Center for Supply
Quality Control for Nuclear Energy Facilies, the
Scienﬁc and Technical Center for Nuclear and
Radiaon Safety. The Provision on the General
State Inspecon for Supervision of Nuclear and
Radiaon Safety was approved by Resoluon of
the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine No. 458 dated
August 10, 1992.
On December 15, 1994, the State Commiee
of Ukraine for Nuclear and Radiaon Safety was
dissolved by Decree of the President of Ukraine
No. 768/94 "On the Establishment of the Ministry
of Environmental Protecon and Nuclear Safety
of Ukraine". Instead, the State Administraon for
Nuclear Regulaon was created within the Ministry
(Decree of the President of Ukraine No. 250/99
dated March 13, 1999).
As a result, the "Ministry of Environmental
Protecon and Nuclear Safety of Ukraine" was
transformed into the "Ministry of Ecology and
Natural Resources of Ukraine", which included the
State Administraon for Nuclear Regulaon formed
by another Decree of the President of Ukraine No.
1573/99 dated December 15, 1999.
On December 5, 2000, under the pressure
of Western governments and internaonal
organizaons, an independent State Nuclear
Regulatory Commiee of Ukraine was created
(actually, restored) by Decree of the President of
Ukraine No. 1303/2000.
The "restructuring" of the Ukrainian Regulator
connued even aer 2000, including the change
of its name. The last of them is the State Nuclear
Regulatory Inspectorate.

7.2. Diﬃculties and successes
of the formation of the nuclear
regulator of Ukraine
Almost six years, 1995 – 2000, were in fact lost to
bureaucrac games, rewring a lot of instrucons
and regulaons. The main thing is that during these
years those specialists le the regulator, who in
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1992 – 1994 got good training in the regulatory
bodies and organizaons of scienﬁc and technical
support of the USA, Germany, France and other
countries.
The nuclear safety regime, built based on
supervisory pracce, with all its advantages and
disadvantages, was inherited from the USSR.
Immediately aer the formaon of the Ukrainian
regulatory authority, the task emerged to gradually
shi the nuclear safety regime to licensing
regulaon, which was recognized throughout the
world.
In 1992 – 1995, a signiﬁcant amount of work
was done, which allowed to start the process of
gradual transion from supervisory to regulatory
pracce of the nuclear safety regime. Due to
the high qualiﬁcaon of specialists, as well as
assistance and support of the nuclear regulatory
bodies of both the G-7 naons and other Western
naons, they managed to accomplish this task. A
signiﬁcant role was also played by the cooperaon
with the nuclear regulatory bodies of the countries
of Eastern Europe, which at the same me were
passing from the supervisory system of the nuclear
safety regime to the licensing one.
Despite the high potenal of Ukrainian science
and technology, especially in the nuclear industry,
the naon happened to have no organizaons
that specialized in a broad range of nuclear safety
issues. A signiﬁcant role in the implementaon of
the licensing regime of nuclear safety played the
aenon paid to the creaon and development of
an organizaon of scienﬁc and technical support,
the State Scienﬁc and Technical Center for Nuclear
and Radiaon Safety (hereinaer – the SSTC).
Enormous support, ﬁrst of all, in the training of
staﬀ, was provided by the regulators of the United
States, Germany and France. Moreover, these
bodies also created the material basis for eﬃcient
operaon of the SSTC – the supply of compung
and other equipment, their sharing with analycal
codes, etc. Equally important was support from
other countries. The creaon and development of
its own system of scienﬁc and technical support
allowed the Regulator to form the basis of the
licensing regime – granng the permits (licenses)
for the use of nuclear energy based on the results
of an independent assessment of safety of nuclear
installaons.
At the same me, a state system for nuclear
materials control and accounng and the regulaon
of physical protecon was created. In this regard,
the support of the Swedish nuclear regulatory body
and the IAEA played an exceponal role.
In the second half of the 1990s, the pace of
development of the Commiee and the system
of nuclear regulaon as a whole was insigniﬁcant,
which was the consequence of the "restructuring"
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of the nuclear regulatory body iniated in 1995 and
the loss of part of its powers and independence. The
Regulator’s management refused to implement the
world-renowned system of safety analysis reports
(SAR), which was launched in 1992. The Regulator
opted for creaon of surrogates based on the
exisng volumes of "Technical safety jusﬁcaon"
and addional materials to them. It also helped to
preserve the rudiments of the old system, making it
diﬃcult to work with safety documentaon.

7.3. The nuclear regulator
of Ukraine today
Nuclear safety regulaon includes several principal areas of acvity:
• Regulatory control
• Licensing
• Supervision
• Enforcement

7.3.1. Regulatory control
It is known that in the USSR, nuclear acvies
were not actually regulated at the legislave
level. Therefore, ﬁrst of all, the huge amount of
work should be noted, which is done in Ukraine
to form the legislave basis for the use of nuclear
energy. Laws were developed that deﬁned the legal
framework for the use of nuclear energy, protecon
of the populaon and the natural environment from
the negave eﬀects of ionizing radiaon, as well as
compensaons for nuclear damage and regulaon
of acvies in emergency situaons, which could
result in the negave impact of ionizing radiaon
on the populaon and the environment.
Much eﬀort was made to approve and further
adapt for Ukraine the internaonal agreements
(convenons) both on safety issues of nuclear
energy use, and related to compliance with the
requirements of the non-proliferaon regime,
as well as internaonal transportaon of nuclear
materials. Even though today nuclear legislaon
is quite perfect, there are sll inconsistencies and
contradicons in it. These are the consequences
of signiﬁcant transformaons that took place in
the 1990s and, as a result, there are many adopted
legislave instruments. Today it is objecvely
necessary to concentrate eﬀorts on the codiﬁcaon
of nuclear legislaon. Unfortunately, this work is
not planned yet.
The Regulator made signiﬁcant eﬀorts
to improve the nuclear and radiaon safety
requirements, especially in the ﬁeld of radioacve
waste management, spent nuclear fuel and
decommissioning of nuclear facilies. A large
amount of work was performed about the necessity

of introducing into the legislave and regulatory
ﬁeld all acvies related to the liquidaon of the
consequences of the Chernobyl accident.
A signiﬁcant amount of work was carried out in
terms of the Regulator's acvies in all areas related
to the formaon of its own inner procedures.
Regardless of success, regulatory acvity
remains, unfortunately, the weakest link in the work
of the regulatory body. To address these issues, it is
necessary to upgrade the scienﬁc and technical
base, to raise the level of training of specialists
and to ﬁnance fully this important direcon. For
example, the state budget of 2017 has not provided
for funds to develop normave documents at all.
The review of normave documents has not
been completed, the need for adjusng which
became apparent aer an assessment of the
causes, circumstances and consequences of the
accident at the Fukushima-Daiichi NPP in 2011.
The reason is not so much in the limited funding,
but rather in the rather lukewarm a tude of the
Regulator's management towards this maer.
Ukraine remains the only naon in the world that
has not incorporated into the basic regulatory
document (NPP General Safety Regulaons)
the new safety regulaons adopted by the
world nuclear community as measures allowing
addional obstacles to possible serious accidents
into the main regulatory document. In addion, in
the list of the normave documents on nuclear and
radiaon safety eﬀecve in Ukraine, there are sll
documents of the naon (the USSR) that has gone
already for a long me.
Ukraine is not a reactor-building country. In any
scenario of the development of nuclear energy
for many decades to come, the country will be
an importer of technologies and basic reactor
equipment, including nuclear fuel. We should
be ready for this. All nuclear units operated in
the country were built based on the regulatory
framework that was uniform for both the supplier
and the operator (inially at the me of the
USSR, and then even in the independent Ukraine
that connued to work on the Soviet regulatory
framework). New power units, even if they are
of Russian manufacture, will be created based
on regulatory instruments diﬀerent from those
currently used in Ukraine. This is a signiﬁcant issue,
and it has already been faced during implementaon
of the projects on eliminang the consequences of
the Chernobyl accident. The problem also resides
in the fact that the construcon of new units should
be licensed. And if a potenal investor and / or
technology provider feels high licensing risks, they
will not come to Ukraine. Though construcon of
new nuclear units in Ukraine is clearly not feasible
in the coming decades at the expense of Ukraine's
own funds.

7.3.2. Licensing
A lot of work has been done in this ﬁeld of
acvity, especially in the organizaonal and
managerial domain. It is safe to say that Ukraine has
introduced a worldwide recognized nuclear safety
regime. The system of conducng an independent
safety assessment, consideraon and approval of
condions and limits of safe operaon, veriﬁcaon
of readiness of applicants for the funcons of the
licensee is worked out. Extensive experience has
been gained in the consideraon of the enre range
of issues related to the assessment of the safety of
the units, the operaon of which is extended for
10 years or more beyond the lifeme provided
for by the inial design. Signiﬁcant volumes of
work are carried out and are being carried out in
an esmaon of measures of improving safety
developed by the licensees. Ukraine has prepared
and incorporated the pracce of licensing the
personnel of nuclear facilies who have a direct
impact on nuclear safety. Of course, there are tasks
that require improvement, but this is the roune of
any organizaon.

7.3.3. Supervision
This is a tradional area of acvity that has
been well matured as early as within the Soviet
nuclear security regime. The Nuclear Regulatory
Authority of Ukraine has put much eﬀort into
further improving the supervisory pracces. It is
regreable that during the inial period, the eﬀorts
to introduce a methodology for the systemac
evaluaon of the acvies of licensees (based
on the experience of the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission) were blocked in the process of
numerous "restructuring" of the regulatory body.
Since the year of 2000, the Regulator has been
entrusted with the funcon of regulang the safety
of ulizaon of all sources of ionizing radiaon,
which are used in the naonal economy, medicine,
scienﬁc research and educaon system of
Ukraine. This new task required the development
and incorporaon of speciﬁc procedures by the
Regulator and, in general, they successfully coped
with this task.

7.3.4. Enforcement
The system of coercive measures in Ukraine
is formally in place (Resoluon of the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine №708 dated June 29, 1996)
but the level of sancons applied to a licensee
for violang licensing condions and safety limits
as well as other violaons of safety requirements
give grounds to doubt the fact that they have an
eﬀecve impact on the Operator.
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7.4. Future of the nuclear
regulator of Ukraine
Assessing the future of the nuclear regulatory
body of Ukraine is extremely diﬃcult today. Another
surge of reforms in the economy has led to totally
unpredictable results. Deregulaon of economic
acvity led to the fact that the Nuclear Regulator
of Ukraine, in fact, has lost its independence today.
According to the new legislave instruments
on licensing and supervision of economic
acvies, the Regulator has now limited powers
in issuing orders to licensees on violaon of their
condions and safety limits as well as terminaon
or cancellaon of licenses for acvies in the ﬁeld
of nuclear energy use, if the acvity of the licensee
constutes a threat to health and the safety of the
populaon or the environment.
The main restricons imposed by these laws
lead to the fact that:
• Supervisory inspecons cannot do any checks
more than once every two years and it should be
within one scheduled event.
• The following types of unscheduled inspecons are excluded, such as responding to nonstandard situaons, failures and accidents, extraordinary inspecons due to lessons learned in other
facilies, including those abroad.
• Sudden checks and inspecons in extra-me
are excluded (which is absurd for connuous producon).
• The possibility is excluded to suspend the acvity of a licensed facility in case of violaon of the
safe condions and safety limits, when it poses a
real threat to health and life of the populaon and
to the environment. Suspension (prohibion) of
hazardous acvies is possible only by a court decision.
These restricons disable many provisions of
internaonal convenons – the Convenon on
Nuclear Safety and the Joint Convenon on the
Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety
of Radioacve Waste Management, which have
been raﬁed by Ukraine and have uncondional
priority over the domesc laws of the country.
Therefore, today the main task is to restore the
independence of the Regulator, as provided for by
the nuclear legislaon of Ukraine and internaonal
convenons signed and raﬁed by Ukraine.
In principle, the strategic tasks for the future are
known – to improve the nuclear safety regime and
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to improve the safety of nuclear acvies. However,
improvement acvies (and it never ends) should
be conducted in accordance with a well thought out
program that should be brought to the aenon of
each employee, understood by them and accepted
for implementaon. Unfortunately, there is no such
program yet. The main aspect that determines the
future of the Regulator is the personnel, for whose
training there should be a permanent program of
training and advanced training of specialists of the
nuclear regulatory body.

7.5. Conclusions
Ukraine's nuclear safety regime started out in
its development from the regime inherited from
the former USSR, based on rigorous regulatory
state supervision. Numerous organizaonal
disturbances have slowed down, but failed to stop
the transion of Ukraine to the generally accepted
world-wide regime of licensed nuclear regulaon,
which undoubtedly requires its improvement
in the process of development. The ﬁnancial
provision of regulatory acvity connues sll to
be constrained, especially as to the codiﬁcaon
of nuclear legislaon and the improvement of the
regulatory framework, which constutes the legal
basis for the nuclear safety regime. The Regulator's
material and technical basis, the soware and
hardware systems used by it, are created mainly
due to the support of developed countries of the
world and internaonal organizaons. The support
of this basis at the up-to-date level is also limited
by unsasfactory ﬁnancial provision. The same
reason restricts the Regulator in conducng safety
research independent from licensees, which, in
turn, holds back the development of the regulatory
framework.
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8. ECONOMICS OF UKRAINIAN NUCLEAR POWER
8.1. Historical background
Aer the disintegraon of the Soviet Union,
the Ukrainian energy sector found itself in rather
diﬃcult circumstances that included a host of
ﬁnancial and economic problems. Disrupon
of logiscs and the value chains exisng within
USSR, and especially within enterprises located in
the newly formed Russia Federaon (where the
main nodes of the nuclear industry were located)
brought Ukraine to almost total dependence on a
single nuclear fuel supplier. That actually impacted
negavely on the future of Ukraine’s energy
security.
The indemnity paid to Ukraine for its nuclear
non-proliferaon was only a short-term soluon for
nuclear fuel supplies to Ukrainian Nuclear Power
Plants (NPP). But ﬁnally, that had a very negave
impact on Ukraine’s further development of
nuclear energy. In 1991, the complete shortage of
money at all NPPs reached 682.778 mln rubles1. In
the beginning of 1990s, the government declared a
moratorium on building new NPPs in Ukraine. This
step brought huge ﬁnancial losses totaling 67. 32
bln rubles.
Under these condions of ﬁnancial and
economic crisis, polical instability, rapid shis
from a command economy to a market economy,
and the speciﬁc technical features of exisng soviettype reactors, the problems of the nuclear energy
ﬁeld were complicated for the Ukraine’s newly
formed government. Under such condions, Russia
maintained a dominant posion in most areas
of Ukraine’s nuclear industry, including supplies
of nuclear fuel and necessary technologies, and
treang spent nuclear fuel and radioacve waste.
It is clear that this negavely impacted further
development of Ukraine’s nuclear power sector and
complicated Ukraine’s aempts to diversify services
for its nuclear power sector in general, including
supplies of the fuel, establishing partnership with
companies from other states, and establishing

transparent and compeve approaches to pricing
doe all those services.
The situaon within the Ukrainian nuclear
power sector became crical aer tensions
between Russia and Ukraine emerged in 2014. The
already exisng risks to Ukraine’s energy security
became even sharper, primarily those related to
supplies of energy resources, since Russia was
almost a monopoly supplier of natural gas, oil and
petroleum, and nuclear fuel. This pushed Ukraine
to search for new suppliers, which impacted the
economic indexes of Ukraine’s nuclear power
sector as well. Research on opportunies for new
suppliers to enter the Ukrainian market started a
long me before the 2014, but at that moment the
necessity to diversify was crucial.

8.2. Main technical and economic
indices of producing energy
by nuclear power stations in Ukraine
The nuclear power sector plays an important
role in generang electricity in Ukraine, covering
more that a half of demand. In the ﬁrst quarter
of 2017 it accounted for 58.4 % of all electricity
produced in the country. It was lower before:
52.4 % in 2016 and 55.7 % in 20152.
Currently, the State Enterprise "Energorynok"
(literally translated as state enterprise Energy
Market) is the only enterprise responsible
for buying electricity produced by all energy
generang companies at ﬁxed prices. Those prices
are determined by the state commiee that
oversees regulang energy and ulity services. But
this approach should be changed soon. On April
13, 2017 the the Ukraine parliament Verkhovna
Rada adopted a new law "On the Electricity
Market". According to the new law, a new model
of compeve energy market will be spulated:
currently exisng monopolies will lose their status

1
Central State Archives of the Supreme Authories and Governments of Ukraine, Fund No. Р-2, descripon 15, case number 2333 Correspondence with Allied, Republican and regional organizaons on the design and construcon of nuclear power plants in the Ukrainian SSR / June 19,
1991 No. 06-4 / 12-161 from the head of the Commission on the development of basic sectors of the naonal economy of the Verkhovna Rada of
the USSR V. Yevtukhov, to the Cabinet of Ministers of the Ukrainian SSR, Comrade Fokin V.P.
2
hp://www.energoatom.kiev.ua/ua/actvts/ﬁnancial/resume_2016/
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and ﬁnal consumers will be able to choose a
supplier. The new law is due to be implemented by
the beginning of 2019.
In the ﬁrst half of 2017, the state enterprise
Energoatom, which operates all Ukrainian NPPs,
sold SE Energorynok 24 543,0 mln UAH worth of
electricity, which is 25 % more than ﬁrst half of
2016. Electricity generated by NPPs grew too:
45 726,0 mln kWh during the ﬁrst half of 2017 and
40 323,0 kWh during 20163. In 2016 SE Energoatom
sold 43 128,7 mln UAH worth of electricity, which is
9,6 %, more than in 20154.
Increases in electricity producon by NPPs
were achieved with an eye to saving coal and
decreasing dependency on external supplies
of energy resources (for instance, disrupted
anthracite supplies from Donbas) in order to
strengthen energy security, and with the goal
of avoiding increasing prices to electricity for
consumers (the share of imported, more expensive
coal has increased). It is clear that all of this meant
ﬁnancially backing separate electricity generang
industries (coal, renewables etc.) along with the
nuclear power sector. By turn, this limits capacies
for accumulang resources necessary to solve
the nuclear industry’s exisng problems, and
contributes to accruing those unresolved issues in
the future.
Despite the parcular importance of the nuclear
power sector for Ukrainian energy, it is sll in rather
complicang economic circumstances. That was
caused by the tariﬀ determinaon policy and a
lack of strategic thinking about future of Ukrainian
energy in general. Now, as it was a few years earlier,
the coal power sector has a strong lobby and this
poorly impacts the nuclear power sector. Despite
the increase in producon and sales of electricity
by NPPs, the net proﬁt of SE Energoatom amounted
187.12 bln UAH in 2016 which was 4.4 mes less
compared to 2015 (833.3 bln UAH)5. At the same
me, the state-owned company Centerenergo
(operang 3 coal power staons with a total
capacity of 7 690 MWt) earned 386.8 bln UAH in
proﬁts, which was 17.7 me more compared to
2015 proﬁt (21.85 bln UAH)6. The aforemenoned
diﬀerences in proﬁts emerged when Centerenergo
produced only 9.9 bln kWh in 2016, and Energoatom
generated 81.2 bln kWh during the same period of
me. According to date from State Fiscal Service of
Ukraine, SE Energoatom paid 6 861 928 270 UAH
in taxes, giving it the top spot among Ukraine’s 100
biggest taxpayers for 20167.
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

8.3. The tariff setting policy
Currently the average tariﬀ (the price that
SE Energorynok pays for energy) for electricity
generated by NPPs is the lowest compared to
other types of convenonal energy generaon. In
2000, nuclear origin electricity was 48 % cheaper
compared to energy coming from coal. In the ﬁrst
half of 2017, the tariﬀ for SE Energoatom was 0.4729
UAH per kWh and 1.6688 UAH per kWh at coal
powered staons. For years there was a disparity
in tariﬀs. But the biggest gap occurred during 20162017 when delivery of anthracite coal from Donbas
region became a especially complicated and the
state energy regulaon commission established
so called "Roerdam" approach. According to this
method, coal-origin electricity prices are calculated
as if the coal were purchased in Roerdam and
Germany and then transported to Ukraine. Thanks
to this approach coal power staons (including
the largest, DTEK, and the above menoned state
owned Centerenergo) began trading electricity
at prices that were 15-20% higher. In 2017, tariﬀs
rose 80.6% over 2015 (from 0.8801 UAH per kWh
to 1.6688 UAH per kWh)8. Meanwhile, tariﬀs for
electricity generated by nuclear facilies have
increased by only 19.8 % (Fig. 8.1). Meanwhile,
steps to diversify nuclear fuel suppliers, prolonging
operaon terms of NPP reactors, and providing
safety at NPPs require addional spending. Under
these circumstances, the current tariﬀ se ng
approach might cause stagnaon for the Ukrainian
nuclear power sector.
The rate of the tariﬀs for electricity and heat
produced at NPPs is deﬁned by a methodology that
was developed and adopted by the state energy
regulang commission in June 1, 2017. According
to the methodology, the tariﬀ is calculated by
taking into account price of nuclear fuel, the cost
of treang spent nuclear fuel and radioacve
waste, the cost of providing nuclear safety and
prolonging reactor operaon mes, salaries, capital
consumpon depreciaon and so on. And the most
of these costs depend on the policies of Russia
(because of above-menoned reasons and the
absence in Ukraine of necessary technologies for
producon, storage, reprocessing and treatment).
In 2016 the tariﬀ for nuclear origin electricity
was changed a number of mes: from 0.419 UAH
per kWh on 01 January 1, 2016 to 0.5102 UAH
per kWh on August 1, 20169. The tariﬀ change was
caused by addional expenditures for nuclear fuel

hp://www.energoatom.kiev.ua/ua/actvts/ﬁnancial/2017/
hp://www.energoatom.kiev.ua/ua/actvts/ﬁnancial/resume_2016/
hp://www.energoatom.kiev.ua/ua/actvts/ﬁnancial/resume_2016/
hp://www.centrenergo.com/acvity/electricity/
hp://oﬃcevp.sfs.gov.ua/media-ark/news-ark/292993.html
За інформаційною довідкою ДП «Енергоринок»
hp://www.nerc.gov.ua/data/ﬁlearch/Catalog3/Richnyi_zvit_NKREKP_2016.pdf
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imports, the devaluaon of Ukrainian currency,
and the necessity of funding the construcon of a
centralized repository for spent nuclear fuel. But
considering the paern of tariﬀs and their leveling,
this is not enough for the further development of
the Ukrainian nuclear power industry, especially
when considering its importance.
The breakdown for tariﬀs collected in 2016 is
as follows: 48 % paid for nuclear fuel; 14 % paid
salaries; 5 % went to capital allowances and 11 %
were used for other purposes10 (Fig 8.2). Now,
changes in nuclear fuel prices are aﬀecng tariﬀs
thanks to diversiﬁed supplies

5082,6
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8.4. Supplies of nuclear fuel
The Ukrainian nuclear power sector relies on
many Russian technologies. All reactor units are
of the VVER type, which were developed in USSR
and are now maintained by Russian state nuclear
corporaon Rosatom. As such, the nuclear fuel
supply also comes from Russia, which means crical
dependence by the Ukrainian nuclear sector on
one supplier, and that threatens Ukrainian naonal
energy security.
In an aempt to resolve this issue, Ukraine in
2000 began reviewing opportunies to use fuel
supplied by other foreign companies. Since 2005,
fuel supplied by Wesnghouse has been tested
at the South-Ukrainain NPP. But aer an incident
in 2012, tests on this fuel were suspended. An
10

Fig 8.2. Pattern of the tariff for nuclear electricity in 2016,
billion UAH

upgraded Wesnghouse ТVZ-WR fuel assembly
proved to be safe, passed all tests and was granted a
license by State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate of
Ukraine.
In 2013 Ukraine purchased nuclear fuel only
from Russia, and spent $ 600 596 140 on it. But
on April 11, 2014 an earlier signed agreement
between SE Energoatom and Wesnghouse
Electric Sweden AB was prolonged unl 2020. So,
in 2014 total Ukrainian spending for nuclear fuel
reached $ 628 175 920 ($ 39 345 230 was paid

ibid
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for Wesnghouse and $ 588 830 690 was paid
to a Russian company)11. Currently the share of
Wesnghouse fuel by total consumpon is 49 %
and in 2016 it was 39 %. According to the State
Stascs Service of Ukraine, in the period from
January to July in 2017, the total cost of nuclear fuel
imports amounted $ 275 114 200 (cost of Russian
TVEL fuel was $164 916 210; the cost of Swedish
Wesnghouse fuel was $110 198 080). In 2016, the
total cost of nuclear fuel imports amounted $ 548
706,860.($ 386 781 980 paid for Russian fuel and $
161 924 880 for Swedish Wesnghouse)12.
The diversiﬁcaon of nuclear fuels supplies
posively impacted the economic indexes of the
nuclear power sector: despite the increase in
imported fuel, total costs have been decreasing. In
2013, Ukrainian paid $ 600 596,140 for 369 359 kg
of imported nuclear fuel, and in 2016, it paid $ 548
706 860 for 450 489 kgs13.

8.5. Economics of spend nuclear fuel
management
Parcularly important to the nuclear product
cycle is spent nuclear fuel (SNF) treatment. And
this is not available in Ukraine to a full extent.
Every year Ukraine delivers its spent nuclear fuel to
Russia for further processing. Annually, this costs
about $ 200 million14. But according to the contract
Russia, aer 2018, both reprocessed fuel and the
ﬁssion products arising from reprocessing will be
sent back to Ukraine for storage. Aside from that,
as per the Joint Convenon On the Safety of Spent
Fuel Management as well as the law On the Safety
of Radioacve Waste Management, all SNF must
be stored in the country were it was produced.
Yet SNF is a rich resource: aer it is burned as
fuel, it contains about 95 % uranium-238, 1 %
uranium-235, 1 % plutonium, 3 % radioacve waste
comprised of neptunium, americium, curium and
others.
Because of this, the Zaporizka NPP in 2001
introduced a new technology for dry storage of
SNF coming from VVER-1000 reactors. This made it
possible to save money on SNF storage ¬– savings
that assessments said added up to $10 million. But
prospects of using new storage technologies and
facilies for the nuclear waste form Ukraine’s other
11

NPPs remains unclear.
To solve this problem, SE Energoatom in 2005
signed a contract with the US company Holtec to
build a centralized storage facility for spent nuclear
fuel from VVER type reactors operang at domesc
nuclear power plants (CSNFP) within Chernobyl
Exclusion Zone. On July 6, 2017 SE Energoatom
obtained a license from State Nuclear Regulatory
Inspectorate of Ukraine to perform acvies at all
stages of construcon and implementaon of the
CSNFP. This was preceded by 12 years of discussions
and negoaons. According to an engineeringand-economical
performance
evaluaon
(undertaken by Cabinet of Minsters decree № 380р "On Approving the Project "Construcon of the
centralized repository of spent nuclear fuel from
Ukrainian VVER NPP units ", date June 7, 2017)
the esmated cost of the project was 37.22 bln
UAH15. However, the cost has risen 9.5 mes over
the one calculated in 2009 ($148 million), due to
the devaluaon of UAH and increasing inﬂaon (in
2009 one dollar equaled 7.98 UAH, however, today
one dollar equals 26.81 UAH).
According to current plans, the centralized
repository will consist of 458 containers for storing
16 530 spent fuel assemblies. Term of delivery is
planned to last 16.5 years and will consist of 15
stages. During each of those, 33-34 containers
will be installed. The ﬁrst 94 are planned to be
delivered to the facility in early 201916. Annually,
42 spent fuel assemblies are extracted from VVER1000 reactors and 78 are extracted from VVER-440
reactors17, thus it is expected that the repository
will fulﬁll Ukraine’s needs.
Financing for the project is expected to come
from SE Energoatom’s internal funds (and as
it menoned above electricity tariﬀs include a
component to ﬁnance repository construcon).
Aside from that, he Corporaon for Foreign
Investments agreed in September 2017 to ensure
$ 250 million toward design, construcon and use
of the CSNFP18.

8.6. Economics of radioactive wastes
management
The issue of radioacve waste management
in Ukraine is not yet enrely resolved and there

Відповідь Держстату на інформаційний запит
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has been no tangible progress. The main reason
for this is ineﬃciency is Ukraine’s State Fund
for Radioacve Waste Treatment (SFRWT). It
was established in 2009 to provide an eﬀecve
and reliable procedure for ﬁnancing radioacve
waste management. It is funded by ﬁnes on
environmental polluon. The Procedure to use
those funds as regulated by Cabinet of Minsters
decree № 473 entled "On Approving the
Procedure of Spending Funds of Ukraine State
Fund for Radioacve Waste Treatment" dated
April 20, 2009. But aer amendments were
introduced to the law "On Radioacve Waste
Treatment" in 2010, and to the "Tax code" in
2015, the fund stopped accumulang money this
purpose. As a result, the fund stopped operang
properly and money to ﬁnance nuclear waste
treatment became harder to come by. Ukraine,
incidentally, is in second place in Europe, and
fourth worldwide, in the amount of nuclear waste
it produces19. The biggest problem is lack of funds
to ﬁnance construcon of facilies that store
waste that is due to be returned to Russia in 2018
aer a bilateral agreement expires. Insuﬃcient
ﬁnancing for the State Corporaon Radon (which
is responsible for operang radioacve waste
storage sites) negavely impacts on the future
capabilies to store such waste and radiaon
safety in general.
To resolve the ﬁnancing issue, Ukraine’s
parliament on July 11, 2017 adopted law law №
2125-VIII "On Amending the State Budget Code
of Ukraine Regarding Improving the Procedure
of Financial Provision for Radioacve Waste
Treatment." It comes into force on January 1,
201820. The law is formulated to sele issues of
state procedures of funding, designing, building,
commissioning and decommissioning facilies for
processing radioacve waste.
SE Energoatom contributes the most to the
fund. In 2016, it paid in 777,054 mln UAH. The total
income of the fund was 4 589.42 mln UAH21 .

8.7. The economics of extending
reactor lifespans
and decommissioning NPPs
The average engineer lifespan for Ukraine’s
nuclear reactors is 30 years. Aer that, reactor
units enter the decommissioning phase, or
receive engineered lifeme extensions of 10 to
15 years.

Ukraine’s Cabinet of Ministers on April 29, 2004
adopted a decree called "The Complex Program
of Steps for Extension the Lifeme of NPPs".
According to the decree, lifespan extensions are
granted in accordance with nuclear and radiaon
safety.
Extending reactor lifespans is technically and
economical preferable to building new reactors.
According to studies, lifespan extensions cost on
average some 3.3 bln UAH (though the cost of
extending the lifespan of the VVER-440 unit in use
at the Rivenska NPP reached 4.4 bln UAH), where
building a new reactor costs as much as 185 bln
UAH.
Most reactors at Ukraine’s NPPs were built
during the Soviet period. All reactors operang
in Ukraine will reach the end of their engineered
lifespans before 2055 (including extensions of
lifemes beyond the 30 years originally proposed).
Correspondingly, all of them will be put into the
decommissioning phase. The decommissioning of
reactors № 1 and № 2 at the South Ukrainian NPP
began in 2023 and 2025 respecvely.
Exisng electricity tariﬀs spulate the collecon
of funds for this purpose. By Ukraine’s law №
1868-IV "On Regulang Issues of Providing Nuclear
Safety" signed on June 24, 2004, SE Energoatom
must collect these funds in a separate bank
account.
The main normave document that regulates
preparaon of NPP units for decommissioning is
"The Concept on Decommissioning NPPs" (set in
force by adecre № 798 of the Ministry of Energy
and Coal Industry on December 10, 201522). This
document provides for the assessment of ﬁnancial
and labor costs for decommissioning reactors from
2012 on. Those costs are now higher, thanks to
inﬂaon, but it sll makes clear what the esmated
costs for this are. The standard price tag for the
postponed decommissioning of a VVER-440 unit
is 2 303,0 mln UAH, and is 2 934,5 mln UAH for
the postponed decommissioning of a VVER-1000.
The immediate decommissioning of a VVER440 unit costs 1 808,3 mln UAH, and 2 328,7 mln
UAH is the immediate decommissioning cost for
a VVER-1000 unit (Fig. 8.3). Taking into account
that 13 VVER-1000 units are operang in Ukraine,
decommissioning costs for their postponed
dismantlement is expected to be 8 149 mln UAH,
with another 6 909 mln UAH for dismantling the
three VVER-440 units. Therefore, in 2013 prices
and condions, Ukraine needs 45 058 mln UAH
to take all units out of service. According to SE
Energoatom data, on September 1, 2017 the
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company has amassed only 3 198.418 mln UAH for
those purposes23.
Table 8.1.Evaluaon of the cost of decommissioning NPP
units’ (on December 30, 2012)24
Costs
mln UAH

Costs per KWt

mln USD

mln UAH

mln USD

Postponed decommissioning
VVER-440

2303,0

288,1

5,52

0,69

VVER-1000

2934,5

367,1

2,93

0,37

reactor. Energoatom is scheduled to construcon
on the 3rd unit in 2025 in partnership with Czech
company Skoda25. As to the 4th unit, Korea Hydro &
Nuclear Power is being viewed as a likely partner.
The development of small module reactors
with an installed capacity of 150 or 300 MVt is a
potenally promising sector in Ukraine when
compared to the ﬁnancial and technological
diﬃcules with VVER-1000 reactors. As of today,
SE Energoatom’s management is acvely exploring
this sphere and holding negoaons with the
American ﬁrm Holtec

Immediate decommissioning
VVER-440

1808,3

226,3

4,33

0,54

VVER-1000

2328,7

291,3

2,33

0,29

8.8. Economics of new reactor
construction
The strategic uncertainty for the future role
the Ukrainian nuclear industry will play negavely
impacts investment in the ﬁeld. The most promising
project currently underway is the compleon of
the 3rd and 4th units of the Khmelnytska NPP. At
present, the 3rd unit is 75% complete, and the 4th is
28 % complete. Yet because the 4th unit has stood
idle for so long, repairs and construcon have to
be resumed praccally from anew. Meanwhile,
according to reports from SE Energoatom, some
80 % of repairs and construcon were completed
between 2008 and 2013. The cost for ﬁnishing the
two units is esmated at 3.7 bln euro, about 5060 % less compared to the cost of building a new

Summary
Retaining the nuclear industry to cover all of
the country’s energy demands is a priority for
Ukraine. Taking a reactor out of service reveals
the need to ﬁll the resulng deﬁcit with other
energy sources. Considering the current poor
economic circumstances within Ukraine’s nuclear
energy sector (which is also an important source
of state funding) the sector’s further development
is unclear. And because electricity tariﬀs have
been underesmated, the industry is receiving
less than its due. This, by turn, causes delays to
other important work: nuclear and radioacve
waste management, providing maintenance and
development for reactor funconing, etc. In order
to enhance nuclear safety, Ukraine must turn
toward internaonal ﬁnancial instuons. Nuclear
power sector, as one of strategic importance to
Ukraine, requires deliberated policy with respect of
further development and approaches to ﬁnancing.
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South Ukraine NPP
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Rivne NPP
Autor: Dyakov V.L., CC BY 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=9966440

9. MANAGEMENT OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE
AND RADIATION SOURCES IN UKRAINE
9.1. Strategy for Radioactive
Waste Management in Ukraine
(Generation, Storage, Transport,
Disposal, Processing)
9.1.1. Policy of Radioactive Waste
Management in Ukraine
The main principles of a naonal policy for radioacve waste (radwaste) management are outlined
by Ukrainian legislaon, in parcular, Ukraine’s law
"On Radioacve Waste Management" [1].
The state policy for radwaste management is
implemented in compliance with the Strategy for
Radioacve Waste Management in Ukraine [2], the
Naonal Target Ecological Program for Radioacve
Waste Management [3], and Naonal Program for
Chernobyl NPP Decommissioning and Shelter Transformaon into an Environmentally Safe System [4].
The Strategy for Radioacve Waste Management in Ukraine [2] idenﬁes major areas and tasks
for development of a radwaste management system for a period of 50 years. To develop the Strategy [2], the status of radwaste management in
Ukraine was analyzed and best internaonal pracces as well as IAEA and European Union safety
standards were taken into account.
The selected strategic opon for development
of the radwaste management system in Ukraine
envisions:
• on-site processing of radwaste from nuclear
power plants (NPP) into a condion that will be acceptable for disposal or long-term storage in centralized facilies on the Vektor site;
• collecon, condioning, transport, and interim storage of radioacve waste and disused
radiaon sources (DRS) generated in medicine, science, and industry at state interregional specialized
plants (SISP) of the Radon Corporaon;
• centralized disposal of low- and intermediatelevel short-lived waste and long-term storage of
long-lived and high-level waste from all Ukrainian

producers in storage/disposal facilies on the Vektor site;
• disposal of long-lived and high-level waste in
a geological repository;
• establishment of a naonal organizaon for
radwaste management, including long-term storage and disposal of radwaste;
• stable and adequate funding for radwaste
management measures;
• development of legislave and regulatory
frameworks and internaonal cooperaon.
The following projects are underway for the
period up to 2017 in compliance with the Naonal
Target Ecological Program for Radioacve Waste
Management [3]:
• improve radioacve waste management system at NPPs;
• reassess safety, reequip and convert the Radon SISPs into sites for radwaste collecon and interim storage in containers;
• commission and operate near-surface radioacve waste disposal facilies of Vektor Stage I;
• design and construct facilies for long-term
storage of long-lived and high-level waste of Vektor
Stage II, parcularly DRS, vitriﬁed radwaste to be
returned from the Russian Federaon aer spent
fuel reprocessing, and other long-lived and highlevel waste;
• design radwaste processing facilies of Vektor Stage II;
• support the system for management of Chernobyl-origin radwaste and monitor and improve
safety of storage facilies for accident-related
waste created during the ﬁrst years of Chernobyl
accident migaon;
• conduct surveys and research eﬀorts to select
a site for a geological repository;
• ensure personnel training and professional
development;
• improve state system for radwaste accounting and control;
• ensure a legislave and regulatory framework
and internaonal cooperaon.
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The deadline for implemenng the Naonal
Target Ecological Program for Radioacve Waste
Management [3] expires in 2017. The State Agency
of Ukraine on Exclusion Zone Management (SAEZ)
works to update measures spulated by the
naonal program and to extend project deadlines
through subsequent periods by developing relevant
dra laws in cooperaon with stakeholders.

9.1.2. Implementation Status of Radioactive
Waste Management Strategy
The speciﬁc strategic tasks idenﬁed in [2] are
implemented in compliance with the Naonal Target Ecological Program for Radioacve Waste Management [3], and Naonal Program for Chernobyl
NPP Decommissioning and Shelter Transformaon
into an Environmentally Safe System [4].
Informaon on the status of the radwaste management strategies in Ukraine is provided below.
Radwaste processing plants are under construcon at operang NPPs with the aim of minimizing
waste amounts and bringing waste into a state acceptable for disposal or long-term storage in the
centralized facilies at the Vektor site:
• at Zaporizhzhya and Rivne NPP, a signiﬁcant
part of equipment for the processing plants has
already been supplied, mounng and acceptance
tests are underway, and plant lines are to be put
into trial commercial operaon in 2018;
• at Khmelnitsky and South Ukraine NPPs,
buildings for a future locaon for the plants have
been inspected and plant designs have been developed and subjected to regulatory review;
• search for safe technologies for immobilizaon of salt fusion cake generated at liquid radwaste
deep evaporaon facilies into a solid matrix is underway;
• selecon of a technology for processing of
evaporaon booms without producon of salt fusion cake is ongoing.
Chernobyl NPP (ChNNP):
• decommissioning of units 1, 2, 3 and dismantling of systems and equipment are underway;
• construcon of the New Safe Conﬁnement
for the Shelter is in its ﬁnal stage;
• radwaste management infrastructure is under development;
• interim storage facility for packages with highlevel and long-lived waste is in operaon within
the Industrial Complex for Solid Radioacve Waste
Management (ICSRM);
• solid radioacve waste processing plant within ICSRM is under construcon;
• liquid radioacve waste processing plant is
under construcon;
• line for fragmentaon of high-level longlength components retrieved from the reactor
compartments is being mounted;
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• plant for manufacture of metal drums and reinforced concrete containers for radioacve waste
is in operaon;
• addional Chernobyl NPP (ChNPP) radioacve waste processing facilies are being designed:
facility for liquid radwaste processing to remove organics and transuranic elements, areas for storage,
fragmentaon, and decontaminaon of dismantled
structures, and facilies for release of dismantled
materials from regulatory control.
Vektor site: (15 km southwest of ChNPP):
• engineered near-surface disposal facility (ENSDF) for ChNPP radwaste packages is in operaon;
• construcon of two near-surface disposal facilies for solid radwaste (SRW-1 and SRW-2) is in
its ﬁnal stage;
• development of the infrastructure required
to ensure safe operaon of the disposal facilies is
reaching compleon;
• centralized facility for long-term storage of
DRS has been completed and is awaing commissioning;
• storage facility for vitriﬁed high-level radwaste arising from reprocessing Russian origin fuel
used in Ukrainian NPPs and a radwaste processing
facility are being designed.
Chernobyl Exclusion Zone (outside ChNPP and
Vektor site):
• measures on radiaon monitoring and monitoring of the environment within the exclusion
zone are taken on a permanent basis according to
agreed procedure;
• near-surface radwaste disposal facilies of
the Buryakivka radioacve waste disposal site
(RWDS) are in operaon; an expansion of this
RWDS is planned;
• projects have been implemented to stabilize
and improve safety of facilies where radwaste was
placed during the ﬁrst years aer the Chernobyl catastrophe, namely Pidlisny RWDS and ChNPP Stage
III RWDS;
• survey of the radioacve waste interim conﬁnement sites (RICS) is ongoing to ﬁnd/specify
locaons of trenches and pits with radwaste, the
eﬀect of RICS has been reassessed to opmize further decisions on their remediaon, radwaste retrieval from the most hazardous trenches and pits
is underway.
Measures are under implementaon at Radon
SISPs to:
• convert and reequip specialized plants into
facilies for collecon and interim storage of radwaste;
• reassess and improve safety of operang and
shut down legacy storage facilies;
• create new radwaste management facilies;
• renovate the ﬂeet of vehicles and containers;
• upgrade radiaon monitoring and physical
protecon systems.

Fig. 9.1. Mobile unit with equipment for safe removal of disused radiation sources from shielding blocks of the BGI and E types

9.2. 2. Disused Radiation Sources
A radiaon source is deﬁned radioacve
material that is used as a source of radiaon.
Radiaon sources are widely used in medicine,
science, industry, agriculture, etc.
Disused radiaon sources are no longer
used and are not intended for use in pracces
implemented under an oﬃcial permit. Aer DRS
are transferred to Radon SISPs, they are labeled as
radioacve waste. Informaon on the quanty of
DRS stored at Radon SISPs is provided in Secon 3
of this Report.
Radwaste resulng from the use of radiaon
sources in medicine, science and other industries
is collected and placed for interim storage at
Radon SISPs in located in the relevant regions of
Ukraine. More detailed informaon is provided in
Subsecon 4.1 of this Report.
The Dnipropetrovsk SISP, which provides
services to an industrial regions in Ukraine where
a substanal number of radiaon sources were
and connue to be used; operates a mobile unit
equipped to safely remove DRS from BGI and E
type (Fig. 9.1) shieling blocks. This unit is a facility
for processing of radwaste represenng disused
gamma radiaon sources. This will minimize the
amount of such radwaste, increase the safety of
its storage, and opmize its transport to the Vektor
site (number of shipments will reduce tenfold).
It is further planned to use this mobile unit at
the sites of other SISPs.
A centralized long-term storage facility built
to house disused radiaon sources (CLTSF) for

more than 50 years has been built at the Vektor
site in the Chernobyl exclusion zone. DRS from
Radon SISPs are planned to be transferred to
CLTSF. CLTSF is currently in the commissioning
stage (hot tests are underway). More detailed
informaon is provided in Subsecon 4.2 of this
Report.

9.3. Amounts and Classiﬁcation
of Radioactive Waste
9.3.1. Radioactive Waste Amounts in Ukraine
The state system for accounng for radwaste
and control of its movement and locaon consists
of two main elements: the State Register of
Radwaste and the State Cadaster of Storages and
Sites for Interim Radwaste Storage.
Radon Corporaon, which includes the Chief
Informaon and Analycal Center for the Radwaste
State Accounng System and Regional Centers for
Radwaste Accounng, is responsible for the State
Register and State Cadaster.
State Agency of Ukraine on Exclusion Zone
Management (SAEZ), as a state authority for
radwaste management, is responsible for
accounng for radwaste and storage facilies, as
well as conducng state radwaste inventories.
State inventories of radwaste are taken every
three years. The ﬁrst state inventory was taken in
1999-2000, second in 2003, third in 2007, fourth in
2010, ﬁh in 2013 and sixth in 2016.
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Table 9.1. Data on Radioacve Waste in On-Site Storage
at Operang Nuclear Power Plants
Material

Volume, m3

Locaon

Filtering materials

KhNPP, RNPP, ZNPP, SUNPP

1533.9

Evaporaon booms

KhNPP, RNPP, ZNPP, SUNPP

9054.4

Dehydrated sludge

KhNPP, RNPP

68.4

KhNPP, RNPP, ZNPP

8397.8

Low-level solid radwaste

KhNPP, RNPP, ZNPP, SUNPP

38324.3

Intermediate-level solid
radwaste

KhNPP, RNPP, ZNPP, SUNPP

1999.2

High-level solid radwaste

KhNPP, RNPP, ZNPP, SUNPP

217.6

RNPP

147.8

Salt fusion cake

Bituminous compound

Table 9.2. Data on Radioacve Waste in On-Site Storage at Chernobyl
Nuclear Power Plant as of 1 July 2017
Volume, m3

Material
Low-level solid radwaste

1069.0

Intermediate-level solid radwaste

926.5

High-level solid radwaste

519.5

Low- and intermediate-level long-lived waste

0.3

Evaporaon booms

13577.2

Ion-exchange resins

4109.5

Pulp

2295.9

Spent radioacve oil

104.80

Oil-fuel mixture

40.514

Table 9.3. Data on Radioacve Waste in On-Site Storage
at Research Reactors
Nuclear Research Instute, Naonal Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
Material

Volume, m3

Weight, t

-*

7.168

447.7

-*

Intermediate-level solid radwaste
Low-level liquid radwaste

*Acvity and radionuclide composion are not determined because appropriate guidelines
and/or equipment are missing.

Table 9.4. Data on Radioacve Waste Disposed at Facilies
of the Centralized Radioacve Waste Management Enterprise
(CRME) as of 1 July 2017
Waste category

Facility

Weight, t

Volume,
m3 (pcs.)

Solid
radwaste

Low- and
intermediate-level

Buryakivka
RWDS

1404671

689700 1)

Solid
radwaste

High-level longlived

Pidlisny RWDS

7920 2)

3960 2)

Solid
radwaste

Low- and
intermediate-level
long-lived

ChNPP Stage
III RWDS

41900

26200

Radwaste
packages

Low-level solid
waste

ENSDF

164

100.7

Solid
radwaste

DRS

Vektor CLTSF

40

1634

Waste state

1

2

The volume is indicated as of 1 January 2017. The ﬁnal data will be determined aer closure and
preservaon of last trench 21 based on geodesic measurements.
The amount of high-level waste is indicated. However, according to the inventory of 1989 and
taking into account materials used to stabilize radwaste in the Pidlisny RWDS modules (liquid
concrete, sand-gravel mixture), which have induced acvity and are also radwaste, the total
amount of waste in the modules is 22,000 tons and 11,000 m3, respecvely..
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Radwaste inventories as of 1 July 2017 are
presented in Tables 9.1–9.7.
More detailed informaon on the inventory of
radwaste in Ukraine can be found in the Naonal
Report of Ukraine on Compliance with Obligaons
under the Joint Convenon on the Safety of Spent
Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioacve
Waste Management [5].

9.3.2. Radioactive Waste Classification
in Ukraineі
In compliance with Ukraine’s current regulatory
documents radwaste is divided into groups (by
release levels), categories (by speciﬁc acvity),
forms (by radwaste generators), and types (by
acceptable type of disposal) [6 – 8].
In the current classiﬁcaon, two types of
radioacve waste are disnguished: short-lived
and long-lived. The ﬁrst type of radwaste can be
disposed of in surface or near-surface facilies,
and the second type only in stable deep geological
formaons [1].
There is no direct relaon between the groups,
categories, forms and types of radwaste in naonal
regulatory documents. There are neither clear
and unambiguous classiﬁcaon criteria used by
waste generators nor criteria for the separaon of
radioacve waste by type of acceptable disposal.
Therefore, the classiﬁcaon of radwaste into
categories (low-, intermediate- and high-level)
is aimed primarily at the safety of personnel in
the management of radioacve waste and does
not actually take into account the acceptable
type of disposal. This may lead to the need for
re-sorng waste, and its addional condioning
and repackaging prior to disposal. Accordingly,
this addional work will entail addional costs for
disposal. The speciﬁcs of classiﬁcaon and disposal
for Chernobyl-origin radwaste are not reﬂected in
the current regulaons either.
Taking into account new IAEA Safety Standard
GSG-1 "Classiﬁcaon of Radioacve Waste" [9]
and internaonal experience, Ukraine has iniated
a revision and improvement of its radwaste
classiﬁcaon. This is aimed at implemenng
a radwaste classiﬁcaon system according to
the waste’s ﬁnal disposal opon. In 2011-2013,
project INSC U4.01/08-C "Improvement of
the radwaste classiﬁcaon system in Ukraine"
was implemented. Eﬀorts are connuing to
implement recommendaons obtained within
this project for modifying exisng radwaste
classiﬁcaons within the naonal legislave and
regulatory framework.
Bringing updated radwaste classiﬁcaons
to bear will allow for the opmizaon of waste
disposal and for classiﬁcaon according to criteria
for radwaste disposal in four types of facilies:
surface, near-surface, intermediate-depth, and

Table 9.5. Data on Chernobyl-Origin Radioacve Waste Stored at CRME as of 1 July 2017
Waste state

Locaon

Weight, t

Volume, m3

Nova Budbaza RICS

29960

21950

Stara Budbaza RICS

62550

40150

Naobaza RICS

180600

95430

Pischane Plato RICS

91534

57288

Yaniv Staon RICS

15000

30000

Rudy Lis RICS

250000

500000

Prypiat RICS

11000

16000

Kopachi RICS

90000

110000

Chystohalivka RICS

150000

874

956,154

871,692

Waste category

Low- and intermediate-level
waste

Solid radwaste

Total:

Table 9.6. Data on Radioacve Waste Stored at Radon SISPs as of 1 July 2017
Waste material

Low- and intermediate-level solid radwaste

Locaon

Volume*, m3

Weight*, t

Kyiv SISP

2105.0

2493.3

Dnipropetrovsk SISP

591.5

935.5

Odessa SISP

525.6

343.8

Lviv SISP

698.2

730.6**

Kharkiv SISP

2122.6

2091.7

Kyiv SISP

480

-

Dnipropetrovsk SISP

124

-

Odessa SISP

183

-

Kharkiv SISP

2

-

Kharkiv SISP

812

780.2

Low- and intermediate-level liquid radwaste

Tubing contaminated by technologically
enhanced naturally occurring sources

* Weight and volume of solid radwaste take into account shielding of DRS.
** Weight of solid radwaste takes into account material used for the layer-by-layer cementang of facilies.

ТTable 9.7. Data on Disused Radiaon Sources Stored in Radon SISPs as of 01.07.2017
Waste material

Sealed DRS placed in well-type storages

Sealed DRS in shielding

Sealed high-power DRS (RITEG)

Locaon

Number

Acvity**, Bq

Kyiv SISP

6611

1.39E+14

Dnipropetrovsk SISP

8391

1.02E+14

Odessa SISP

19312

5.49E+13

Lviv SISP

8151

3.84E+13

Kharkiv SISP

15348

8.09E+13

Kyiv SISP

114053

1.44E+15

Dnipropetrovsk SISP

212376

7.07E+14

Odessa SISP

38485

5.72E+14

Lviv SISP

96765

2.36E+14

Kharkiv SISP

93719

2.41E+14

Odessa SISP

15

1.97E+16
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Fig. 9.2. Container storage of radwaste and DRS at Radon SISPs

geological. This approach is in harmony with IAEA
requirements [9] and best internaonal pracces.
As was assessed within this project,
implementaon of the updated classiﬁcaons will
have a signiﬁcant economic impact on radwaste
disposal in Ukraine. SAEZ, in cooperaon with
the Ministry of Health, Ministry for Energy and
Coal Industry, and SNRIU, developed a dra law
on the radwaste classiﬁcaon system to ensure
the correspondence of radwaste classes with the
selected disposal opons.
In the transion period unl the updated
classiﬁcaon system is introduced, the exisng
radwaste classiﬁcaon is used for operang
facilies.

9.4. Overview and Condition of Storage/
Disposal Facilities for Radioactive
Waste and Radiation Sources
9.4.1. Storage/Disposal Facilities
of Radon Corporation
Radioacve waste originang from the use of
radiaon sources in medicine, science and diﬀerent industries in Ukraine’s regions is collected and
placed for interim storage at six State Interregional
Specialized Plants for Radioacve Waste Management (SISP) of Radon Corporaon: Kyiv SISP, Kharkiv
SISP, Dnipropetrovsk SISP, Odesa SISP, Lviv SISP, and
Donetsk SISP.
As it is impossible to transfer materials from the
Donetsk SISP to territory controlled by Ukraine, SAEZ
Order No. 33 dated 24 March 2015 temporarily
suspended its acvies unl military acons there
cease, and the Ukrainian authories’ control is restored. At the same me, the services in the Donetsk
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region that are beyond control of the Ukrainian authories have been transferred to the Dnipropetrovsk SISP. Relevant changes to the instuonal and
administrave documents were made.
SISP acvies related to management of DRS include:
• collecon and transport of DRS to relevant facilies;
• operaon of facilies for solid radwaste storage in containers;
• maintenance, inspecon and monitoring of
closed radwaste disposal facilies that were ﬁlled in
the previous period (to 1996).
Containers with radwaste and DRS are stored in
hangar-type facilies (Fig. 9.2). These buildings were
constructed at SISP sites in the 1990s aer a decision on SISP transfer to radwaste container storage
technology.
AThere are also well-type facilies on SISP
sites (Fig. 9.3) for the storage of disused radiaon
sources. These are deep stainless steel tanks
with a corrugated recepon tubes for lowering of
capsules containing radiaon sources. In accord
with to regulaons, disused radiaon sources are
no longer placed into these well-type facilies.
At present, these well-type storage facilies, as
well as the radwaste and disused radiaon sources
stored within them, are undergoing inspecons.
Data from these inspecons will inform decisions
about retrieving the DRS they contain, and in
further decommissioning eﬀorts undertaken at the
facilies.
In 2016, the Swedish Regulatory Authority (SSM)
assisted Ukraine with funding to begin developing a
standard method for retrieving DRS from well-type
storage facilies. The method will take into account
the results of ongoing inspecons. A pilot project
for this retrieval method will be undertaken at the
Kyiv SISP as soon as it is approved.

Fig. 9.3. Well-type storages for DRS at Radon SISPs

As per the Naonal Target Ecological Program
for Radioacve Waste Management [3], measures
are being undertaken to reequip and convert
Radon SISPs with an eye to ensuringthe collecon
and interim container-type storage of radwaste.
The surface module-type reinforced-concrete
facility for container storage of radwaste and DRS has
been in use at the Dnipropetrovsk SISP since 2013.
As a condion of their licenses, SISPs have
carried out safety evaluaons of their radioacve
waste/disposal facilies at their sites. Both large
storage facilies and interim container-type storage
facilies were reassessed, as were closed legacy
disposal facilies operated in the previous period.
New facilies for managing radwaste are
under construcon at SISPs, and technologies for
reprocessing are likewise being introduced at some
of these facilies.

9.4.2. Vektor Site
Ukraine’s "Naonal Target Ecological Program
for Radioacve Waste Management" law [3] and
its Strategy for Radioacve Waste Management in
Ukraine [2] govern the construcon of radwaste
storage and reprocessing within the exclusion
zone surrounding Chernobyl and at the Vektor
site. They envision construcon of radwaste
reprocessing facilies, as well as long-term
storage for disused radiaon sources. They also
govern the construcon of near-surface disposal
facilies for short lived low and intermediate level
wastes resulng from the Chernobyl disaster.
It is ulmately planned to transfer nearly all of
Ukraine’s radwaste to the Vektor site, including
waste from Radon’s SISPs, as well as from
operang nuclear power plants, and from the
Chernobyl nuclear power plant and waste from
the Chernobyl exclusion zone.

Facilies for Long-Term Storage
of Radioacve Waste
The centralized long-term storage facility for
disused radiaon sources (CLTSF) is currently under
construcon.
CLTSF (Fig. 9.4) is intended to accept, idenfy,
sort, process, package, cerfy, and subsequently
store disused sealed alpha, beta, gamma, and neutron sources for a period to 50 years unl they are
transferred for disposal.
It is currently planned to transfer DRS that are
currently stored at Radon SISPs to CLTSF.
According to the revised CLTSF design, DRS are
divided into ﬁve process ﬂows:
• ﬂow 1 – radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs);
• ﬂow 2 – units of gamma sources (BGI and E);
• ﬂow 3 – neutron sources;
• ﬂow 4 – other (except for BGI and E) γ sources, β sources, intensive α+γ sources;
• ﬂow 5 – α sources, low-level α+γ sources, β
sources subject to acvies of classes II and III in
compliance with OSPU [8] .
Each DRS ﬂow will be managed according to a
separate process. DRS of ﬂow 1 (RTGs) will likely be
put directly into long-term storage. DRS of ﬂows
2-4 will be managed in hot cells, and DRS of ﬂow 5
will be managed shielded boxes.
In 2015, the systems and equipment for managing DRS acceptance, processing and preliminary
storage were installed at the CLTSF, as were systems for radiaon monitoring and venlaon. At
present, hot tests (with use of individual DRS with
known characteriscs) are underway at CLTSF.
The following facilies are being planned, designed, and constructed:
• storage facility for vitriﬁed high-level waste to
be returned to Ukraine aer reprocessing of spent
fuel from Ukrainian NPPs;
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Fig. 9.4. Centralized long-term storage facility for disused radiation sources

• storage facility for high-level waste;
• storage facility for long-lived intermediatelevel waste.
Disposal Facilies
The engineered near-surface disposal facility for
solid radioacve waste (ENSDF, the so-called Lot 3)
is currently in operaon.
ENSDF (Fig. 9.5) is designed for disposal of Chernobyl NPP condioned radwaste. Its design capacity is 50,210 m3 of radwaste. ENSDF consists of two
parallel secons, each including 11 reinforced-concrete compartments (modules). ENSDF is ouied
with a central drainage gallery, two movable frame
structures with bridge cranes for ﬁlling the modules, and radiaon monitoring and environmental
monitoring systems.
The SNRIU provided CRME with regulatory decisions on the acceptance of packages with radwaste
produced by other radwaste processing facilies
(except for ChNPP) to ENSDF.
The following facilies are being designed and
constructed:
• facility SRW-1 (for disposal of radwaste in reinforced-concrete containers);
• facility SRW-2 (for disposal of unpackaged
and large radwaste in bulk).

9.4.3. Radioactive Waste Disposal Site
‘Buryakivka’
The Buryakivka RWDS has been in operaon
since 1987. The Buryakivka RWDS consists of 30
near-surface radwaste disposal facilies (trenches).
The main engineering barrier is a compacted clay
layer one meter thick, which conﬁnes radwaste
from the environment. About 687,000 m3 of
Chernobyl-origin radwaste with a total acvity of
2.54х1015 Bq has been placed into the Buryakivka
RWDS disposal facilies (trenches) since the
beginning of its operaon.
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The Buryakivka RWDS (Fig. 9.6) is an important
element in the system for management of large
amounts of radwaste resulng from the Chernobyl
accident. The site was in fact created as a result
of emergency migaon measures following the
Chernobyl accident. Unl now, operaon of this
RWDS has ensured disposal of large amounts
of low-level radwaste resulng from acvies
at ChNPP site and from contaminated areas
in the exclusion zone. The Buryakivka RWDS
has praccally exhausted its capacies. Taking
into account the safety reassessment of the
Buryakivka RWDS carried out with assistance
of the European Commission, expansion of
itsvcapacies for disposal of low-level waste are
under consideraon.

9.4.4. Geological Repository
The strategic task of radioacve waste disposal
is to isolate waste from people and the biosphere
for the enre period that it remains dangerous.
People and the biosphere should be protected
not only against direct potenal contact with
radioacve waste, but also against indirect contact,
such as in the case of radionuclide migraon from
disposal facilies.
The Law of Ukraine "On Radioacve Waste
Management" [1] introduces the term "generators
of radioacve waste" and establishes that longlived radioacve waste is to be disposed of only in a
solid state within stable geological formaons, and
by transferring it into form that is not explosive,
ﬂammable or radioacvely hazardous.
There are plans under discussion to create a
geological repository for ﬁnal disposal of high-level
and long-lived waste, including waste resulng
from spent fuel reprocessing, as is called for in
the Strategy for Radioacve Waste Management
in Ukraine [2]. At present with support of the
European Union (Project INSC U4.01/09 B),

Fig. 9.5. Engineered near-surface disposal facility for solid radwaste (Lot 3) at the Vektor site

Fig. 6. Buryakivka RWDS

acvies are underway to develop the concept
for geological disposal of radwaste in Ukraine. The
avanced experience of other countries informs this
discussion.
Engineering support for surveys, assessments,
scienﬁc research, and design acvies for sing for
a geological repository is provided by the Instute
of Environmental Geochemistry and Science and
Engineering Center for Radiological Field Surveys of
the Naonal Academy of Sciences of Ukraine.

9.5. System and Structure to Govern
Management of Radioactive
Waste and Radiation Sources
(Responsible, Control and Other
Authorities)
By law, Ukraine separates state control of
nuclear energy, radwaste disposal and long term
storage into several spheres. These spheres are
established by Arcle 5 of Ukraine’s law "On
Nuclear Energy Use and Radiaon Safety" [12].
The State Agency of Ukraine on Exclusion Zone
Management (SAEZ) is entrusted with managing

radwaste for long-term storage and disposal. It also
implements state policy for radwaste management.
To perform its funcons, the SAEZ controls the
specialized radwaste management enterprises at
Chernobyl NPP, including the decommissioning of
Chernobyl’s 1-3 reactors. It also answers for Shelter
transformaon into an environmentally safe
system. Ukraine’s Ministry of the Environment and
Natural Resources coordinates the work of SAEZ.
The Ministry of Energy and the Coal Industry of
Ukraine (MECI) is in charge of the establishment
and implementaon of state policy for fuel and
energy, including nuclear energy.
The MECI controls the operators of NPPs
(Energoatom) and nuclear research facilies.
The MECI arranges and coordinates the safe
management of spent fuel and radioacve waste
from nuclear facilies unl such me asradwaste is
transferred to specialized radwaste management
enterprises for long-term storage or disposal.
In compliance with the main principles of state
policy for radwaste management, those who
generate radwaste are responsible for management
of waste before its transfer to specialized radwaste
management enterprises. Radwaste disposal by
radwaste generators is prohibited.
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Waste generators in Ukraine currently include
operators of nuclear facilies as follows: Energoatom
oversees operang NPP; the Nuclear Research
Instute of the Naonal Academy of Sciences (Kyiv)
oversees the research reactor; the State Specialized
Enterprise ChNPP oversees the Chernobyl NPP. There
are various other enterprises and organizaons that
use and produce radiaon sources as well.
The Centralized Radioacve Waste Management
Enterprise (CRME) is the naonal organizaon
that manages radwaste at the stage of long-term
storage and disposal. Radwaste generated at
enterprises that use radiaon sources, as well as
at research reactors, is collected and temporarily
stored by Radon SISPs. CRME is the main enterprise
of the Radon Corporaon.
The State Specialized Enterprise for Capital
Construcon Management of the Exclusion Zone
(CCMEZ) is responsible for designing and building
radwaste disposal facilies at the Vektor site. It
oversees all construcon in the exclusion zone, except
for that occurring at the Chernobyl NPP proper.
The State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate of
Ukraine (SNRIU) is a central execuve body that
develops and implements state policy on the
safe use of nuclear energy. It is overseen by the
Ukraine’s Cabinet of Ministers.

9.6. 6. Roadmap for the Resolution
of Issues Related to Radioactive
Waste and Radiation Sources
Outstanding issues of radwaste and radiaon
source management are set fourth by the following
factors:

• Cabinet of Ministers approved the Energy
Strategy of Ukraine unl 2035 "Safety, Energy Eﬃciency, Compeveness" [10];
• Concept of the Naonal Environmental Program for Radioacve Waste and Spent Fuel Management is under development;
• implementaon of Direcve 2011/70/Euratom is ongoing [11];
• new classiﬁcaon of radwaste that takes into
account the disposal method is being introduced
(through amendment to legislaon);
• development of the concept for radwaste geological disposal in Ukraine is currently underway.

9.6.1. Concept of National Environmental
Program for Radioactive Waste
and Spent Fuel Management
Analysis revealed the following issues and
drawbacks in current programs for radwaste and
spent fuel management:
• acvies related to radioacve waste and
spent fuel management need to be updated;
• systemac approach is lacking, in parcular,
current regulaons do not take into account all
sources of radwaste and spent fuel in Ukraine;
• prospecve long-term period has not been
considered, but is required for strategic planning;
• there is no interrelaon between management of spent fuel and radioacve waste, which is
due, in parcular, which owes to its eventual geological disposal;
• clear opons for planned acvies are not
idenﬁed, which does not allow for decisions on
near/short-term storage periods;
• there are no required interrelaons between
naonal and industrial programs.

CABINET OF MINISTERS OF UKRAINE

Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry
of Ukraine
• development and implementation
of state policy in nuclear energy
• state management of NPP activities

SNRIU
• development and implementation
of state policy in nuclear energy
• state regulation of safety in use of
nuclear energy, including radwaste

National Nuclear Energy
Generating Company
Energoatom
• administration and coordination
of safe management of NPP
radwaste in Ukraine before transfer
to long-term storage or disposal
Fig. 9.7. Administrative structure of radwaste management in Ukraine
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Ministry of Environment and Natural
Resources of Ukraine
• coordination of SAEZ activities

State Agency of Ukraine on
Exclusion Zone Management (SAEZ)
• state administration in radwaste
management for long-term storage
and disposal stages
• implementation of state policy
in radwaste management

In this regard, there is an objecve need to
develop a naonal environmental program for
radioacve waste and spent fuel. Eﬀorts are
underway to create the concept for such a program
that would take into account the above-menoned
shortcomings and issues.

9.6.2. Energy Strategy of Ukraine until 2035
In August of 2017, the Cabinet of Ministers
approved the "Safety, Energy Eﬃciency,
Compeveness" unl 2035 [10].
The Strategy envisions, in parcular, the
compleon of storage facilies for spent nuclear
fuel and high-level waste resulng from its
reprocessing by 2035, as well as the compleon
of studies on the idenﬁcaon of sites in Ukraine
suitable for the construcon of facilies for the
disposal of long-lived radwaste in deep geological
formaons.

9.6.3. Implementation of Council Directive
2011/70/Euratom
In the framework of Ukraine’s European
integraon and the harmonizaon of Ukrainian
legislaon with European Union regulaons, the
implementaon of Council Direcve 2011/70/
Euratom [11] concerning the safe management of
spent fuel and radioacve waste is ongoing.
This Direcve [11] obliges European Union
countries to maintain strategies and ﬁnancial
resources for managing spent fuel and radioacve
waste. This approach is recognized by the
internaonal community and allows for problemac
issues for future generaon to be minimized.
The Direcve [11] obliges the member states
to establish and maintain a naonal regulatory
framework for spent fuel and radioacve waste
management. To this end, it is necessary to develop
and implement appropriate naonal mechanisms
to ensure a high level of safety in spent fuel and
radwaste management in order to protect workers
and the public from the dangers of ionizing
radiaon. The document envisions providing
necessary informaon and public parcipaon
on the management of spent fuel and radioacve
waste.

According to the new classiﬁcaon, radwaste is
divided into four classes:
• very low-level waste (VLLW);
• low-level waste (LLW);
• intermediate-level waste (ILW);
• high-level waste (HLW).
Introducon of the new classiﬁcaon will
signiﬁcantly reduce the cost of radioacve waste
disposal, and spulate uncondional compliance
with safety objecves. Implementaon of the
new classiﬁcaon involves improvement of the
methods for waste sorng and characterizaon at
generaon sites. It likewise introduces changes to
exisng legislave documents.
The introducon of this classiﬁcaon will
allow for the proper interconnecon between the
various stages of radioacve waste management
from waste generaon to transfer for disposal.

9.7. Responsibilities and Obligations
ofEnterprises Generating
Radioactive Waste
The law "On Radioacve Waste Management"
[1] introduces the term "generators of radioacve
waste" – which means legal enes or individuals
whose acvies lead to the generaon of radioacve
waste.
One of the main principles of state policy
for radioacve waste management is that the
generators of radwaste are responsible for waste
safety during its management prior transfer to
specialized enterprises for radwaste management.
Likewise, the law "On Radioacve Waste
Management" [1] prohibits radwaste disposal by
legal enes and individuals whose acvies result
in radwaste generaon and which use radioacve
materials and employ nuclear facilies.
Radwaste generators transfer waste to
specialized enterprises for radwaste management
in accordance with approved regulaons, rules and
standards.

9.6.4. Implementation of New Radioactive
Waste Classification
In the framework of radwaste management
opmizaon in Ukraine and in view of the
recommendaons provided in IAEA documents,
a new classiﬁcaon of radwaste has been
developed and is being implemented in Ukraine (by
amendment of legislaon), which focuses on the
waste disposal method.
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10. SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT IN UKRAINE
The safe management of spent fuel is one of the
most important factors in sustainable development
of nuclear energy in the state according to the
Energy Strategy of Ukraine.

10.1. Spent fuel management policy
10.1.1. The principles of state policy
The principles of state policy for spent fuel
management are set forth in Arcle 5 of the Law
of Ukraine "On Nuclear Energy Use and Radiaon
Safety".
The Energy Strategy of Ukraine establishes
the so-called deferred decision for spent fuel of
Ukrainian NPPs, involving long-term (50 years
and more) storage of spent fuel and subsequent
deﬁnion and approval of the ﬁnal decision on fuel
reprocessing or disposal. The design procedure for
spent fuel management (transport of spent fuel for
reprocessing to the Russian Federaon) and the
procedure that envisages storage of spent fuel with
subsequent approval of the ﬁnal decision on fuel
reprocessing or disposal are both implemented for
Ukrainian NPPs.

10.1.2. Strategic areas for spent fuel
management at Ukrainian NPPs
include:
For VVER reactors:
• temporary storage of spent fuel in on-site
spent fuel pools;
• transfer of Ukrainian spent fuel (except ZNPP)
for long-term storage and reprocessing;
• operaon of on-site dry spent fuel storage facility at Zaporizhzhya NPP;
• study on diversiﬁcaon of spent fuel supply
and reprocessing services;
• construcon, commissioning and operaon
of the centralized spent fuel storage facility (CSFSF)
for spent fuel of RNPP, KhNPP and SUNPP power
units;
• acvies on developing the Concept of the
state spent fuel management program, including
spent fuel of Ukrainian NPPs taking into account
deﬁning possible areas of nuclear fuel cycle devel-

opment for a long-term perspecve and determining the ﬁnal stage of nuclear fuel cycle, selecon of
a method for spent fuel safe management aer the
period of its long-term storage.
For Chornobyl NPP RBMK reactors:
• compleon of construcon, commissioning
and safe operaon of ISF-2 for storage of all amounts
of ChNPP spent fuel;
• measures to upgrade and improve safety of
the exisng wet interim spent fuel storage facility,
ISF-1.
The following eﬀorts are planned:
• transport of spent fuel from Rivne, Khmelnitsky and South Ukraine NPPs to the Russian Federaon for temporary storage and reprocessing unl the CSFSF in Ukraine is commissioned;
• safe operaon of the dry spent fuel storage
facility at Zaporizhzhya NPP;
• construcon and safe operaon of CSFSF for
spent fuel of VVER-440 and VVER-1000 of operating NPPs and spent fuel of new nuclear units;
• solving the issue of long-term storage and
reprocessing of spent fuel produced by Wesnghouse Electric Sweden AB;
• development of regulatory and procedural issues on return of waste resulng from reprocessing of spent fuel from Ukrainian NPPs and their approval by the Russian Federaon;
• development of a naonal program for spent
fuel management to idenfy the objecves, strategies and scenarios for spent fuel management and
deﬁne the key provisions of scienﬁc and technical
policy and implementaon of the main stages of
spent fuel management.

10.2. Spent fuel management practices
Spent fuel is managed in Ukraine at facilies
listed in Annex 1. The inventory of spent fuel is
presented in Annex 2.

10.2.1. Spent fuel management
at operating NPPs
The implementaon of the second-generaon
fuel started at RNPP-2 in 2010 and at RNPP-1 in
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2012. The design of cores with reduced neutron
leakage has been developed.
At Zaporizhzhya NPP, spent fuel storage racks
in spent fuel pools were compacted to increase
capacity of the ZNPP spent fuel pools.
According to the Comprehensive (Integrated)
Safety Improvement Program for Ukrainian NPPs
regarding the management of nuclear fuel,
including spent fuel, the operang NPP units are
equipped with mast sipping systems to monitor
the integrity of fuel claddings. As of 01 July 2017,
mast sipping systems have been introduced into
commercial operaon at RNPP units 1, 2, 3, 4,
KhNPP units 1, 2, SUNPP unit 1 and ZNPP units 1, 2.
Trial operaon of nuclear fuel produced by
Wesnghouse Electric Sweden AB is underway at
SUNPP units 2, 3 and ZNPP unit 5. By the end of
2017, trial operaon is to be extended to ZNPP
units 1, 3, 4. Currently, this spent fuel is stored in
on-site spent fuel pools of ZNPP 2, 3.
Energoatom holds negoaons with the French
company AREVA to solve the issue of Wesnghouse
Electric Sweden AB spent fuel management and
diversify suppliers of services related to transport
and reprocessing of NPP spent fuel.

10.2.2. Dry spent fuel storage facility (DSFSF)
Starng from 2005, ZNPP spent fuel is unloaded
for storage to the dry spent fuel storage facility at
ZNPP for not less than 50 years. As of 1 April 2017,
there are 139 containers with 3330 SFAs on the
DSFSF site. The design capacity of DSFSF is 380
containers, each for 24 SFAs.
Since Zaporizhzhya DSFSF Stage I, which was
put into commercial operaon in 2004, was ﬁlled
in accordance with the design (100 containers),
licensing of DSFSF Stage II was completed and
the SNRIU issued an individual permit for its
commissioning. Starng from January, DSFSF Stage

Fig. 10.1. Zaporizhzhya dry spent fuel storage facility (DSFSF)
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II with design capacity of 280 containers is under
operaon.
A remote temperature control system (RTCS)
was put into commercial operaon for Stage I
containers to improve storage safety. RTCS for
Stage II containers is installed in accordance with
the design.
The DSFSF design was modiﬁed to consider
operang experience and implement components
produced in Ukraine. The safety of design
modiﬁcaons was jusﬁed in a series of technical
decisions agreed upon by the SNRIU. The venlated
concrete containers and mul-place sealed baskets
for spent fuel storage are currently manufactured at
naonal enterprises using Ukrainian materials and
technologies. The results of operaon indicate that
DSFSF complies with the safety criteria presented
in SAR.
Aer the Fukushima accident in Japan, within
the targeted safety reassessment of NPPs using
stress tests according to the European Council
and WENRA proposal, extraordinary target safety
reassessment (stress tests) of Zaporizhzhya DSFSF
was carried out.
During 2015-2016, Energoatom performed
a regular safety reassessment of DSFSF, whose
results were presented in the periodic safety
review report. In August 2016, this report was
approved by the SNRIU based on the state nuclear
and radiaon safety review. The next reassessment
will be performed in 2025.

10.2.3. Centralized spent fuel storage facility
(CSFSF)
The Law of Ukraine "On Spent Fuel Management for Sing, Design and Construcon of the
Centralized Spent Fuel Storage Facility for Ukrainian NPPs with VVER Reactors" establishes a legislave framework for the decision to construct the
CSFSF and deﬁnes the territory of its locaon in the
Chornobyl exclusion zone.
Currently, the CSFSF construcon is completed.
The project was approved by all interested bodies,
posive conclusions of the Comprehensive State
Review and Environmental Review on the possibility of its implementaon were obtained. Due to
this, the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine approved
the CSFSF construcon project.
The Energoatom operator connues eﬀorts on
upgrading spent fuel management systems at Ukrainian NPPs to modify spent fuel management procedures, to include containers envisaged by the CSFSF
design into transport ﬂow charts for spent fuel management.
Further plans include:
• hold a tender in 2017 to select a contractor
for construcon acvies at CSFSF,
• commission Stage I in 2019 and supply four
containers with spent fuel by the end of 2019,

• supply 90 containers from 2019 to 2022 that
will allow refusing from spent fuel transport from
Ukraine.
Equipment for spent fuel management is manufactured and supplied in accordance with the contract with Holtec Internaonal and scheduled for
2017-2018, with a view to mely CSFSF commissioning.
Energoatom carried out signiﬁcant informaonal
and explanatory work in order to inform the public
of Ukraine on safety issues during the CSFSF construcon and operaon, in parcular:
• a statement was published on the intenons
and environmental consequences of CSFSF construcon, documents on CSFSF were presented in
mass media, informaon on the selected spent fuel
storage technology, construcon and operaon of
the storage facility, informaon and analycal review of the feasibility study for CSFSF construcon
investment, etc. was posted on the Energoatom
web-site;
• public meengs (brieﬁngs, round tables with
representaves of the public and mass media),
public discussion in Ivankiv (with the parcipaon
of the public of Polissya region) and Slavutych of
the Kyiv region were held; informaonal support
of public hearings in Slavutych conducted with the
parcipaon of the public of Slavutych, Ivankiv and
Polissya regions was ensured, an excursion was
arranged for representaves of the public of the
abovemenoned regions to ZNPP where a similar
spent fuel storage facility is operated to cover CSFSF design safety issues;
• results of events, issues of the public were
processed, responses to them were developed and
posted on Energoatom’s website.

10.2.4. Spent fuel management
at Chornobyl NPP
At present, the ChNPP in accordance with the
condions of license EO No. 000040 is at the decommissioning stage, namely at the stage of ﬁnal
closure and temporary storage. In order to reduce
risks during decommissioning and transformaon
of the Shelter into an environmentally safe system,
as well as to reduce the costs to maintain ChNPP-1,
2, 3 in a safe condion, from 2006 to 2016 spent
fuel was transferred from the units into ISF-1 (including damaged spent fuel).
Acvies and operaons on damaged spent
fuel unloading from units No. 1, 2 and its transfer to
ISF-1 for safe placement and storage were carried
out by Chornobyl NPP in 2016.
ISF-1 located on the Chornobyl NPP site and
intended for interim storage of RBMK-1000 spent
fuel, has been in operaon since 1986. ISF-1 is a
wet storage facility.
As of 31 March 2017, 21,284 SFAs are stored in
the ISF-1 spent fuel pools.

Fig. 10.2. ChNPP interim spent fuel storage facility 1 (ISF-1)

a) ISF-2

b) ISF-2 site
Fig. 10.3. ChNPP interim spent fuel storage facility 2 (ISF-2)

Safety jusﬁcaon for SFA storage in ISF-1 SFP is
presented in the "Safety Analysis Report for Spent
Fuel Storage Facility (ISF-1)". To load compartments
1-5 of ISF-1 SFP, Keﬀ neutron mulplicaon factor is
calculated taking into account fuel burnup.
Eﬀorts are connued in the exclusion zone on
construcon of ISF-2 intended for preparaon for
storage and storage of ChNPP RBMK spent fuel. A
signiﬁcant scope of acvies has been performed
on the ISF-2 construcon project:
• majority of equipment, systems and components was supplied to ISF-2 site, other equipment is
under supply;
• factory of the general contractor for the project (U.S. Holtec Internaonal Company) connues
to manufacture double-walled shielded casks;
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• general contractor and subcontractors perform construcon and mounng acvies in accordance with the schedule;
• individual acceptance tesng is performed for
the equipment whose mounng and adjustment is
completed.

10.2.5. Spent fuel management for research
reactors
Spent fuel management on the site of the Nuclear Research Instute (NRI) of the Naonal Academy of Sciences is described in Subsecon В.2.3
NRU-2011. In 2009-2010, spent fuel from the NRI
VVR-M research nuclear reactor was transported
to the Russian Federaon for reprocessing. As of 01
July 2017, NRI has no spent fuel on its site.

10.3. Allocation of responsibilities
for bodies involved in different
stages of spent fuel management
According to the principles of state policy in nuclear
energy use and radiaon protecon established in
Arcle 5 of the Law of Ukraine "On Nuclear Energy
Use and Radiaon Safety", Ukraine separates state
control over nuclear energy use and state control.

10.4. Spent fuel management safety
10.4.1. General requirements
The Ukrainian legislaon provides for compulsory licensing of operang organizaons during
construcon and commissioning, operaon and
decommissioning of spent fuel management facilies.
General safety requirements at all stage of
spent fuel management are established in the Laws
of Ukraine "On Nuclear Energy Use and Radiaon
Safety" and "On Authorizing Acvity in Nuclear Energy Use".
Requirements and rules for spent fuel management are established by regulaons that cover
spent fuel management on NPP sites, research reactors and interim spent fuel storage facilies, speciﬁcally:
• General Safety Provisions for Nuclear Power
Plants;
• Nuclear Safety Rules for Nuclear Power Plants
and Pressurized Water Reactors;
• General Safety Provisions for Design, Construcon and Operaon of Research Reactors;
• Nuclear Safety Rules for Research Reactors;
• Safety Rules for Nuclear Fuel Storage and
Transport at Nuclear Facilies;
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• Basic Safety Provisions for Dry Interim Spent
Fuel Storage Facilies;
• Requirements for Modiﬁcaons of Nuclear
Facilies and Procedure for Their Safety Assessment;
• Requirements for Systems for Emergency
Cooling of Nuclear Fuel and Heat Removal to Ulmate Heat Sink.

10.4.2.Safety of existing facilities
The safety of exisng spent fuel management
facilies is ensured by current technical regulaons,
design decisions, technical speciﬁcaons, operang
and maintenance procedures, technical decisions
and quality assurance procedures.
All spent fuel management facilies are
designed to be equipped with surveillance and
monitoring systems.
The automated radiaon monitoring system
Koltso and a network of observaon wells to monitor
underground and ground waters are in operaon
on the territories around the Zaporizhzhya DSFSF.
Radiaon parameters on the site and adjacent
territory around the storage facility are monitored
with the periodicity established in radiaon
monitoring procedures. The results are analyzed
and compared with reference levels.

10.4.3. Requirements for siting of proposed
facilities
• evaluate all relevant site-related factors likely
to aﬀect the safety of such a facility during its operang lifeme;
• evaluate the likely safety impact of such a facility on individuals, society and the environment;
• inform the public on the safety of such facilies;
• conduct consultaons with neighboring
countries.

10.4.4. Design and construction of facilities
• ensure limited possible radiological impact of
spent fuel management facilies;
• use conceptual plans and technical provisions
for the decommissioning of a spent fuel management facilies;
• conﬁrm technologies used in the design by
available experience, tesng or analysis.

10.4.5. Assessment of Safety of Facilities
• conduct safety assessment and environmental assessment;
• perform safety reassessment in construcon
and commissioning

CABINET OF MINISTERS OF UKRAINE

Ministry of Energy and Coal
Industry of Ukraine

State Nuclear Regulatory
Inspectorate of Ukraine

Energoatom

Ministry of Environment and
Natural Resources of Ukraine

State Agency of Ukraine on
Exclusion Zone Management

ChNPP
Fig. 10.4. Spent fuel management safety

10.4.6.Operation of facilities:
• license operaon of facilies
• deﬁne and revise operaonal limits and condions
• operang procedures
• engineering and technical support of operaon
• nofy the regulatory authority on incidents
important to safety
• analyze informaon on facility operaon
• plan decommissioning of facilies

10.5. Disposal of spent fuel

Transboundary
movement
of
spent
fuel is performed in accordance with the
intergovernmental agreements on the transport of
nuclear materials:
• Russia – Ukraine since 1996;
• Russia – Bulgaria – Ukraine since 2006;
• Ukraine – Russia – Hungary since 2013.
Transboundary movement of spent fuel from
Kozloduy NPP and Paks NPP through the territory
of Ukraine (as a transit state) is performed by
railway transport according to condions of the
"Agreement on Internaonal Railway Freight
Communicaon" dated 1951, which is obligatory
for railways, consignors and consignees of Ukraine,
Bulgaria, Russian Federaon.

The Energy Strategy of Ukraine established the
so-called deferred decision for spent fuel management, which includes long-term storage (50 years
and more) and subsequent deﬁnion and approval
of the ﬁnal decision on spent fuel reprocessing or
disposal.

10.6. Transboundary movement
Transboundary movement of spent fuel is
performed from Ukrainian NPPs to the Russian
Federaon. Besides, spent fuel from Kozloduy NPP
(Bulgaria) and Paks NPP (Hungary) is transported
by transit through the territory of Ukraine to the
Russian Federaon.
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New sarcophagus over ChNPP unit 4
(Autor: Tim Porter, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=63469363

11. PRESENT AND FUTURE
OF THE CHERNOBYL ZONE
11.1 Exclusion zone
The territory that suﬀered from intensive
contaminaon by long-lived radionuclides aer
the accident at Chernobyl NPP (Fig. 11.1 - 11.3) is
currently prohibited for free access and has the
status of an exclusion zone. The boundaries of
the exclusion zone were established in 1986 aer
evacuaon of the populaon from the 30-km zone
around the nuclear power plant.
The legal regime of radioacvely contaminated
zones was established by the Law of Ukraine No.
791a-12 dated 27 February 1991 "On the Legal
Regime of the Territories Aﬀected by Radioacve
Contaminaon aer the Chernobyl Accident"
[1]. This law underwent numerous changes and
revisions, the latest of 14 July 2016. According to
this law, Ukraine was recognized as an ecological
disaster area.
The Chernobyl Zone includes northern part
of the Ivankiv district of the Kyiv oblast, where
the nuclear power plant is located, the cies of
Chernobyl and Pripyat, the eastern part of Polissia
district of the Kyiv oblast (including the former
district center, Poliske village, and Vilcha village),
and a part of the Zhytomyr oblast to the border
with Belarus.
The abovemenoned law provided for the
regulaon of issues related to the division of the
territory into the respecve zones, the mode
of their use and protecon, living and working
condions for the populaon, economic, scienﬁc,
technical and other acvies in these zones.
By taking into account the landscape and
geochemical features of soils, the radionuclide
accumulaon in the environment, possible
negave impact on the health of the populaon,
requirements for radiaon protecon of the public
and other special measures, the territory that
suﬀered from radioacve contaminaon aer the
Chernobyl accident was divided into three zones
classiﬁed according to the degree of contaminaon:
1) The exclusion zone is the territory from which
the populaon was evacuated in 1986.
2) The zone of uncondional (mandatory)
reselement is the territory that suﬀered from
intensive contaminaon by long-lived radionuclides

with a density of soil contaminaon by cesium
isotopes exceeding pre-emergency level from 15.0 Ci/
km2 and above, or by stronum from 3.0 Ci/km2
and above, or by plutonium from 0.1 Ci/km2 and above,
where calculated eﬀecve equivalent exposure dose
taking into account factors of radionuclide migraon
in plants and other factors may exceed 5.0 mSv (0.5
rem) per year beyond the dose that a human received
in the pre-emergency period;
3) Zone of guaranteed voluntary reselement
is the territory with a density of soil contaminaon
by cesium isotopes exceeding pre-emergency level
from 5.0 to 15.0 Ci/km2, or stronum from 0.15 to
3.0 Ci/km2, or plutonium from 0.01 to 0.1 Ci/km2,
where calculated eﬀecve equivalent exposure
dose taking into account factors of radionuclide
migraon in plants and other factors may exceed
1.0 mSv (0.1 rem) per year beyond the dose that a
human received in the pre-emergency period.
Zone boundaries are established and reviewed
by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine based on
expert conclusions of the Naonal Commission for
Radiaon Protecon of the Populaon of Ukraine,
Naonal Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Ministry
of Health of Ukraine, Ministry of Agrarian Policy and
Food of Ukraine, Ministry of Ecology and Natural
Resources of Ukraine.

Fig. 11.1. Map of Chernobyl exclusion zone contamination with
cesium-137, Ci/km2 (as of 1998). Compiled by M. Nahorskyi,
V. Tiepikin and others http://Chernobyl.in.ua/map.html
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Fig. 11.2. Map of Chernobyl exclusion zone contamination by strontium-90, Ci/km2 (as of 1998). Compiled by M. Nahorskyi,
V. Tiepikin and others http://Chernobyl.in.ua/map.html

Radioacvely contaminated territories need
radiaon protecon measures and other special
intervenons aimed at liming of addional
exposure caused by the Chernobyl accident and
ensuring normal economic acvies.
According to oﬃcial data, about 3.3 million
people, where every third was a child, suﬀered from
the Chernobyl accident in Ukraine. Inhabitants of
80 seled areas were evacuated from the zone
contaminated by radiaon (about 100,000 people).
92 seled areas were included into the zone of
uncondional reselement. The territory, from
which the populaon was evacuated, refers to
the exclusion zone and is about 2.598 km2. The
exclusion zone perimeter is 196 km2. Together with
the zone of uncondional reselement the total
perimeter is 377 km2, which is about 8.8% of the
territory of Ukraine.
A variety of diverse problems, namely social,
economic, technical, environmental, radiaon,
medical, biological, arose aer the Chernobyl
accident. Their amount does not decrease with
me, but increase with changes in areas and tasks
that adjust to life needs.
One of the most important components to solve
these problems was to establish legal, legislave,
organizaonal and scienﬁc foundaons for the
protecon of vicms.
The urgency of solving these problems caused
by the Chernobyl accident was described in
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"Concept of Populaon Living on Territories of
Ukraine with Increased Levels of Radioacve
Contaminaon aer the Chernobyl Accident",
Laws of Ukraine "On Legal Regime of the
Territories Aﬀected by Radioacve Contaminaon
aer the Chernobyl Accident" and "On Status and
Social Protecon of People who Suﬀered from the
Chernobyl Accident".
These and other documents became the
foundaon for the naonal "Chernobyl" legislaon
and they cerfy that in Ukraine there is regulatory
and legal framework for ensuring the constuonal
human right to a decent life and health.
Protecon of the populaon against
consequences of the Chernobyl accident in Ukraine
today is based on three areas: radiaon, social, and
medical.
Many problems sll remain in the exclusion zone
and their soluon requires scienﬁc jusﬁcaon,
ﬁeld tesng, laboratory and model research, new
technical decisions, robust work on accumulaon,
analysis and synthesis of monitoring informaon
from various aspects of radioecology to determine
paerns and trends in the development of
biosphere objects under radiaon loads.
The most relevant issues cover management of
radioacve waste, including those in the Shelter,
decommissioning of ChNPP units, construcon of
radioacve waste and spent nuclear fuel storage
facilies, sing for the construcon of geological

Fig. 11.3. Map of Chernobyl exclusion zone contamination by plutonium 239-240 as of 2000. http://Chernobyl.in.ua/map.html

repository for high-level and long-lived radioacve
waste with jusﬁcaon of its structural peculiaries
and safety measures during operaon. There is a
need to perform new radiological surveillance of
this territory to specify the radiological situaon
within the exclusion zone and its internal zoning.
It is necessary to consider that a signiﬁcant part
of the exclusion zone, where plutonium release is
ﬁxed, will not be suitable for living and economic
acvity during the next millennium.

11.2. Main facilities designed
for radioactive waste and spent
nuclear fuel management
in the exclusion zone
There are a number of specialized facilies,
technical buildings and producon departments in

the exclusion zone to deal with the abovemenoned
problems. Brief informaon on them is provided
below.
The main facilies of the Chernobyl NPP
industrial site (Fig. 11.8) include:
• Chernobyl NPP units 1, 2 and 3;
• Shelter and New Safe Conﬁnement (NSC);
• Liquid radioacve waste treatment plant
(LRTP);
• Industrial complex for solid radioacve waste
management at ChNPP (ICSRM);
• Interim spent nuclear fuel wet storage facility
(ISF-1);
• Interim spent nuclear fuel dry storage facility
(ISF-2).
At the end of November 2016, the New Safe
Conﬁnement was moved above ChNPP unit 4
damaged by the accident and above the Shelter.
This is the largest moving land structure ever
built (165 m long, 110 m high, 36.2 thousand
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Fig. 11.8. ChNPP Industrial Site: New Safe Confinement (in the foreground); power units No. 3, 2, 1 (in the background behind
the confinement); cooling pond (in the background); Pripyat River (left from the cooling pond)

tons weigh). The NSC was moved by a special
system that consisted of 224 hydraulic jacks which
facilitated moving the NSC by increments of 60 cm
per cycle. Aer installing the NSC in its intended
posion, gamma radiaon in the near zone had
been reduced by an average of ten mes.
A liquid radioacve waste treatment plant is
planned to be commissioned in December 2017.
According to informaon of ChNPP, the facility will
be used for processing of liquid radioacve waste
accumulated during operaon and radioacve
waste generated during decommissioning of the
ChNPP, as well as operaonal liquid radioacve
waste from within the Shelter. Currently, liquid
radioacve waste (more than 20.000 m3) is stored
in exisng storage facilies at the ChNPP’s industrial
site. The plant is intended for liquid radioacve
waste processing during 20 years. Its minimum
design capacity is 2,500 m3 of unprocessed liquid
radioacve waste per year. Aer processing at this
plant, waste will be packaged and transferred for
disposal to the Vektor Complex.
Construcon of the complex was started in
2001; the cost of ICSRM is €27 million, €43.5
million of which were allocated by the European
Commission and €3.5 million come from Ukraine.
In April 2009, the Nukem Technologies GmbH
(Germany), which constructed ICSRM, transferred
the facility for commercial operaon. The industrial
complex is intended for accepng, processing and/
or disposal of solid radioacve waste accumulated
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during the operaon and decommissioning of the
ChNPP, and operaonal radioacve waste of the
Shelter.
Interim spent nuclear fuel wet storage facility
(ISF-1) of the ChNPP was commissioned in 1986.
The storage facility is intended for the acceptance
and interim storage of spent fuel assemblies
received from reactor compartments of power
units aer preliminary storage. More than 17
thousand fuel assemblies are stored in four out
of ﬁve compartments of ISF-1 spent fuel pool.
That is about 99% of the design capacity of the
storage facility. The ﬁh compartment of ISF1 compartment (with a capacity of 4,300 spent
fuel assemblies) is a redundant one. ISF-1 lifeme
will expire at the end of 2025. Therefore, a new
interim storage facility of a dry type (ISF-2) is
under construcon on the ChNPP site for longterm storage of all spent nuclear fuel. Aer ISF-2
is commissioned, nuclear fuel from ISF-1 will be
transferred to ISF-2. The design of the exisng
storage facility does not envisage the procedure of
spent nuclear fuel retrieval from ISF-1. The main
objecve of the reconstrucon of ISF-1 handling
system is to ensure safe handling operaons on
spent nuclear fuel retrieval from ISF-1, its loading
into transport container and transport to ISF-2.
The acvies are ﬁnanced from Ukraine’s the state
budget.
The new dry type storage facility for spent
nuclear fuel (ISF-2) at the ChNPP is to be

Fig. 11.9. General overview of the Vektor Site

commissioned in the third quarter of 2018. At
the end of 2017, hot tesng with real nuclear
fuel will be held in the storage facility. ISF-2 is
intended for acceptance of spent fuel assemblies
and spent addional absorbers accumulated at
ChNPP, their preparaon for storage and storage
itself. According to plans, the new storage facility
will ensure acceptance for storage, preparaon for
storage and storage of spent nuclear fuel for 100
years.

11.2.1. Vektor Site
The facility was constructed to minimize the
threat to the environment related to the territories
radioacvely contaminated aer the accident at
Chernobyl NPP: Stage I – disposal of short-lived
low- and intermediate-level radioacve waste
generated aer the Chernobyl accident; Stage II –
processing of long-lived low- and intermediatelevel radioacve waste, long-term storage of
long-lived and high-level radioacve waste and
temporary storage of spent radiaon sources.
Currently, the Vektor Site includes the following
facilies:
• Engineered near-surface disposal facility for
solid radioacve waste is designed for 55,000 m3 of
radioacve waste and is intended for the disposal
of low- and intermediate-level short-lived radioacve waste transferred from the solid radioacve
waste treatment plant (SRTP) and cemented liquid

radioacve waste from liquid radioacve waste
treatment plant (LRTP) located at ChNPP site. The
disposal facility was commissioned in 2008. The
construcon of the disposal facility was funded by
the European Commission.
• Centralized long-term storage facility for radiaon sources (CLTSF) was constructed within
technical assistance from the Department of Energy and Climate Change of Great Britain and the
European Commission. CLTSF is designed for the
acceptance, idenﬁcaon, sorng, processing, cerﬁcaon, condioning and further storage of disused sealed radiaon sources. The storage facility
is constructed for the storage of 500,000 radiaon
sources with the total acvity up to 1 million Ci during 50 years.
• Near-surface radioacve waste disposal facility (SRW-1) is intended for 9,800 m3 of radioacve
waste (95% completed).
• Near-surface radioacve waste disposal facility (SRW-2) is intended for 9,400 m3 of radioacve
waste (85-90% completed).
• Building for container preparaon to disposal, changing rooms with laboratory, vehicle wash,
infrastructure.
Eﬀorts are underway on the design of facilies
within Vektor Stage II. The design of near-surface
storage facility for high-level vitriﬁed radioacve
waste returned from the Russian Federaon aer
reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel from Ukrainian
NPPs is under review. The near-surface storage
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facility for long-lived low- and intermediate-level
radioacve waste and near-surface storage facility
for high-level radioacve waste are in the design
stage.

11.2.2. Radioactive waste disposal facilities
(RWDS): RWDS Buryakivka, RWDS
Pidlisny, ChNPP Stage III
RWDS Pidlisny and ChNPP Stage III were created
during the ﬁrst years of management of the ChNPP
accident. They contain the most hazardous highlevel and long-lived emergency radioacve waste
that further shall be retrieved from these facilies
and re-disposed in the geological repository.

11.2.3. Radioactive waste interim confinement
sites (RICS) in the form of trenches
and pits with radioactive waste with
the total area of about 10 ha
Nine RICS are located in the exclusion zone:
Yaniv Staon, Naobaza, Pischane Plato, Rudyy
Lis, Stara Budbaza, Nova Budbaza, Prypiat, Kopachi
and Chystohalivka, where acvies on survey,
service and maintenance of trenches and pits in a
safe state are conducted.

11.3. Planned facilities
The Law of Ukraine "On Management of Spent
Nuclear Fuel for Sing, Design and Construcon of
the Centralized Storage Facility for Spent Nuclear
Fuel from Ukrainian VVER Nuclear Power Plants" of
09 November 2012 established the legal decision
on the construcon of such a storage facility in the
exclusion zone. The objecve of building the CSFSF
is to the store spent nuclear fuel of three Ukrainian
NPPs (Rivne, Khmelnitsky and South-Ukraine).
On 12 October 2016, SNRIU Board approved
the conclusion of the state review of nuclear and
radiaon safety of the Preliminary Safety Analysis
Report on the CSFSF.
Acve preparaon to the facility construcon is
underway. The CSFSF will be constructed to reduce
energy dependence on the Russian Federaon. It
is necessary to state that annually Ukraine spends
$150-200 million to transport nuclear fuel to the
Russian Federaon for storage and processing.
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11.4. Prospects
for exclusion zone
development
The Decree of the President of Ukraine of 13 April
2016 "On Addional Measures for Transformaon
of the Shelter into an Environmentally Safe System
Resulng from Chernobyl Disaster" covered the
most important scienﬁc and praccal tasks on
the soluon of Chernobyl problems. This list also
includes those issues that have not been solved
during 30 years aer the accident at Chernobyl NPP.
The priority tasks include the revision and
approval of the new Strategy for Overcoming
Chernobyl Accident Consequences and Remediaon
of the Radioacvely Contaminated Territories:
• resolve issues of radiaon remediaon of radioacvely contaminated territories;
• implement measures on the improvement
of radiological situaon, environmental and social
development of radioacvely contaminated territories and ensure state support of social acvies
of relevant territorial communies;
• improve quality of radiaon monitoring and
radioecological monitoring of radioacvely contaminated territories;
• conduct scienﬁc research in the nuclear and
radiaon safety area, impact of radiaon on human
and the environment;
• create condions for alternave energy
sources in the exclusion zone and zone of uncondional (mandatory) reselement and involve investments to implement energy eﬃciency projects
at facilies located in these areas;
• strengthen independence of Ukraine in the
sphere of management of naonal nuclear power
plants and high-level radioacve waste.
The Decree of the President of Ukraine also offers to revise and submit some amendments to
Ukrainian regulaons under the consideraon of
the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine:
• on keeping updated the Naonal Targeted
Program for ChNPP Decommissioning and Transformaon of the Shelter into an Environmentally
Safe System, in parcular with regard to tasks, measures and ﬁnancing of the Program;
• improve classiﬁcaon system for radioacve
waste for its disposal and acceptance criteria for
disposal in the relevant type disposal facilies;

• deﬁne boundaries of special industrial area
in the exclusion zone that will always be unsuitable
for living.
The following issues shall also be immediately
solved:
• measures to improve funconing of the radioacve waste management system considering
the best internaonal pracce;
• solve problemac issues related to the compleon of construcon of Vektor Stage I, construcon of the centralized storage facility for spent
nuclear fuel of naonal nuclear power plants and
storage for long-term storage of vitriﬁed high-level
radioacve waste aer processing of spent nuclear
fuel;
• develop and approve the Naonal Ecological
Program for Management of Spent Nuclear Fuel of
Naonal Nuclear Power Plants considering provisions of Council Direcve 2011/70/EURATOM of 19
July 2011;
• implement measures on the development of
the naonal system for training and professional
development of experts on nuclear energy, nuclear
and radiaon safety, radioacve waste management;
• involve interested internaonal organizaons
to solve issue on the creaon of internaonal research center as an open internaonal site for research on radiaon safety issues, radiaon impact
on human and environment;
• gain relevant knowledge.
On 12 October 2016, during the joint meeng of
the Presidium of the Naonal Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine and the State Agency of Ukraine on
Exclusion Zone Management, the exclusion zone

was discussed in detail. It is planned to transform the
exclusion zone into a modern mulpurpose ﬁeld for
naonal and foreign sciensts. In the nearest future,
the Agency plans to create good condions for this
scienﬁc research.
The government considers the possibility to
implement projects on the generaon of solar
energy in the exclusion zone, which will aract
new investments and strengthen energy safety of
the state. The development of alternave energy,
including solar energy, is one area in which to use
the exclusion zone, since there are high-power
electric networks and relevant infrastructure, which
was earlier used for the needs of Chernobyl NPP.
On 23 November 2016, the Cabinet of Ministers of
Ukraine approved Resoluon No. 912 "Certain Issues
of Smulang the Development of the Exclusion
Zone and Zone of Uncondional (Mandatory)
Reselement", which deﬁnes the amount of rental
investment for the use of state property located
in the exclusion zone and which shall smulate
aracon of investments to alternave energy
projects. According to the presentaon, it is planned
to build solar power plants in within a 10 km zone to
the south from the ChNPP. Areas located near roads
and power lines are prepared for construcon. The
solar radiaon in the territory is 1,300 kWh/km2.
It has been stated that it is possible to connect
200 MW of generang capacity to the exisng
infrastructure. If investments are realized, capacity
can be increased to 1200 MW. According to the data,
the Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources of
Ukraine has already received 44 applicaons from
potenal investors for the construcon of solar
power plants in the Chernobyl Zone.
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Zaporizhzhya NPP
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12. International cooperation
in the field of nuclear energy
12.1. Key tasks of Ukraine in the
framework of international
cooperation
Among important tasks for Ukraine in the
ﬁeld of internaonal collaboraon are: aﬀording
nuclear and radiaon safety; sharing of experience;
strengthening of energy security by diversifying
supplies of nuclear fuel and technologies;
increasing nuclear energy generang capacies.
It is important to menon, that Ukraine has
unique experience and developed decisions in the
area of nuclear industry, especially in the ﬁeld of
overcoming aermaths of nuclear incidents and
removing post-breakdown objects of service. These
leassons can be especially useful for internaonal
partners.
Ukraine is a member of the Internaonal
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and applies best
pracces in the ﬁeld of nuclear and radiaon safety
supported by the agency at full extent. In 2015
Ukraine became a member of Western European
Nuclear Regulators' Associaon (WENRA) and this
helps in introducing high standards for nuclear and
radiaon safety. In 1994 Ukraine accede to a Treaty
on the Non-Proliferaon of Nuclear Weapons
having dismantled nuclear weapons by 1996.
Ukraine is collaborang with the European Atomic
Energy Community (EAEC or Euratom) within EUUkraine Associaon Agreement that came into
force on September 1, 2017.
Beside, Ukraine is a member of other
internaonal organizaons with whom has
a close bilateral collaboraon: WANO NPP,
WNA, FORATOM, IFNEC, EUR. This gives beer
opportunies for introducing new technologies
and best pracces in Ukrainian nuclear industry,
improve its investment aracveness, strenghten
nuclear and radiaon safety.
Ukraine is a part of internaonal convenons:
Convenon on Nuclear Safety, Joint Convenon

1
2
3

On the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and On
the Safety of Radioacve Waste Management,
Convenon on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear
Accident or Radiological Emergency, Convenon
on Early Noﬁcaon of a Nuclear Accident,
Convenon on the Physical Protecon of Nuclear
Material, Vienna Convenon on Civil Liability for
Nuclear Damage etc.

12.2. International collaboration
for strenghtening nuclear and
radiation safety
For the purpose of NPP units’ security level
enhancement according to new standards of IAEA
and EU, Ukraine put in force the Complex Program
for Enhancing Safety of NPP units’ on December
7, 20101. Security arrangements deﬁned by the
program were developed by Ukraine together with
internaonal partners (under the trilateral EU,
IAEA and Ukraine project "Evacuaon of Ukrainain
NPPs’ security") considering lessons learnt aer
the incident at Fukushima NPP. Inially, the
program’s implementaon was planed by 2017,
but in 2015 the decision was taken to postpone
in ll 2020. According to decree of the Cabinet of
Ministers "About Approving the Complex Program
for Enhancing Safety of NPP units" necessary
funding’s were esmated at the rate of 20,101
bln UAH2. Partly this amount will be covered by SE
Energoatom with its own means and the rest part
with loan provided by EBRD and Euratom (600 mln
euro). In the beginning of 2017, 688 steps were
implemented (54 % of all 1 275 planned)3.
According to the arcle 342 of the EUUkraine Associaon Agreement, Ukraine closely
collaborates with EU and European Atomic Energy
Community (and its member-states). According
to the order of Cabinet of Ministers № 110-р on

hp://zakon5.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1270-2011-%D0%BF
hp://mpe.kmu.gov.ua/minugol/control/uk/publish/arcle?art_id=245209780&cat_id=245070653
hps://www.slideshare.net/energoatom/ss-73581561
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February 18, 2015 in November 2016 the list of
direcves had to be implemented:
• Council Direcve 2006/117/EURATOM of 20
November 2006 On The Supervision and Control of
Shipments of Radioacve Waste and Spent Fuel;
• Council Direcve 2013/59/EURATOM of 5 December 2013 Laying Down Basic Safety Standards
for Protecon Against the Dangers Arising from Exposure to Ionizing Radiaon;
• Council Direcve 2014/87/EURATOM of 8 July
2014 amending Direcve 2009/71/Euratom Establishing a Community Framework for the Nuclear
Safety of Nuclear Installaons.
Ukraine is cooperang with experts worldwide
on providing safety of NPPs operaon in accordance
with internaonal standards. Within the framework
of this collaboraon, 5 examinaons were carried
out during last few years to test Ukrainian NPPs.
Those proved high level of operang safety of NPPs.
Current security situaon in Ukraine and in its
periphery (heightened terrorisc threat), usage
of new, hybrid methods for unlawful acvity is
threatening NPP too. That’s why strengthening of
internaonal collaboraon in the nuclear security
sector is of high importance. Ukraine joined a
number of internaonal summits on nuclear
securty in order to help prevenng misdeeds
regarding nuclear facilies, nuclear and radioacve
materials. Strengthening of scienﬁc, technical,
educaonal and praccal (e.g. carrying out mutual
exercises) collaboraon in future with IAEA,
Interpol, within the Global Partnership Against
the Spread of Weapons and Materials of Mass
Destrucon are very important for Ukraine

12.3. International collaboration
for overcoming consequences
after the Chornobyl disaster
Overcoming consequences aer the Chornobyl
disaster is an important issue of Ukrainian
internaonal collaboraon in the ﬁeld of nuclear
industry. In November 29, 2016 construcon of
the New Safe Conﬁnement, covering the 4th unit
of Chornobyl NPP, was ﬁnished. The cost of the
conﬁnement amounted 1.5 bln euro. Those funds
were donated by and administered by EBRD as a
manager of the Chernobyl decommissioning funds.
Building the conﬁnement is only one of all stages of
conducng "The Plan of Steps for Implementaon
"Shelter" Project" that costs about 2.14 bln euro.
Conﬁnement is technologically unique: 150 meters
in width and 257 lengthways with the system of
hoisng cranes inside that is 96 in length with 50
4

tons carrying capacity. Now is being ﬁnishing of
pu ng New Safe Conﬁnement into operaon
is planned by December 2017. In 2018 start of
dismantling of unstable construcons is planned.
As the result of internaonal cooperaon
depository of spend nuclear fuel from the 1st, 2nd
and the 3rd units of Chornobyl NPP – the Interim
Spent Fuel Storage Facility (ISF-2) was constructed.
During exploitaon of those units more than 21
000 units of spend nuclear fuel were stored. Now
those are stored in the ﬁrst depository (ISF-1) but
its operang life is expiring. operaon life of New
depository ISF-2 will be 100 years for more than
21000 spent nuclear fuel assemblies of the RBMK1000 under the capacity of 2500 spent nuclear
fuel assemblies per year. Total cost of the project
amounts 381 mln euro4 and will be funded by
Nuclear Safety Account of the EBRD.
Exisng experience is the ﬁeld of revitalizaon
of Chornobyl Exclusion Zone has a unique value for
internaonal cooperaon. A very promising opon
is a project of construcon solar power plant on
the area. List of areas (with total square of 1 172
hectares) are selected already for installing PV
panels. These areas have access to energy grids
and necessary infrastructure.

12.4. International Cooperation
on Attracting Investments
to Ukrainian Nuclear Industry5
In order to keep to the best pracces in the
ﬁeld of nuclear industry, to improve investment
aracveness and in accordance to agreement
between Ukraine and EBRD the project of
corporazaon of SE Energoatom started. This
have to be done in accordance with the road map,
which is being developed now by experts lead by
Deloie&Touche LLC. The ﬁrst stage of the project
proved that to provide eﬃcient corporazaon
speciﬁc law is necessary. The law has to spulate
parcular features of creang and further operaon
of newly established joint-stock company on the
basis of exisng SE Energoatom.
In the scope of European integraon
prospecve is a project "Energy Bridge: Ukraine –
European Union". According to the project, 2nd
unit of Khmelnitska NPP will be disconnected from
United Energy System of Ukraine and then be
connected to European grid with 750kW power
line to substaon either in Zheshuw, Poland or in
Albershna, Hungary. Implemenng the project
will be a step toward integrang Ukrainian energy
system into European.

hp://dazv.gov.ua/budivnytstvo-nbk-ta-svyap-2/informatsijna-dovidka-shchodo-realizatsiji-proektu-budivnitstvo-skhovishcha-vidpratsovanogoyadernogo-paliva-svyap-2.html
5
hp://nfr.energoatom.kiev.ua/ua/investments.php
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Summary
Internaonal collaboraon in the ﬁeld of
nuclear industry is not inly the opon for Ukraine to
share and gain experience but also an opportunity
to obtain funds for providing nuclear and radiaon
safety under condions of lacking funds in state
budget. Acve parcipaon of in internaonal
nuclear regimes and organizaons demonstrates to

the world Ukraine’s adherence to high standards in
the ﬁeld. Beside, nuclear industry in an aracve
one for invesng. Sustained development of the
industry in Ukraine (proved by main indexes) and
its growing role in Ukrainian energy are good
indicators for investors. At the same me future
corporazaon of SE Energoatom will open up new
possibilies for investments and development of
the industry.

Khmelnitsky NPP
www.energoatom.kiev.ua
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South Ukraine NPP
www.energoatom.kiev.ua

13. Nuclear Power Industry and Civic
Environmental Movement in Ukraine
Unl the mid-1980's, Ukrainian environmental
NGOs had been developing the same way as
all environmental organizaons in the Soviet
Union. However, the polical events that took
place in the Soviet Union in the second half of
the 1980s resulted in a new policy focused on
publicity and democrac change, which led to the
democrac changes and the development of nongovernmental nature protecon movement. Oen,
and more publicly, environmental NGOs began to
talk about the bolenecks in the use, management
and protecon of natural resources in the Soviet
state. More and more people took to the streets
at rallies to march in protest against the so-called
ecological policy of the Soviet regime (Annex 1).

13.1. Chernobyl "turn"
Thus, the accident, which happened on
April 26, 1986 at the Chernobyl nuclear power
plant, radically changed the situaon not only
in the society, but also in the non-governmental
environmental movement in the Soviet Union, and
especially in Ukraine, Belarus and Russia, which
suﬀered the most from this accident. From that
date, let’s say, the confrontaon began between
the non-governmental environmental movement,
on the one hand, and the state energy lobby, on the
other, under the slogan "for a safe future society
without nuclear power".
Concealing the truth about the accident from
the public, inadequate emergency acvies on
migang the consequences of the accident,
which led to a large number of casuales, and
further ignoring the needs of people in terms
of aid, gave rise to a broad civic movement. The
process of establishing new environmental NGOs
was underway.
These new organizaons were grouped in areas
in focus depending on the goals they set. Some
organizaons were established to help vicms of
the Chernobyl disaster. Their main goal was to help
those who directly parcipated in the liquidaon of
the accident and fell ill - assistance with medicines,

medical care, establishment of rehabilitaon
centres, provision of psychological and social aid,
etc. Other organizaons assisted the internally
displaced people (IDPs) in helping to arrange their
lives at new places, as well as in job searches,
rehabilitaon and treatment, and so on.
The range of non-governmental organizaons
was established that provided assistance exclusively
to children-vicms of the accident and children
of liquidators or children of IDPs. They were the
Chernobyl Union, the Chernobyl Associaon,
the Children aer Chernobyl, the Children of
Chernobyl, Salvaon from Chernobyl, Fund for the
Disabled as a Result of Chernobyl, Chernobyl and
Chernobyl Residents. Most of these organizaons
had aﬃliates in various regions and cies.
Together with these organizaons, other nongovernmental organizaons were founded and,
although the reasons for their creaon were
similar, they set the goal to address a wider range
of problems. The problems they addressed were
related to the environment and the causes of its
crical condion. It is important that these were
fundamentally new environmental protecon
organizaons that saw not only the hazardous
facilies management mistakes in the Chernobyl
catastrophe, but also the polical and economic
faults and believed it necessary to address them in
order to prevent repeon of the catastrophe.

13.2. The years of independence
In the ﬁrst years of its independence, the
Ukrainian environmental movement had a large
number of supporters. However, it is necessary to
take into account the peculiaries of environmental
NGOs’ acvies and their resources, which have
always been limited. And this applies to all kinds of
resources - human, expert, technical, informaonal,
and especially ﬁnancial. Availability or lack of certain
resources had an impact on NGO’s operaons.
Of course, for two decades the environmental
organisaons have adapted to the permanent lack
of resources. And thanks to modern informaon
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technologies, in some areas they are even ahead
of governmental, business or private organisaons.
However, this advantage provides merely a chance
to maintain operaons at a certain level in the
discourse with their opponents, but does not give
opportunies to win and achieve the goal – Ukraine’s
nuclear-free future.
Most environmental NGO’s acvies are based
on volunteer principles, and the impossibility to
engage experts on a permanent ﬁnancial basis
today is the biggest problem for non-governmental
organizaons. Despite these diﬃcules, the
organizaons that have succeeded in ge ng donor
funds for an-nuclear eﬀorts are implemenng
important acvies aimed at public parcipaon in
the development of nuclear energy policy in Ukraine.
Aer all, in the permanent dialogue on nuclear
energy, the public should deal with the government,
its ministries, their local divisions, management and
personnel of nuclear power plants, research centres
and think tanks that develop analycal studies,
programs, reports, and reviews for government
agencies.
In recent years, the above-menoned supporters
of the nuclear power industry also expanded to
include non-environmental civic organizaons that
fully support the policy aimed at the development
of nuclear energy. Newly created civic organizaons
supporng today's the governmental policy towards
nuclear energy development create signiﬁcant
problems for environmental organizaons that stand
for the future of Ukraine free of the "peaceful atom".
In their acvies, environmental NGOs have
always tried to use all available tools of public opinion
inﬂuence on polical decisions. The Convenon
on Access to Informaon, Public Parcipaon
in Decision-Making and Access to Jusce in
Environmental Maers (the Aarhus Convenon) all
played an important role in enabling environmental
policy. With the raﬁcaon of the Convenon in 1999,
the Ukrainian environmental community and their
organizaons received a powerful legal mechanism
for parcipang in naonal environmental policymaking. Although before the Convenon raﬁcaon
the public had appealed to the constuonal
rights and the applicable laws for acve promoon
of environmental views via mass media, rallies,
demonstraons, pickets, round tables, conferences,
fesvals, referenda, but some procedures, e.g.
compulsory debates on planned acvies, were not
in place. This led to societal tension between the
public and the authories. A striking manifestaon
of such tension was the debate on the decision of
the Government of Ukraine to complete the two
nuclear power units at the Khmelnitsky NPP. In
1990, the government adopted the decision on
a moratorium on the compleon of power units
Nos. 2, 3 and 4 at the Khmelnitsky NPP, which had
been constructed to 85%, 27% and 7%, respecvely.
However, the Government and the Verkhovna Rada
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changed their decision and resolved to connue
the compleon of the reactors. This governmental
decision caused indignaon among the public and
environmental NGOs.
Environmental non-governmental organizaons
started a large-scale campaign against the reactor
compleon. The "Green World" NGO played an
acve role in organizing this movement. In order to
undercut the civic environmental movement, the
Government adopted Resoluon No. 1122 "On the
Procedure of Public Hearings on the Use of Nuclear
Energy and Radiaon Safety". The document set
forth the rules that, ﬁrstly, provided local authories
with the powers to decide on the feasibility of holding
public hearings, and secondly, it was emphasized
that the conclusions of public hearings would be of
advisory and non-binding nature, and thus could
merely be taken into account when authories make
a ﬁnal decision.
Following this procedure, the local authories
held the public hearings in the villages and towns
directly neighbouring the power plants in the
Khmelnytsky and Rivne regions. Administrave
resources were engaged and the interests of the
personnel at the NPPs were involved, and the
majority of the public that came to the hearings
voted to complete the reactors.
Aempts of environmental NGOs to hold the
hearings in Kyiv were rejected by the Kyiv authories
based on the Procedure, which gave the authories
the powers to independently decide whether it was
reasonable to hold the hearings. Aempts by the
public to prove the absurdity of such an approach,
namely, that the operaons and consequences
of the accident at nuclear power plants are not
limited to the areas around the plants, but are of
global nature and aﬀect the interests of all Ukrainian
cizens (as the Chernobyl accident demonstrated),
did not change the posion of the authories in Kyiv.
This was one episode that demonstrated that the
positons of the environmental acvists and the state
nuclear-energy complex were polar opposites on
quesons of whether to develop the nuclear power
industry. Since the mid-1990s, the government has
ceased promising the nuclear-free development
of the Ukrainian energy sector and has openly
embarked on increasing energy generang with the
help of nuclear technology.

13.3. The toolkit of the civic
environmental movement
For a beer understanding of the contemporary
an-nuclear acvies of Ukrainian environmental
organizaons, it is necessary at least to brieﬂy
analyse the tools used by environmental NGOs in
their acvies.
At the beginning of the 1990s, the
environmental movement in Ukraine gradually lost

its broad support in the society. This happened
because of the economic crisis experienced by
all post-Soviet countries and the rapid creaon
of polical pares, as the large number of acve
cizens, which in the 1980's were adherents of the
green movement, began to found new polical
pares and joined their ranks. Therefore, although
the cizens in sociological surveys indicated their
connued concern about environmental problems,
they nonetheless put economic problems, social
issues, safety of children and families etc. above
them. The laer problems are now always related
to the environment, but indirectly, as a rule, and
not all cizens perceive them as environmental
problems.
Consequently, loosing public support, such
instruments of inﬂuence on the power that be
as marches, rallies, and pickets have become
more narrow, and consequently, the publicity of
the environmental movement in society is lost.
Simultaneously, the mass media has lost interest
in the environmental issues.
The violent polical and economic events in
Ukraine's life in the 1990's and at the beginning
of the 2000s and connuing to the present have
eclipsed environmental maers and draw most
of the aenon of most mass media sources.
Ukrainian journalists pay aenon only to
extraordinary natural calamies or man-made
accidents. Therefore, most environmental NGOs
in Ukraine have begun to look for other ways of
working with authories. It was aer the signing
and raﬁcaon of the Aarhus Convenon that the
environmental community in Ukraine achieved
an eﬀecve tool for defending environmental
interests and other mechanism for inﬂuencing
naonal environmental policy. Environmental
NGOs have been increasingly relying on the Aarhus
Convenon in their work with the authories,
in parcular Arcles 6, 7 and 8, which set forth
mandatory public parcipaon in decisionmaking, in development of environmental plans
and programs and regulaons.
At the beginning of 2000s, Aarhus centres
were established in some regions, and in 2004,
one such centre was formed at the Ministry of
Ecology. Although these bodies have not yet been
formalized by law, they demonstrate the ability
of the public to inﬂuence environmental policy
at both the regional and naonal levels. And in
2009, the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine adopted
a resoluon on public councils at the Cabinet of
Ministers, ministries, other execuve authories,
regional, city councils and state administraons.
Consequently, this advisory body of the public and
the authories was instuonalized. Therefore,
when we are researching and analysing the civic
environmental movement, we must analyse
acvies of the public councils formed at the
state authories and local self-governments.

13.4. Public Councils at the central
executive authorities
1. Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources
(hps://menr.gov.ua/)
Five Commiees have been established within
the structure of the Public Council of the Ministry
of Ecology, including the Commiee on Climate
and Ozone Layer and the Commiee on Waste and
Hazardous Substances, which were empowered
to consider the issues related to nuclear power
industry.
The meengs of the Public Council at the Ministry
of Ecology has several mes addressed the issues
of the nuclear power industry, where the work
plans of the expert commission were discussed
with an eye to conduct a public environmental
expert assessment of the EIA documents and
materials regarding the service life of unit No. 2 at
the South Ukraine NPP. Besides that, the ﬁndings of
the public environmental expert assessment of the
EIA documents for the reactor lifeme extension
were discussed. Following the Public Council’s
discussion, the recommendaons of the Ministry
of Ecology of Ukraine were approved – which were
to return the EIA documents for further reﬁnement
and eliminaon of the deﬁciencies and violaons.
2. Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry (MECI)
(hp://mpe.kmu.gov.ua )
The Public Council at MECI takes an acve part
in the acvies of the Ministry. Commissions were
formed in the structure of the Public Council to
focus on various acvies, such as the Commission
on the Nuclear Power Industry, which directly deals
with the nuclear energy issues. In parcular, the
meeng of the Public Council addressed a separate
issue "On the current state and measures in the
nuclear industry complex of Ukraine", where the
President of the state-owned enterprise NNEC
"Energoatom" Yuriy Nedashkovsky was the speaker.
3. State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate of
Ukraine
The Public Council with the State Nuclear
Regulatory Inspectorate of Ukraine comprises 11
organizaons, including environmental NGOs.
They are both grassroots and all-Ukrainian
environmental NGOs with experience in working
with the authories.

13.5. Public Councils at local
self-governments
As already menoned, public councils formed
at local self-government bodies so far remains
the most important mechanism for environmental
NGOs’ to inﬂuence environmental policy, in
parcular, the policy on the use of nuclear energy
in Ukraine. The acvies of public councils at the
regional state administraons of those regions
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where nuclear power plants are located are
important.
The Public Council, which was established at
the Rivne Regional Administraon, comprises
representaves
of
35
non-governmental
organizaons. But only one environmental NGO
has been represented there unl recently, while the
new council has no environmental organizaons
represented at all. In recent years, the maers
discussed by the Rivne Public Council have not
covered the operaons of the Rivne Nuclear Power
Plant and its impact on the environment.
In Zaporizhzhya region, the Public Ecological
Council was established at the Department of
Ecology and Natural Resources of the State Regional
Administraon. The Council includes the members
from seven environmental organizaons.
The Public Ecological Council of Dnipropetrovsk
Regional State Administraon was established in
2014 with the aim of developing and implemenng
state environmental policy in the Dnipropetrovsk
region and engaging the public for addressing
environmental
problems.
Fourteen
nongovernmental environmental organizaons are
represented within it. Nuclear power industry
issues were among the issues considered at
the public council’s meengs. In parcular, the
Council discussed the issue of the lifeme of the
Zaporizhzhya NPP.
The Public Council at the Khmelnytsky
Regional State Administraon is comprised of 35
organizaons, including three environmental NGOs.
In May 2017, the meeng of the public council
considered the issue of the planned construcon
of a nuclear waste storage facility to store the
nuclear waste generated by the Khmelnitsky
nuclear power plant. The decision of the Council
was to appoint two representaves of the Public
Council to monitor how the public proposals would
be incorporated in the design documentaon and
to oversee the construcon of the waste storage
facility.
The Public Council at the Mykolaiv Regional
Administraon, like other public councils, has
35 organizaons represented, including three
environmental NGOs.
In other regions of Ukraine, public councils have
also been established with the public authories
and they may hear various maers related to
environmental policy at their meengs, including
nuclear power industry maers.

13.6. Environmental NGOs
The following main organizaons can be
disnguished among environmental NGOs that
have long been dealing with nuclear energy issues.
Many of them are members of the public councils:
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1. Ukrainian environmental associaon "Green
World" - the oldest environmental NGO in Ukraine.
It has been addressing nuclear energy problems
since 1980s. The UEA "Green World" program included the demand to stop the development of
the nuclear power industry in Ukraine, as well as
the adopon of laws on nuclear energy and provision of social, medical and other assistance to the
vicms of environmental accidents and disasters.
The organizaon is a member of the Public Council at the State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate of
Ukraine.
2. Naonal Ecological Centre of Ukraine (NECU)
is a naonal environmental protecon organizaon. The energy sector is among the NECU’s areas
of focus as is a parcular focus on the Nuclear Power Industry. The NGO stands for the rejecon of nuclear energy, explaining that the reactors operang
in Ukraine remain dangerous and the human factor in their control does not make their operaon
safer, despite new technologies. Besides that, the
threat remains that radioacve materials may fall
into the terrorists’ hands, so far no nuclear power
plant decommissioning plans are in place, and the
state has to spend too much money for their operaon. The NECU also says that exisng units are
running on old technologies, and that the problems
of accumulaon and safe storage of nuclear waste
have not been resolved yet. And although the NPPs
do not contribute to greenhouse gas emissions, the
above problems put the shutdown of the plants on
the top of government’s agenda. As part of its work
in this area, the NECU carries out various acvies.
Among them are public hearings, in which discussions and opinions on the regulaons and governmental programs are discussed. They also release
the results of internaonal expert to the public,
and they conduct their own research and public
opinion polls on nuclear energy issues, hold contests, deliver lessons for schoolchildren and youth,
and hold other events. The NGO is also an acve
member of the Public Council at the State Nuclear
Regulatory Inspectorate of Ukraine.
3. The Rivne-based NGO "Ecoclub" has been
operang for more than 20 years. The implementaon of the energy policy and novel soluons in
the energy sector is among its priories. To achieve
these goals, the NGO engages in law-making, parcipates in conferences, holds workshops, and parcipates in the advisory bodies composed of the
authories and the public. Speciﬁcally, it is also a
member of the Public Council at the State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate of Ukraine. For many
years, the NGO has been publishing Nuclear Monitor magazine. It has also published and released to
the public and the authories the Concept of the
"Non-Nuclear" Development of the Energy Sector in Ukraine draed by Ukraine’s environmental
NGOs, the text of the Internet conference "Energy

Strategy of Ukraine for the period unl 2030", "Nuclear Energy - a Myth or a Reality" and many other
publicaons devoted to the issue of nuclear power
industry in Ukraine.
4. The All-Ukrainian NGO "MAMA-86" may
be named among the organizaons founded in
connecon with the environmental problems of
Ukraine, in parcular, the problems of nuclear energy. The organizaon was established in 1991 to
provide social assistance to the vicms of the Chernobyl accident - children and young mothers. The
ﬁrst projects of the NGO were of a humanitarian
nature - they distributed humanitarian aid donated
by foreign partners and others. Today, MAMA-86
promotes the democrazaon of Ukrainian society and the transparent formulaon and implementaon of environmental policies that take into
account the views of the public and stakeholders.
The NGO conducts case studies and widely disseminates their ﬁndings, carries out campaigns for
civic dialogue and lobbies for a comprehensive integrated socio-economic development policy. The
NGO consistently advocates the establishment and
stable funconing of the stakeholder system of dialogue about compliance with the requirements of
the internaonal treaes on the issues related to
nuclear power facilies operaon. The NGO also
lobbies for public parcipaon in discussing and
adopng environmentally signiﬁcant decisions at
the local, regional and naonal levels. It is an acve
member of the Public Councils at the Ministry of
Ecology and Natural Resources and the State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate of Ukraine. Although
the NGO does not have naonal nuclear policy
among the areas of its acvies, it has been constantly monitoring this area and voicing its posion
on speciﬁc issues both within the collegial bodies
of the councils and independently. Currently, the
NGO’s website oﬀers the content related to "New
Energy Strategy of Ukraine: Security, Energy Eﬃciency, and Compeveness". In general, the NGO
proposes not to approve this version of the Strategy, because it is inconsistent with the environment
protecon priories and the basic principles (strategy) of the state ecological policy of Ukraine.
Besides the above-menoned NGOs, there is a
wide network of NGOs that do not declare nuclear
energy as a speciﬁc area in focus of their acvies,
but they take part in the acons or events on this
issue. These organizaons include:
5. The All-Ukrainian Ecological League (VEL),
which has been working for 20 years on improving
the environmental situaon in Ukraine and organizing and carrying out acvies aimed at terminating the acvies that jeopardize ecological safety,
biodiversity and public health. Regarding nuclear
issues, VEL, on its website, released its posion as
to the updated Energy Strategy, in which VEL does
not support this dra strategy, and in parcular
opposes the further development of the nuclear

power industry. The NGO has regularly published
the "Ecological Bullen" journal, which releases
the arcles by well-known Ukrainian and foreign
sciensts on various environmental, socio-environmental issues, including arcles on the issues of
the nuclear power industry. Also, VEL has published
a number of maps of Ukraine on various environmental aspects, including the "Radiaon Hazard in
Ukraine" map.
6. Internaonal charitable organisaon "Environment. People. Law" declares "Nuclear Energy"
as one its acvies. The organizaon believes it
important for Ukraine to use the comprehensive
approach to the operaon of nuclear reactors, to
ensure competent handling of nuclear materials, and to combat against illegal trade in nuclear
waste. Therefore, EPL takes part in improvement of
the naonal nuclear energy legislaon to ensure its
compliance with internaonal law and internaonal rules on the operaon of nuclear power units,
monitoring and prevenon of aging processes at
the power units. The organizaon posts at its website nuclear energy related content, legal analysis
of dra legal acts, proposals and observaons,
analysis of reports, expert opinions, internaonal
reviews on the operaon and use of nuclear power
facilies. Over the years, the organizaon has been
publishing an eco-legal magazine "Environment.
People. Law", which oﬀers publicaons of legal,
environmental and scienﬁc informaon on energy
topics, including nuclear energy. The organizaon
is a member of the Public Council at the State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate of Ukraine.
7. Ukrainian Greens Associaon NGO see their
mission as prevenng the deterioraon of the environmental situaon in Ukraine, raising environmental awareness, parcipaon in naonal ecological policy-making, ensuring radiaon safety,
implemenng energy- and resource-saving technologies and achieving other environmental goals.
The list of acvies contains a permanent heading
"Radiaon Safety". The content of this secon covers various events, news, acons, reports on governmental and NGOs’ acons. A visitor is oﬀered
detailed informaon about all the issues currently
on the nuclear energy agenda. The organizaon is
an acve member of the Public Council at the State
Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate of Ukraine.

13.7. Conclusions
1. There is no broad public movement in Ukraine
against the development of nuclear energy. Nevertheless, a number of environmental NGOs, both
naonal and regional, are acve parcipants in
the process for nuclear-free development of the
energy sector in Ukraine. Today, the main form of
parcipaon of the environmental community in
the process of an-nuclear policy-making is via the
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parcipaon of environmental NGOs in the acvies of the Public Councils at the Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources, the Ministry of Energy
and Coal Industry, and the State Nuclear Regulatory
Inspectorate. At the regional level, this is parcipaon in Public Councils at Regional State Administraons.
2. The environmental NGOs should improve
their performance and boost the number of their
supporters, volunteers and members.

The environmental NGOs of Ukraine lack
expert, organizaonal, informaonal and ﬁnancial
resources to empower them so that they may
improve their performance. In the current context,
they are most likely to receive real resources only
from internaonal instuons. At the same me,
it should be understood that the performance
of non-governmental organizaons and their
impact on the populaon will depend on whether
their acvies are connected with the realies of
Ukraine today and in the near future.

Zaporizhzhya NPP
www.energoatom.kiev.ua
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Conclusions
The conclusions set forth here are based on
the informaon of the experts who prepared this
report. In addion, the conclusion outlines the
main posions of Bellona on the issues considered
in this report.
Following the collapse of the Soviet Union,
Ukraine inherited four operang nuclear power
plants with ﬁeen reactors, as well as the Chernobyl
nuclear power plant with its many problems. Also
remaining on the territory of Ukraine was a part
of uranium producon, several enterprises that
operated under the Soviet nuclear industry, and
a system of nuclear industry management and
regulaon that requires structural and personnel
restructuring.
This restructuring process occurred against the
backdrop of a weak economy and the revoluonary
polical processes that have periodically arisen in
the country. The economic and polical situaon
in Ukraine, on the one hand, did nothing to
contribute to the eﬀecve development of the
nuclear industry, but on the other hand, it allowed
the preservaon of nuclear energy potenal, which
helps the country survive despite problems in the
fuel and energy complex, which were especially
aggravated aer the events of 2014.
Today we must go further. Ukraine, at least for
the next few decades, intends to preserve its nuclear
energy potenal. To this end and proceeding from
the current situaon, the government, business
sector and the public of Ukraine will have to
address several priority issues in order that they
not become problems in the near future:

1. The issue of ensuring nuclear power
plant operating safety
Of the ﬁeen reactor units in service in Ukraine,
six units have received engineering lifeme
extensions. The rest will approach this deadline in
the next three to ﬁve years. Despite the fact that
extending the operaonal periods of nuclear power
units is an internaonal pracce and takes place in
all countries using nuclear energy, Bellona believes
that the old is always unreliable and vulnerable
when compared to the to the new. Therefore, we
should devote a great deal of aenon to lifeme
extensions for the main elements of nuclear
reactors, safety systems, and systems and elements
of nuclear units that are important for safety.
A signiﬁcant role should be played by scienﬁc
and technological diagnoscs, as well as by the

supervisory and control apparatus of the nuclear
regulator. The safe operaon of reactors that
have received extensions will largely depend on
the results of that work. We should perhaps also
avail ourselves of the experience of internaonal
instuons that have technologically and
ﬁnancially supported projects to extend reactor
resources in various countries, including those in
Eastern Europe.
From the point of view of polical and economic
expediency it is necessary to treat with care the
queson of replacing nuclear fuel in Russian
designed nuclear reactors with the modiﬁed fuel
designed by Wesnghouse. However, Bellona's
posion is that security issues should remain the
primary ones. The me for experimenng on
nuclear reactors ended on April 26, 1986. The
transion to Wesnghouse fuel will connue
over the course of several more years, therefore,
despite any external and internal circumstances for
the nuclear power plants of Ukraine, the main task
will be to ensure the safety of the transion to this
new design of fuel.
The decommissioning of nuclear reactors
is a diﬃcult and costly process. According to
economists, the decommissioning of a nuclear
power plant is about 60% of the capital expenditure
for its construcon. The withdrawal of nuclear
reactor under emergency circumstances can be
called a special process, as it requires separate
decisions on technology, security and, as a rule,
demands addional ﬁnancing. The process of
decommissioning the Chernobyl nuclear power
plant, currently underway in Ukraine, has made
signiﬁcant progress, but several major tasks from
this process are sll ahead.
This is due ﬁrst of all to the compleon of
the Shelter and the establishment of a new arc
type safety shelter, as well as the construcon of
storage facilies for spent nuclear fuel and highlevel radioacve waste, which should enter service
in 2018. It is necessary to implement a long-term
program for the maximum possible rehabilitaon
of Chernobyl’s exclusion and compulsory
reselement zones.
As for exisng nuclear power plants that will
be decommissioned before 2055, Bellona believes
that it is here necessary to focus on the creaon of
a monetary fund, the development of a concept,
programs and technologies for decommissioning,
which takes account the experience of countries
that have already carried out this process safely
(for example, Lithuania, Germany, and so on.).
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In solving the above problems, internaonal
cooperaon plays an important role – a role which
in Bellona’s opinion, should not only connue, but
also grow unl the Chernobyl nuclear power plant
is completely decommissioned and the concerned
territories rehabilitated.

2. The issue of spent nuclear fuel
handling
In Ukraine, about 6,000 tons of nuclear fuel has
accumulated, and which is mainly stored in wettype storage facilies, with the excepon of 1,350
tons that are stored in the dry-storage facility at the
Zaporozhia NPP.
At the moment, part of the fuel from VVER1000 reactors operang at Ukrainian nuclear
power plants connues to be exported for storage
and subsequent reprocessing in Russia. However,
Ukraine's energy strategy with regard to SNF
management calls for the implementaon of a socalled deferred soluon, which provides long-term
storage in excess of 50 years for fuel in its own
storage facilies, with a subsequent determinaon
of future prospects. To do this, it will be necessary
to implement construcon of a centralized drystorage facility for SNF in the Chernobyl zone,
something that is under discussion today. For
Ukraine, addressing the issue of handling spent
nuclear fuel is primarily a maer of ﬁnancial
resources. The cost of building a centralized storage
facility is about $1.5 billion. Obviously, without
internaonal assistance, it will not be easy to solve
this issue.
Bellona's posion relave to the treatment
of spent nuclear fuel is that, ﬁrstly, spent fuel
must be stored in the country in which it was
created. This reduces the risks of transboundary
SNF transportaon and forces countries that
wish to use nuclear energy to bear a fair share of
the economic, environmental and social risks. In
addion, Bellona believes that the reprocessing
of spent nuclear fuel by technologies in use today
is potenally dangerous to the public and causes
damage to the environment. This damage largely
exceeds the beneﬁts that can be derived from
extracng potenal valuable energy resource as a
result of the reprocessing.

3. The issue of radioactive waste
handling
Ukraine ranks second in Europe in terms of
the accumulated radioacve waste of various
levels. Experts have concluded that the country’s
system of radioacve waste management requires
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development and improvement. In parcular, the
issue of choosing a site for deep geological disposal
of highly acve long-lived radioacve waste has
not at the moment been resolved. This is major
important issue, as by 2018 Ukraine will likely begin
receiving from Mayak in Russia high-level vitriﬁed
waste formed as a result of reprocessing spent
fuel from VVER-440 reactors at the Rivne NPP.
This is not just a queson of security, but also of
economics, as violaon of agreements can entail
penales. According to experts, the Ukrainian State
Fund for Radioacve Waste Management does not
work eﬃciently, which results in lacking support
for the infrastructure for radwaste management,
which then leads to a decrease in the quality of
the waste storage facilies, and hence the level of
radiaon safety.
The eﬀecveness of the funconing of the
Ukrainian state system for radioacve waste
management in the long term remains an open
queson. By the exisng system, there is no end
link in the chain of radioacve waste management
- repositories (unlimited me). For the purposes of
safe condions for all classes of radioacve waste
within them under the condions of monitoring
their condion for the enre period of their
hazardousness.
The Bellona posion with respect to radioacve
waste management is that the following
approaches and principles should be observed:
• The producer of radioacve waste pays. That
is, those enterprises and organizaons that generate radioacve waste pay for all stages of handling
them (temporary storage, transportaon, burial,
monitoring for the enre period of their hazardousness, as well as all costs associated with the liquidaon of emergencies and the negave impact
of radioacve waste on the environment).
• Liquid radioacve waste should not be introduced into natural or open water reservoirs or
pumped into underground geological formaons.
• The maximum amount of radioacve waste
must be condioned in order to reduce its hazard
and volume.
• Radioacve waste at the ﬁnal stage of its handling should be placed at disposal sites (unlimited
me) that correspond with best available technologies. The technology of placement must meet the
"principle of reversibility", that is, when situaon
the radioacve waste, it should be possible to withdraw it if necessary (force majeure, availability of
new technologies for neutralizaon, etc.).
Addionally, Bellona supports the principle of
a single and independent operator responsible for
the disposal of radioacve waste, the operaon
of disposal facilies and the safety of radioacve
waste located at these points (as per the example
of SKB Sweden Andra, France).

4. The place and role of the nuclear
regulator in the state
There is concern and worry about the place and
role of the nuclear regulator in the government
structure of Ukraine. Under condions of energy
instability, the nuclear regulator should be one of
the main guarantors of the fact that nuclear power
engineering operates in a safe manner.
Bellona’s posion is that the state nuclear
regulator must be truly independent of the
companies and departments that are responsible
for the operaon of nuclear facilies. This structure
should fully and without excepon have the
authority to designate, license, control and compel
within its supervisory powers and responsibilies.
The regulator should act as a guarantor to the public
and the leadership of the country that the acvies
of all structures and oﬃcials of the nuclear industry
are carried out in accordance with internaonal and
naonal safety regulaons and rules.

5. Issues of public participation
and control over the activities
of the nuclear industry
Bellona, as an environmental organizaon,
devotes more aenon to the development of the
civil society environmental movement in countries
that use nuclear energy. We believe that the public
should acvely parcipate in the processes of
developing and adopng decisions that relate to
the safety of the nuclear industry. Bellona believes
that today the civil society organizaons of Ukraine
do not have suﬃcient potenal and resources to
interact at an expert and informaonal level with
companies, enterprises and organizaons that
represent the nuclear industry and implement
projects that ensure the safety of nuclear
technologies.

Conclusions
In the current realies and in view of the
prospects for the next few decades, Ukraine's
nuclear sector will remain the main sources
of electricity in the country. At the same me,
almost all of the country’s nuclear power plants
will approach the point of closure. Therefore, it
will be necessary to make decisions on the choice
of prospecve sources of electricity. Given the
development of new renewable and clean energy,
these choices may not favor nuclear technology.
Based on the review of experts presented in
this report, it follows that the construcon of
new nuclear power plants and their subsequent
operaon would require huge resources from the
country. It is already clear that the price of nuclear
electricity, when accounng for the total costs -ranging from uranium mining to decommissioning
of nuclear power plants -- are too high. Ukraine
does not need military nuclear technology, which
is a major reason that large states do not abandon
their own nuclear energy programs. What decisions
will be made and when depends on Ukraine’s
leadership and society. But it is now necessary to
focus on one of the main issues- ensuring the safety
of the enre nuclear industry located in Ukraine.
To do this, it is necessary to deﬁne the ﬁne points
of dangerous spots within the Ukrainian nuclear
complex and correctly priorize projects aimed at
improving safety.
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ANNEXES
Annex 1 to Section 2
Chronology of Events in the Explosion
at ChNPP Unit 4 on 26 April 1986
(from archives of the Chernobyl NPP)
Shutdown of ChNPP unit 4 for roune
maintenance was planned for 25 April 1986. It was
decided to take this opportunity to perform a series
of tests. One of the tests was intended to check the
design mode in which turbine generator inera
was used to feed reactor systems in the event of
loss of oﬀ-site power supply.
The tests were to be conducted at 700 MW, but
it dropped to 30 MW because of operator errors
in the power decrease process. It was decided
not to raise the power to planned 700 MW but to
increase it only to 200 MW. With rapid decrease in
power and further work at 30–200 MW, Xenon-135
poisoning of the reactor core intensiﬁed. In order
to raise power, a part of the control rods was
withdrawn from the core.
Aer 200 MW was reached, two addional
pumps were connected to serve as generator
loads in the experiment. The amount of water ﬂow
through the core exceeded the allowed value for
some me. At that instant, the operators had to
further raise the control rods to maintain power.
In this case, the operaonal reacvity margin was
lower than allowed, but the reactor staﬀ did not
know about it.
The experiment began at 1:23:04 on 26 April
1986. At that me, there were no signals to indicate
that the reactor was in abnormal or unstable state.
As idle rpms of the pumping equipment connected
to the "running-down" generator decreased and
the void coeﬃcient of reacvity was posive,
power began to increase (posive reacvity was
introduced), but the control system prevented this.
At 1:23:40, the operator pressed the scram
buon. The exact cause of this operator’s acon
is unknown; it is believed that this was done in
response to the rapid increase in power. Anatoly
Dyatlov, deputy chief engineer on plant, who was
in the control room of unit 4 at the me of the
accident, states in his book that it was envisaged
earlier in instrucons and done in the regular (but
not emergency) mode for shu ng the reactor down
with the beginning of turbine "run-down" test aer
the rods of the automac power controller reached
the core boom [1]. The reactor control systems
did not record any power increase unl scram was
actuated.
The control and emergency rods began to
move downwards into the reactor core, but aer
a few seconds, reactor thermal power jumped to
an unknown high value (all power readings were
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oﬀ scale). Two explosions occurred with intervals
of several seconds and destroyed the reactor.
There are no accurate data on the sequence
of processes that caused the explosion. It is
generally acknowledged that inially there was an
uncontrolled increase in reactor power, which
resulted in the destrucon of several fuel rods.
This damaged the fuel channels in which these fuel
rods were located. Several damaged channels fell
into the reactor space and caused a sharp jump
in pressure and raised the upper reactor plate
through which all the fuel channels passed. This
led to massive destrucon of the channels, boiling
throughout the enre core volume and steam
release. This led to the ﬁrst (steam) explosion [2, 3].
Regarding the further accident progression and
the nature of the second explosion that destroyed
the reactor, there are no objecve registered data,
only hypotheses can be made. According to one of
them, it was a chemical explosion; i.e. explosion
of hydrogen generated in the reactor at high
temperature as a result of the steam–zirconium
reacon and a number of other processes.
According to another hypothesis, this was an
explosion of nuclear nature, a thermal explosion
of the reactor caused by power increase on fast
neutrons resulng from complete dewatering
of the core. A high posive vapor coeﬃcient of
reacvity makes this version quite probable [4].
Finally, there is a version that the second
explosion is also a steam explosion, i.e., connuaon
of the ﬁrst one. According to this version, all the
destrucon was caused by the steam ﬂow that
threw a signiﬁcant poron of graphite and fuel
from the reactor. Pyrotechnic eﬀects as "ﬁreworks"
of ﬂying hot fragment observed by eyewitnesses
were the result of "steam–zirconium and other
chemical exothermic reacons" [2].
Therefore, if the main, most signiﬁcant,
dominant source of energy was a chain nuclear
ﬁssion reacon, the explosion must be regarded as
nuclear by its physical nature, though a very lowpower one (compared to explosions of the smallest
nuclear weapons). On these grounds, a posteriori
model rather than a hypothecal version can
be suggested according to experimental studies
of unit 4 aer the accident (such as raise of the
reactor from the cavity, dehydraon and explosion
of the core – nuclear explosion by energy source –
in the air, but within the central hall [4].
First, this model of accident development
at ChNPP unit 4 on 26 April 1986 appears to be
the most consistent, as it allows for a coherent
explanaon for the condion of civil structures,

reactor equipment and nuclear fuel aer the
accident. Moreover, it also allows one to explain
some features of the spaal distribuon of
radioacve fallouts. A whole analysis without the
proposed model provided too wide spread of
esmates, and biological eﬀects of such fallouts [4].
Second, recognizing that the core explosion of
about 100-250 t TNT (trinitrotoluene explosive blast
equivalent) occurred in the air above the reactor
sha and gave rise to high temperatures because
of its nuclear nature and some part of the core
materials dispersed and some part evaporated.
This model does not give grounds for assumpons
that 97% of nuclear fuel returned back to the
reactor cavity and sub-reactor premises*.
Indeed, there was no more than 9-13% of
nuclear fuel from the volumes preliminarily loaded
into the reactor core in the solidiﬁed fuel-containing
melts found in premises under the reactor. Given
gas cavies and equipment components contained
in the melts, this esmate may further decrease,
possibly up to 4-6%, but this does not have
fundamental signiﬁcance [4].
In the years aer the accident, it was declared
that 97% of fuel remained in ChNPP unit 4, but it
was never found there. At the same me, aer
analyzing the condion of equipment and civil
structures of the destroyed reactor, one can
conclude that the proposed "nuclear" model agrees
well with the assessment of release carried out on
24 June 1986 in Chernobyl by leading experts of the
USSR Ministry of Medium-Scale Machine-Building.
According to this assessment there are 15-25% of
fragmented nuclides and fuel outside the industrial
site, about 25% on its territory, about 5% in the
balloon system debris and possibly 10-30% in the
reactor cavity.
Another assessment was carried out by A. N.
Rumyantsev to determine the amounts of nuclear
fuel remaining in the Shelter above destroyed
ChNPP unit 4 using the so-called limited knowledge
method, which is else known as quanle
uncertainty assessment [10]. The results of
calculaons according to this method indicate that
the weight of remaining fuel can be assessed with
a mathemacal expectaon of 110 tons and from
61 to 177 tons within the 90% conﬁdence interval.
This mathemacal expectaon assessment
exceeds the results of esmates provided in [9] by
more than three mes, which are even below the

90% conﬁdence interval (61 tons). Since access to
the lava fuel-containing materials remains limited
because of high levels of radiaon, it is impossible
to analyze all zones where fuel-containing materials
are located and, hence, this diﬀerence is quite
understandable.
Uranium dioxide with a weight of 110 tons has a
volume of about 11 m3. Its melt with sand and other
structural materials (steel) may have a speciﬁc
density in a range of 3-5 g/cm3 with an average
density of 4 g/cm3. This melt may have a volume of
about 30 m3. This volume is unevenly distributed
over a large area of sub-reactor premises, which
virtually eliminates the possibility to perform
representave measurements in the near future.
Therefore, in the opinion of A. N. Rumyantsev,
the above esmates of the remaining fuel weight
should be used as the basis in management
of radioacve waste and spent nuclear fuel in
Shelter-2 [11].
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*

There were about 180 tons of fuel in the reactor core with a total radioacvity of about 10 billion Ci. According to data published in the report
for the IAEA in August 1986, the amount of radionuclides thrown outside the reactor was esmated at 3.5% of the total amount of radionuclides
in the reactor at the me of the accident [5, 6]. The error in assessment of radionuclide releases (daily and integral over the ﬁrst 10 days aer
the accident ≈50 million Ci) was esmated at ± 50%. The combuson of zirconium and graphite in the reactor iniated by energy release of the
remaining fuel and free air access actually lasted about 10 days. All this me, part of the fuel as ﬁnely dispersed fragments could release out of the
reactor with a stream of hot air. All fuel that did not have me to release from the reactor connued to heat up and began to form a melt (lavalike fuel-containing materials) with sand and other materials that were thrown into the reactor cavity from helicopters. These lava-like materials
ﬂowed from the reactor to sub-reactor premises so that the reactor cavity itself was virtually empty [7]. The assessments of radionuclide contaminaon on the territories of Ukraine, Belarus and Russia adjacent to ChNPP carried out in 1987 using a newly developed database with experimental informaon and various data processing methods show that the total releases of heavy fuel radionuclides could exceed the previous esmates
[8]. Later studies showed that about 30 tons of nuclear fuel remained in the Shelter aer the accident [9].
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Annex 2 to Section 7

Structural Units of Ukrainian Regulator

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
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Nuclear Installaon Safety Directorate
Radioacve Waste Management Safety Department
Radiaon Safety Department
Nuclear Security and Safeguards Department
Legal Department
Economy, Finance and Accounng Department
Personnel Division
Internaonal Cooperaon and European Integraon Division
Division for Documentaon Provision and Control and Interacon with Regional Bodies
Organizaonal Acvity and Management Support Sector
Informaon-Analycal Support and Public Relaons Sector
Corrupon Prevenon and Combang and Internal Audit Sector
Administrave and Service Support Sector
Clearance and Restricons Sector
North-Western State Nuclear and Radiaon Safety Inspectorate
Western State Nuclear and Radiaon Safety Inspectorate
Southern State Nuclear and Radiaon Safety Inspectorate
South-Eastern State Nuclear and Radiaon Safety Inspectorate
Central State Nuclear and Radiaon Safety Inspectorate
Eastern State Nuclear and Radiaon Safety Inspectorate
State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate at Zaporizhzhya NPP
State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate at South Ukraine NPP
State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate at Rivne NPP
State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate at Khmelnitsky NPP
State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate at Chornobyl NPP

Annex to Section 10
List of Spent Fuel Management Facilies as of 01 July 2017
Facility

Locaon

Purpose

Status

Spent fuel pool of unit 1 at Zaporizhzhya NPP

ZNPP 71500, Energodar
Zaporizhzhya Region

Temporary storage to reduce
decay heat

In operaon

Spent fuel pool of unit 2 at Zaporizhzhya NPP

„

„

In operaon

Spent fuel pool of unit 3 at Zaporizhzhya NPP

„

„

In operaon

Spent fuel pool of unit 4 at Zaporizhzhya NPP

„

„

In operaon

Spent fuel pool of unit 5 at Zaporizhzhya NPP

„

„

In operaon

Spent fuel pool of unit 6 at Zaporizhzhya NPP

„

„

In operaon

Zaporizhzhya DSFSF, Stage 1

„

Interim storage of spent fuel

In operaon since 2001

„

Interim storage of spent fuel

In operaon since 2012

KhNPP
30100, Neteshin Khmelnitsky
Region

Temporary storage to reduce
decay heat

In operaon

Zaporizhzhya DSFSF, Stage 2
Spent fuel pool of unit 1 at Khmelnitsky NPP
Spent fuel pool of unit 2 at Khmelnitsky NPP

„

„

In operaon

Spent fuel pool of unit 1 at Rivne NPP

RNPP
34400, Varash, Rivne Region

Temporary storage to reduce
decay heat

In operaon

Spent fuel pool of unit 2 at Rivne NPP

„

„

In operaon

Spent fuel pool of unit 3 at Rivne NPP

„

„

In operaon

Spent fuel pool of unit 4 at Rivne NPP

„

„

In operaon

Spent fuel pool of unit 1 at South Ukraine NPP

SUNPP
55000, Yuzhnoukrainsk
Mykolaiv Region

Temporary storage to reduce
decay heat

In operaon

Spent fuel pool of unit 2 at South Ukraine NPP

„

„

In operaon

Spent fuel pool of unit 3 at South Ukraine NPP

„

„

In operaon

ChNPP
07100, Slavutych, Kyiv Region

Interim storage of spent fuel

In operaon

„

Long-term spent fuel storage (to
100 years)

Construcon

Spent fuel storage of the research reactor
VVR-M, SFP-1

NRI
03680, Kyiv 47 Nauki Avenue

Temporary storage to reduce
decay heat

In operaon

Spent fuel storage of the research reactor
VVR-M, SFP-2

„

„

In operaon

Interim spent fuel storage

Design

ISF-1 1 at Chornobyl NPP
ISF-2 of Chornobyl NPP

Centralized spent fuel storage facility
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Annex to Section 10
Inventory of Spent Fuel as of 01 July 2017
Material

Locaon

Number of SFAs

Weight of heavy metal, t

VVER-1000 SFAs

KhNPP Unit 1

433

184.75

VVER-1000 SFAs

KhNPP Unit 2

491

212.56

VVER-440 SFAs

RNPP Unit 1, 2

1217

146.47

VVER-1000 SFAs

RNPP Unit 3

508

212.45

VVER-1000 SFAs

RNPP Unit 4

421

177.79

VVER-1000 SFAs

SUNPP Unit 1

270

117.29

VVER-1000 SFAs

SUNPP Unit 2

252

111.09

VVER-1000 SFAs

SUNPP Unit 3

424

180.82

VVER-1000 SFAs

ZNPP Unit 1

326

141.32

VVER-1000 SFAs

ZNPP Unit 2

305

131.65

VVER-1000 SFAs

ZNPP Unit 3

356

153.82

VVER-1000 SFAs

ZNPP Unit 4

334

144.77

VVER-1000 SFAs

ZNPP Unit 5

363

157.25

VVER-1000 SFAs

ZNPP Unit 6

299

129.25

VVER-1000 SFAs

ZNPP DSFSF

3354

1349.87

RBMK-1000 SFAs

ChNPP ISF-1

21284

2396.111

Research reactor VVR-M SFAs

NRI

0

0

Research reactor IR-100 SFAs

SUNEI

0*

0

* The amount of nuclear fuel loaded into IR-100 during commissioning is suﬃcient for its operaon unl lifeme expiraon.
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